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EDITOR'S NOTH

Annates Scctio Lingüistica was originally a yearbook of Eötvös Loránd University (ELTE). 
under the fui! tide ot Annates Universitatis Seientiarium Hudapestinensis de Rotando Eötvös 
Nominatac. Sectio Lingüistica, tt formed part of a eotteetion of university yearbooks in 
various disciptincs, and served the purpose of making the results of ELTE-hascd research in 
linguistics avaitahte to an internationat audience beyond the iron curtain. The first votumc 
ot the yearbook appeared in <970. and a tota) of 26 votumes were pubtished by 2005. From 
]990, finaneiat probtems hindered year-by-year appearance.

During the whote period. Annates was edited by Prof. István S/athmári. The artietes were 
written in a variety of tanguages inetuding Engtish. German. French. Latin. Russian. Spanish, 
and others. Thematieatty, they covered the most diverse tletds of research on a wide range of 
tanguages.

The journat now rc-appcars with new editoriat and advisory boards, and under very 
different circumstances. Annates Scctio Lingüistica continues as a peer reviewed journat 
pubtished yearty by Tinta Könyvkiadó with the intetteetua) support of Eötvös Loránd 
University. The new journat's focus is on the functional description of Hungarian, and its 
preferred tanguage is Engtish.

The editoriat board is gratefut to Prof. István S/athmári for decades of work as an editor, 
and to att former colleagues for their contributions to the journal.

The present issue has been supported by grant K 42768 of OTKA (Hungarian Scientific 
Research Fund).
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Abstract

'̂777/77*777777 .У7777/7Т*А <7! 7/77* /7*777777*tt'777'/: 77//777/7.S777' 7'77g77777VC /niRtt/.S/r't'.V /777VC ГС7*7*777/у У77*/7/7*7/ 
7'7777t'7777'777/; 7С.У77/7.У. 77777/ 7/77' 77/7*77 77/ 7777/7Z777g t/777f /'777/777'H'777'A /777' /Л77'/777.У7*.У 77/ /¡7У 7777*77'77/ 
/777.{*777.У777'.У /777.У 77/.У77 7*7777*7*̂7*7/ (d.g. ///7777Á -  A*777'/7 7'7/.У. /999/. A7 7/77* 777777777*777, 7777 7*77777/7/7*77* 
.S7777//7*A 77/ 7/7777 A777-7 777*7* 7 0 *777/77/7 /7* /777* 7/77* //7777 ̂777 77777 /7777̂  7777̂7*. //<7777д/; /Y7̂77Á:77.y (200T/ 
/7Г7*.У7'7777*7/ 77 /77*77(/' 777*7*7777777 7// 7/77* 7/77*777*7*777 77/ /WM/M /̂T*.? 7/777 7 777*7.У7*. '/ /<7* /7 7*7* .У 7*77 7 /777/77*7* 
7//.S7'77.S'.S7*.S 77 /777.У.У7/7/7* 777*7*77 77/ 77A 777g 7'77g77777V7* .У7*777777!777'.У /777* /77.S'7777*77'77/ /777 7/777,У7*.У.' 7/77* А777т/\ 77/ 
7/77* А7*7777777777* .Уу.У77*777 77/*7*7*7*777777 //7777̂77777777 7Я.У7* 7*777//77gA. /77 /7777*7/('!7/777: 7/77.У У7777/У 777/С777/77.У 777 
7/7*,У7'7*7/77* 7/77* /77*/777 V777777' 77/  777/7'.У.У7С7* -nút/ nc! / *777 / 7777т/ S77/77*7'7*A.S7\*7* -П—()П/-СП/-0 П / *7777 / 
/7*77777 77 7*77g77777Ví* .У7*7777777177 /77*7*.У/77'7'77V7*. 7'7777.S77/7*7*777g 7//777'/77*777777' 77.У/77'7'7.У 77.У W7'//.

t. tntroduction

The synchronic studies of iunctionai cognitive semantics have had many conctusivc resuits 
rcccndy (Langackcr Í987, Í991: Lakoff Í987). Thus it wouid he prcfcrabic to use these 
resuits in histórica) ianguage anaiyses (Biank Í999).

The present study is examining the semantic system of two Hungarian adverhiai suffixes 
/-7Í7///-777*/ 'at' and -7 7 —7777/-7*7т/-7777 'on'), and their description in the framework of cognitive 
semantics from a diachronic aspect.

According to functionai cognitive theoreticai and descriptive resuits, the knowiedge of 
a ianguage cannot be separated from other cognitive skilis. Language processes cannot he 
separated from nicntai processes and consequentiy, the meanings of iinguistic expressions 
provide usefui infonnation about our conceptúa) system and the nicntai operation of ian
guage. Most theoreticians in cognitive iinguistics suppose that the understanding process 
(conccptuaiization and the processing of iinguistic expressions) is rcaiised partiy by schemas 
(Gesta)ts') based on iife experiences (Lakoff )987). Spatiai and visuai infonnation have an 
eminent rote in conccptuaiization processes, but formai descriptions cannot investigate so 
deepiy the connection between conccptuaiization and ianguage.

it is important to notice, especiaiiy in the case of spatiai conceptuaii/.ation, that the origi
na) semantic content (or a part of it) based on experience is preserved in the meanings of con
ceptúa) structures, and it is acccssibic for conceiving other abstract situations, processes through 
metaphorization (Lakoff Í980). in the cognitive theoreticai framework, the terms 7777*777/7/7777*

' Gestalt is a mental image: it represents a typical example of individual things which is necessary lor their 
categorization process. In this process, an image belonging to the phenomenon to be classified is being 
compared to the already saved mental image (Gestalts) and then it is put into the most appropriate category 
on the basis of resemblance (Lakoff 1987).

A SKMANTiL ANALYSiS OL A!)LSS! VL -A/i/V-AÉL ('AT')
ANDSUPERKSSÎVE-A -fW/  ЛЛУ 6/V( ON ) tN HUNCARLAN



and wffa/y/wr/zaf/wi arc not sty ! istic means hut they refer to one specific method or strategy of 
processing the input information where one thing is understood in terms of another one.

Every cicmcnt of a ianguage -  including adverbial suffixes -  has its own meaning, and 
its grammatical category is considered as a symbolic item which is not just a simple map
ping of the external objective world because the cognitive effort of the speaker/hcarcr 
always proceeds through a conceptual categorization (construal. in Latigacker's term, 1991 : 
294). In the opinion of holistic researchers, the way we express our ideas in a linguistic 
situation is always subject to perspectiviz.ation. since the spcakcr/hcarcr is free to choose 
from his available conceptual schemes. These schemes may be conventionalized in different 
language communities and so they might generate some differences between the languages. 
The variability within a language and between different languages corresponds with the 
differences in the speakers' coneeptual structures and their perspective when perceiving and 
conceptualizing a life situation.

2. The categories of SfaMc and AfoAf/e in expressions of spatial rotations

Sándor N. Szilágyi and his students were the first to make some cognitive semantic tests on 
the Hungarian language at the end of the '90s. At the Faculty of Arts of Bahcs-Bolyai 
University in Kolozsvár these linguists elaborated the main semantic characteristics of cer
tain Hungarian postpositions: /vt/'/rr 'on* (Galaczi 1995), o/a/fZ/o/rz/; under/over' (Somkcreki 
1999). r/ away* (Andor E. 1999), of 'across' (Imre A. 1999) and /zc/mc 'inside' (Páll 1999)'.

During their investigations Sándor N. Szilágyi and his colleagues found that the basic 
principles of metaphorical conceptualization predominate not only in the mental lexicon, 
hut in the grammatical system, too. The semantic network of the analyzed Hungarian 
postpositions shows large metaphorical extensions, based on their primary spatial mean
ings. This result is in accordance with the classical cognitive theory of metaphor.

Approaching the semantics of Hungarian postpositions, the terms stable (S) and mobile 
(M) have been introduced by the linguists in Kolozsvár. If an object is static and llxed, it is 
named stable (S =stahle object), hut if an object is moveable or moving compared to the 
stable one, it is called mobile (M -mobile object). (The difference between stable and mo
bile object is not always construed physically, i.c. in space, hut it can also refer to temporal 
or entity relations'.)

Szilágyi and his colleagues define the category of „stable " and ..mobile" for the descrip
tion of spatial relations, whereby the construal of an entity in space is understood in relation 
to another one. This model is similar to the concept of figurc/hasc (more specifically trajector/ 
landmark) alignment (cf. Langackcr )9S7: 231).

]t) the Hungarian language some adverbial relations ti e. u/uM under ) can he expressed by postpositions: 
r< fur/ «far/
the bridge under
under the bridge*

' Three kinds ol relations can he realized between objects: spatial, temporal and entity. Spatial relations 
might be the lirst relation form, from which temporal and entity relations were created by way of 
metaphorization. Spatial relations express some kind of contact or contiguity in space between things, 
temporal relations as the category of tinte is more abstract denote contacts in tinte via metaphorization. 
and finally, entity relations reflect physical or non-physical contacts between entities and/or objects.

6  ______________ GABRIELLA SZILVIA KOTHENCZ______________________________



The stahie/mobiic aiignment certainty has non-spatiai semantic extensions, tor instance:

__________________ A SHMANTtC ANALYSIS OF AOHSStVE M4/y Mi/, (A T ) . . .  7

(i)

tn sentence (t), the rctcrcncc potnt ts on the stahte object (a.szM/ 'tabie') to which a 
postposition item (o/o?( 'under') cotnes, in order to focus the spcakcr/hcarcr's attention to 
the entity considered as the reference point, t wo objects are denoted in the sentence, but the 
postposition is attached to the one to which the speakcr/hearcr rotates the other object. This 
means that the postposition has a spccia) rote, namciy to identify the reference point for the 
speaker/hearer. which cannot be on the mohite object in any case.

This statement can be checked casiiy if we try to describe this spatia) rciation between 
the bal) and the tabic in a different way by the foilowing sentence, in a grammaticaiiy correct 
but semanticaiiy marked way:

( 2 )

in sentence (2), the reference point and the stabie object do not coincide; therefore the 
speakcr/hearcr can find that sentence very strange or non-convcntionai. Thus the sentence

o.szm/ a/a?? van a /a/x/a. 'The haii is on the tabie.' " is perfectiy acccptabie, hut the 
sentence ,/S / a / x / a v a / ;  a<; a.szfa/. 'The tabie is over the haii.' " is non-convcntionai, 
aithough both sentences express the same spatia) reiation. in the spcakcr/hcarcr's interpreta
tion process the stabie object is aiways the reference point to which the participiants in the 
conversation can rciate other movabic objects.

it is necessary to note that the terminoiogy of S/.iiagyi is very simitar to that ofLangackcr 
(i987: 23 i), because the terms „mobiic" and „trajcctor" or „stabie" and „iandmark" mean 
basicaiiy simiiar concepts, aithough these are not only concepts for standing and moving 
things hut abstract conccptuaiixations as well.

Like other aggiutinativc ianguages where the word meaning can he modified by adding 
different and muitipie endings or affixes to the word, the Hungarian ianguage expresses 
spatiai, temporai and entity rotations by way of using adverhiai suffixes which can be added 
to different parts of speech (nouns, adjectives, numbers, pronouns, etc). The adverhiai suf
fixes added to nouns are case endings at the same time. Nominai case signais the function a 
noun fuifiiis in a sentence or phrase, such as the subject, direct or indirect object, in Engiish, 
these roies are gencraiiy the same hut unmarked (with the exception of pronouns), in the 
Hungarian ianguage. a word has to he marked according to its roic using speciai endings, 
similariy to Latin.



The rotation of the stem and affix was heavily discussed hy certain tinguistie theories 
and schoois. In the opinion of linguists (including Anderson 1992, Katamba 1993. Beard 
1995, Stump 2001 and Spencer 2001) supporting the ..word-based" theory, an affix is only 
a formal item or trace for abstract grammatical processes where words have meaning hut 
affixes do not. Other linguists (Langackcr 1987, 1991, Carstairs-McCarthy 1992, Kostie et 
at 2003, Aronoff et at 2005 and Engcr 2005) suppose that both affixes and stems are mean
ingful, and they are on a par from the „morpheme-based" theory's perspective.

The current study is based on the „morpheme-based" theory, according to which the 
stem and the affix arc in a semantic relationship, and the stem elaborates one schematic 
substructure of the aflix. Thus an affix is dependent semantically, i.c. it is relational, hut a 
stem is autononomous. In Langackcr's term, there is a special relationship between a stem 
and an affix, where a stem is the landmark and the affix is the trajcctor (Langackcr 1987).

As previously shown in sentence ( I), adverbial suffixes designate the stable object out of 
the two related ones, because the suffix is always attached to the S -word in the sentence.

In order to construct a spatial relation, at least two entities are needed which are in an 
asymmetric relation: one of them is the static object (here referred to as 'stable'), and the 
other is the moveable or moving one (termed 'mobile' in what follows). If a third thing, 
object or person assists for these two objects to he in contact then that relation is triehotomie, 
and the mediator thing, object or person is called the actor (A), for instance:

H GABRtKLLA S/)t,V)A KOTHHNCX______________________________

( 3 )

Just like the objects in the spatial relationship (S and M ) the relation-marking adverbial 
suffixes can also be separated into two categories, namely stable suffixes (S =stablc suffix) 
and mobile suffixes (M -mobile suffix).

Stable suffixes express the notion of „staying at one point in spacc/timc" and they do not 
refer to events that involve any kind of movement. They designate one point or period in 
space and time, and show simple spatial, temporal or substantive relations. Mobile suffixes, 
by contrast, refer to the existence, realisation and termination of continuous movement and 
dynamic relations.

3. The nature of adverbial suffixes

In several languages, relationships between cognitive categories are reflected in different 
ways. These differences are particularly typical for grammatical expressions of spatial and 
temporal relations, as in some languages affixes and postpositions are used, while in others 
mainly prepositions. The use of grammatical forms shows various spcakcr/hcarcr viewpoints 
on the interpretation of events in the world, and different strategies of coding/dccoding 
actions, objects and entities in the language.

Seeing that movements and actions normally have directions and orientations compar
ing with objects and entities, therefore verbs (the typical part of speech to denote move
ments and actions) can have spatial and temporal factors in their semantic structures. Never
theless. some languages (mainly agglutinative ones) express the spatial and temporal relations 
by way of affixes and postpositions added to the words which typically refer to objects and 
entities (nouns). In a phrase which includes a noun, a verb and an adverbial suffix, the 
adverbial suffix as a grammatical form to express a spatial relation is attached to the noun:



_______ A SEMANTIC ANALYStS OF ADHSSIVH -AA/y-W^/. ('AT')... 9

(4)

(5)

( 6)

The phrase structures in (4) -  (6) can he demonstrated schematicaüy in Figure ) :

Figure !
Reiationships between the verb, noun and adverbia) suffix 

from the structurai point of view

As shown, the meaning of the noun and the adverhiai suffix is represented together, in 
the same frame. But the semantic perspective suggests that in the conceptúa! system there 
are different reiationships between the noun, the verb and the adverbia! suffix. !f we consider 
other ianguages. we can find that these different rciationships arc ctearer and more directiy 
reflected than in Hungarian/Finnish/Japancsc, and not on!y expressed by affixes, hut prepo
sitions, too:

(7)

( H )

(9)

 ̂ This process can be justified in a more difficult way in the Russian language, because this language is 
mixed (it is flective. with some agglutinative characteristics). Here the inflection ( u) and preposition ( v)



Prom a cognitive tinguistic perspective, adverhiat sutfixes may he seen to have different 
rctations to the verb and the noun, as demonstrated in Figure 2:

Figure2
Retationships between the verb, the noun and the adverhiat suffix 

from the cognitive point of view

t o  GABRtHU.A SXH.VIA KOTHHNCX______________________________

tn Figure 2, the verb and the adverhiat suffix mutually draw upon each other's meaning, 
even though the suffix is attached to the noun in the orat reati/.ation.

4. Classification of three-way adverhiat suffixes

From a diachronic aspect, the key to understanding the operation of adverhiat suffixes are 
the historicat three-way system of spatiat rotations in Hungarian and the distinction based 
on the type of spatiat rotation.'

together surrounds the structure. The preposition as a contaminator of spatial parameters is represented 
togetherwiththeverb, hut a sufllx is added tothe noun as well, to denote feminine gender. The reference 
of gender is added to the nouns, therefore the suffix includes a gender parameter.
'  In traditional grammars, by the category orientation', the Hungarian language is characterized by a 
three-way opposition, h.g. in ease of orientations to/at/from*. at* is the starting/eentral point for defining 
the other two directions ('to ' and from ):

to undcr/under/from under'
e/e/eMu/e/fY/e to the front ol'/in front of/ from the front o f  
/<-/¿/-//<'//<7 toward/-/from'
/<<7<'//dMtr//f<7a7 'to over/over/from over*
To a certain extent, this opposition is relevant for the ease system.
-/7«/-/;i<M/77<i/'into/in/fromin'
-7«/-777i/-rr7/*onto/on/fromon'
/toz/nd/Ad/ to/at/from* 

and for certain adjectival pro-forms: 
if/f/u/Armer) to hcrc/hcrc/from here'
<7</H/f7M/<77)7m7i to thcrc/thcre/from there'
/nn'r<//w///w7;7<«7; where to/where/where from (Kornai 1994: 77 7H).



A SHMANTtC ANALYStS OH ADESStVH ( AT )... t t

F igure 3
Classification of advcrhia] suffixes in the three-way system of spatia) rotations

(Korompay )992)

What does „ctoscr" and „¡css ctose" mean in a spatia) rctationship? How can we interpret 
them and what is the basis for comparison? These groups are not defined preciscty enough, 
thus some corrections shoutd he made drawing on findings from cognitive semantics:

Figure 4
Classification of suffixes with the three-way system of spatia) rotations 

by the cognitive semantics

The previous three categories have been merged into two groups: contact rotations and 
uncertain-contact retations can be distinguished. Within the category of contact retations 
there are externa) and interna) rotations, interna) rotations are characteri/ed by their abihty 
to refer not on)y to spatia) retations, but (via metaphori/ation) to tempora) and entity rota
tions, too. tn such a case, there is a rctationship between S and M on the externa) or interna) 
surfaces, physicatty rcati/.cd. E.g.:

tn sentence ()0). the hook (mobite object, M ) is in physicat contact with one ore more 
intemat sides of the drawer (stahte ob ject. S ). The advcrhia) suffix as a speciat 'guide' t or the 
speaker/hearer indicates the stahte object, in order to define the reference point, according 
to the cogu/r/vc of spatia) retations. The theory of Cognitive Map is suggested by 
Edward Totman ()948), who described the cognitive map as an intemat representation that



t2 GABRtHU.A SXtt.VtA KG'tHPNCX

suides a)) the ctcmcnts of behaviour, inetuding conceptuatixation as wett. Based on his 
rcsutts, it can he assumed that users of a tanguage create and appty such kind of maps when 
they conccptuaii/.c spatia! retations. This cognitive map of spatia) rotations includes the 
most important information about spatia) orientations with retationships between objects 
and/or entities in a very compressed and simptitied form.

Figure 5
The cognitive 2D-map of spatia! retations in sentence (t())

As shown in Figure 5, the stabte object (drawer) contains the niohite object (book), i.c. 
interna) physicat contact has been estahtished between them. Expticit information is marked 
in hotd. tn Figure 3, this means that the book is inside the drawer, this is the status of being 
inside something'. But there are atso pieces of impheit information as preconceptions re
garding the connecting process between the objects, because if the mobite object is in
cluded in the stabte one, then the act of border crossing* must have happened as the mobite 
object changed into the status of being inside something'.

Uncertain-contact retationships show that S and M are in contact with each other, hut 
their physicat contact may not atways he reatixed. This uncertainty is very important, be
cause it means that the speakcr/hearer has incomptete information about the actua! situa
tion.

tn sentenee (t t), it is unsure where exaetty Peter as the mobite object is in the space 
around the tahte (stabte object). We do not even know whether or not there is some physicat 
contact between the stabte object (as/.tat tabte', S ) and the mobite object (Peter, M ). The 
speaker/hearer cannot or woutd not tike to give sufficient information about the situation, 
and the adverbiat suffix -nd//-'tc/ 'at' receives an extra function: to express this intention of 
the speaker/hearer, showing his parity informed knowtedge. Therefore, adverbiat suffixes of 
uncertain-contact retations contain non-spccificd information about the spatia) retations.



___  A SEMANTIC ANALYStS OF ADESStVE /VÁ/y-W;/. ( AT )... i3

Figure 6
The cognitive 2D-map of spatia! rciations in sentence ( i t )

As shown in Figure 6, because of the iaek of sufficient information, the fixed and exact 
position in the space is not defined for the mohitc object (Peter), oniy a iarger area where it 
may be ioeated. What eouid he the reason of this uncertainty ? in order to find the answer, the 
conceptúa! category system of adverbiai suffixes wit] be presented in the next part, and then 
two stabie suffixes, the adessive -ud/Z-ne/ ('at') and the superessive -<wZ-í7tZ-ó/! ('on') 
wi!) be investigated.

5. Characteristics of three-way adverbiai suffixes

According to theories of cognitive semantics, eonceptuaiization is based on the experiences 
of the users of a ianguage (Langackcr i9S7, Lakoff i9H7). This means that objects, entities, 
acts and rciations occurring in our worid are speciaiiy coded in ianguages. For instance, 
rciations between spatiai orientations arc rcficctcd in the meaning of adverbiai cicmcnts 
(e.g. suffixes).

if we decode this knowiedge hidden in a ianguage, then we can get some information 
about the nature of eonceptuaiization.

in order to understand the main difference between the use of adverbiai suffixes bciong- 
ing to contact and uncertain reiations, it is necessary to investigate the main difference 
between them: the presence or absence of uncertainty.

Contact reiations show that the spcakcr/hcarcr is sure about the exact reiationship be
tween two objects or entities, white uncertain-contact rciations indicate that there is oniy a 
possibiiity for contact hut its realization is not certain. But where does the uncertainty come 
from? Most prohahiy. it comes from the iaek of compietc information. Therefore, we have to 
study what kind of information is needed to define spatial reiations.



5.!. Characteristics of three-way adverbiai suffixes ciassified into contact reiations

A spatia) relation specifics how an object is located in space in relation to a reference object 
which becomes the reference point for the language user. Since the reference object (stable 
object / landmark) is usually larger than the object (mobile object / trajcctor) referred to. the 
latter is often represented by a smaller circle.

In order to define a spatial relation in the easiest way at least two objects arc needed. The 
spcakcr/hcarer considers the relation between the two objects, where the reference point 
always construed as the stable object -  see sentence ( I), i.e. oniy f reference point is used 
for defining the contact relation (S -  M ).

5.2. Characteristics of three-way adverbiai suffixes ciassified into uncertain-contact re
lations

When using adverbial suffixes belonging to uncertain-contact relations, the spcakcr/hcarcr 
considers not only the relationship between the stable and mobile objects, but also the 
spatial position of the mobile object related to him and the stable object, i.e. two reference 
points (the spcaker/hcarcr and S ) are used for defining these spatial contacts. E.g. in sen
tence (11) (Peter 'Peter is standing at the table.'), the spcakcr/hcarcr consid
ers the relationship between the table (reference point I) and Peter, and the spatial position 
of Peter in the space between the speaker himself (reference point 2) and the table:

Figure 7
Reference points in spatial relations expressed by sentence (II) /2D/

)4  GABKtHtTA S7.H.V)A KOTHHNCX______________________________

in general, defining the type of a spatial relation is much faster and easier than giving the 
exact calculation for the distance between objccts/cntities, which would warrant the use of 
measures as well. Therefore, in actual conversations the spcakcr/hcarcr cannot define these 
distances, they can only arrive at a rough estimation, insufficient information, thus, causes 
the uncertainty which is rellectcd in the linguistic expressions.



6. The categorization of three-way adverbiai suffixes

in cognitive semantics, the concept of metaphor has been re interpreted. Mctaphorixation is 
not a iiterary or rhetoric term here, hut a way in which we understand unknown and/or 
abstract ideas (Langacker Í987. Lakoff )987).

As we know from the history of the Hungarian ianguagc. three-way adverbiai suffixes 
were originaiiy individua! words and oniy iater became suffixes via grammaticaiization 
(Korompay Í992), these ciemcnts shouid he categorized by their meanings despite the fact 
that their forms have changed and that they tost their syntactic autonomy.

Figure 8
The cognitive category system of three-way adverbiai suffixes /3D/

________  _______ A SHMANTtC ANALYStS OH ADHSStVE -A/Í/V-Wi/. ( AT )... i5

Figure 8 shows the categorization of three-way adverbiai suffixes. As can he seen, aii 
suffixes beiong to the main conccptuai category of JottRNPY. inside this conceptual area, tiicre 
are six sub-categories (TARGtn , pt.ACE, souRct;, CON tAiNPR, suRt-ACE, spACti), to which nine three- 
way adverbiai suffixes arc rciated. in the centre of the 3D-systcm, there arc stabie suffixes 
(incssivc /w/;/-/;c/i. superessive w;/-c/:/-/w and adessivc -Mr?//-;:e/), to which mobiic 
suf fixes arc compared (see the case of stabie and mohiie objects in Section 2).

Horizontaiiy. we can see the processes between the suffixes which arc parts of one com- 
piex act (journey in the mctaphoricai sense), compicting each other, but verticaiiy, suffixes 
arc in opposition.



7. The meaning of inessive -nd/Z-ме/ ('at') and superessivc -u—ow/-ew/-dw ( on ) as seman
t i c a l  opposite pairs

Having seen that a spatia) orientation can he defined in space onty in reiation to another 
one, this method can he appiied for defining the meaning of adverhia! suffixes as weti, i.e. 
comparing their meanings to each other and studying them in opposite pairs, in the foiiow- 
ing part i wiii give a short presentation of this method, comparing the adcssivc suffix -nd/Z 
-nd/ ('at') and the superessivc -я—<wZ-fnZ-Zw ('on') to each other, using theories of tanguage 
history and cognitive semantics.

7.1. The meaning of -/td/Z-ud/ ('at')

The adessive -nd/Z-nd/ ('at') is a stahie suffix forexpressing uncertain contacts, to which the 
metaphor oi st'Act: and pi.ACH can he reiated. This means that the concept of being in not-ciosc 
contact, i.e. 'keeping a short distance (i.e. space) between the objects* is invoived in the 
meaning of -nd/Z-nd/ ('at').

Therefore, the meaning of -nd/Z-nd/ ('at') is 'being at something', 'being dcfinabic in 
reiation to something without physicai contact', as it can be seen in Figure 9 heiow:

Figure 9
The reiation of adessive -ud/Z-nd/ /2D/

)6  GABRtHt.t.A S/.tt.VtA KOTHHNCX______________________________

As this is an uncertain-contact suffix, the exact piacc of the mohiie object is defined oniy 
in the actuai situation by the spcakcr/hearcr, by use of two reference points. For this reason, 
the objects marked by the eircies are oniy possihiiitics for the iocation of the mohiie object, 
in Figure 9. there is a specific area (in the dotted grey background) which is iocatcd around 
the stabic object.

As known from research on ianguage history, the suffix -ud/ comes from the adverb /td/ 
'proximity/ncarncss* used in the Ugrian (or Uratian) period of the Hungarian ianguage. This 
word was formed from the Ugrian basic word *;;n" 'proximity/ncarncss' with -/ as an ancient 
ahiative suffix. We can find simiiar exampies in other Finno-Ugrian ianguages, the most 
interesting for our anaiysis is the Samoycd yur.: ud to*, /tdnn 'at'/'with* (TESx).

The meaning 'with* in the above-mentioned Samoycd exampic suggests that the word 
nd/couid mean not oniy 'proximity/ncarncss' hut 'being ciose to sg/sy' i.e. 'being with sg/

*' Supposed basic form of the word from the Uralic period.



sy by non-physica) contact, keeping a short disctance -  sPACt: -  between the objects', despite 
the fact that the suffix -nd//-nc/ is not used for expressing the meaning 'with' today.

This idea is confirmed by the other form of the adcssive suffix as we)) (nc/), because the 
first occurrence of in Hungarian written documents (Jokai Codex )4)6 a ./¡466) is an 
eicment of the postpositionai composite structure we/Ao/ without'. This postposition is 
composed of two morphs, -nc/ and -An/, from which -n<?/ might mean with' and -An/ (today: 
'externa!') shouid mean 'out'.

However, the word /;d/ is not used in Hungarian today, as it became a suffix via 
grammaticaii/.ation, but supposedty this process did not totaHy deicte the semantic part of 
the word and its meanings cou!d be preserved in the suffix, too. Based on this idea and using 
the theories of cognitive semantics, meanings of /td/Z-ne/ can he given as fo!!ows:

Meanings of -nd/Z-nd/ ('at'):
a) Non-exact or non-defined circumstances
b) Metaphor of pt.Ac r: wrm SPACH
c) Being with sg/sy by non-physica! contact, keeping a short distance
d) Non-iimited status in movement
e) Pre-supposing of reati/ed process of 'getting closer to sg/sy'
() Uncertain contact with M

7.2. The meaning of ooZ-coZ-do ('on')

This suffix refers to externa) contacts inctuding the metaphor of being on the surface of sg'. 
The supcrcssivc onZ-onZ-d/t ('on') assigns being on something by physiea! contact 
without border-crossing events on S 's body', thus M on!y touches it on the surface.

Figure Hi

__________________ A SEMANTIC ANALYSfS Ot- ADHSStVH -AA/y-AAY. ( AT )... !7

The history of this suffix is difficuit to trace hack, hut together with the other suffixes of 
contact rotations (incssivc -donZ-den in', iitative -doZ-dc 'to ', dative -dd/Z-dd/ 'out of' as 
internáis, in addition to suhlative -rrtZ/c 'onto', delativc /d/Z-rd/ 'from the surface of sg' as 
externáis) it is from the Ugrian basic word Toy? 'vicinity/ncarncss' (for details see Kothcnc/. 
2007). Their dcvciopmcnt may have taken piacc in two steps as foiiows:

At first, interna) suffixes (donZ-den 'in ', iiiative -doZ-dc 'to ', ciative -dd/Z-dd/ 'out of') 
were formed dircctiy from the basic word Toy? (Kothcnc/. 2007:446). Nevertheicss, some 
modifications happened in the form and meaning of the basic word Toy?, and it may have 
changed into Tot)? 'surface', from which three suff ixes of externa) contacts (superessivc 
-M- o/i/Tn/ oH 'on', subiativc -roZ-re 'onto' and dciative /d/Z-td/ 'from the surface of sg') 
were created, rciating onty to events on surface.



Meanings of -/! —rinZ-cn/dn ('on'):
a) There is externa) contact without restriction 
h) Metaphor of suRt-Act; with t't.Ao: 
e) Moving without ohstaeies
d) Prediction and resutt of events without horder-crossing
e) S touches the surface of M on surface, this reiation can he turned with 90" and 

t80" in the space

)n the conceptúa) and granimatica) system, three-way adverbia) suffixes arc represented 
in oppositiona) pairs, and they designate and interpret spatia!. témpora) and entity retations 
compared to each other, tn the opposition of adessive -nd//-/:c/ ('at') and supcrcssivc — 
wt/cnZ-d/t ('on'), the focus is on the difference of uncertainties of the contact as shown in 
the next phrase:

() 2) o .súme/ w/t -  'sg is at the rads'

The adessive -nd/Z-nd/ ('at') means 'being at sg with short distance (i.c. space)', where the 
uncertain contact shows the non-timited status in movement, because S has uncertain con
tact with M . Therefore, it is not sure whether physica) contact is rea)i/.ed between them, but 
M is somewhere around S .

()3) .w:eMtYVH-'sgisonthcrai)s'

This phrase, besides its direct meaning, mctaphoricady expresses that 'some case is 
under way with an expected positive end'. )n this phrase the supcrcssivc -w—onZ-cnZ-d/t 
('on') means straight moving without obstactcs in space when it refers to things and objects 
on the surface of stahte object, hi this rckttion, S  ̂ comes into contact with M but on)y 
externady. The abstract meaning of this phrase: 'getting to somewhere by a continuous 
movement (without obstactcs), i.c. 'getting to he successtu)'.

8. Conctusions

This study aimed to show the semantic system of adverbia) suffixes in the three-way system 
of spatia] retations in the Hungarian tanguage. mainty with two suffixes: the adessive -nd/Z 

fa t ')  and the supcrcssivc -n—nnZ-cnZ-dn ('on'). The anatysis was comptetcd within the 
framework of hohstic cognitive semantics with a diachronic orientation.

) investigated the meanings of three-way adverbia) suffixes, and made a proposa) on their 
cognitive category, together with the rctated conceptúa) domains and cognitive metaphors. 
From the nine three-way adverbia) suffixes, two (-nd/Z-nd/ 'at' and supcrcssivc -/i—c/tZ-c/tZ-dn 
'on') were anatysed scmanticaHy and a possihtc exptanation for their origin was suggested. 
)t was found that in the semantic system of adessive -nd/Z-nd/ the origina) meaning 'with' can 
he assumed, which justifies its retation to the metaphorica) uses of st'ACt; and I't.Act: (i.e. short 
distance).

)n the case of the supcrcssivc suffix —rwZ-f/tZ-d/; ('on'), in accordance with the resutts 
of my previous paper (Kothenc/ 2007), it was argued that suffixes of certain contacts (3 
internáis and 3 external) came from the same Ugrian basic word (*wy9 'vicinity/ncarncss'): 
at tit st 3 internats were created from the origina) form of the basic word f'wy.;), and after its 
change in form and meaning (from 'vicinity/ncarncss' into *w?p 'surface'), the 3
external were formed to spccificady express externa) spatia) retations, which can justify 
their retations to the metaphorical uses of suRt-ACt-: and t't.ACH.

t X C AHKH'il.I.A S/.U.VIA KOTHKNCX______________________________
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ON 1 HF HUNGARIAN VFRILM, PARADIGM WITH THU SUFFIX /A.
A FUNCTIONAL APPROACH

.[tort ScHunx

Abstract

Az /Az'.s p a p e r  /  uazz /z / /zAz  ̂ / a  /A'.wz/.s.s /Az* - ik  /Azzz-zzz/z^zzz (zz^.soczzz/czf /Aw/a/y/Az'z-zz//y uz/A  p a .s -  
s a 'e .  re/7e.M 're, zczz/zw czz/ zzzzz/zzzzzMz' vazcz' / a  //zzzzyzzzzzzzz) / a  /A c /zzzAzzz-wzzzA zz/* /zzzzz/zazzzz/ 
.szazzzzAz/zz.s Azz.scz/ a / ;  Azzzzgaz A c r x zzzczzzzzzzg zzzzz/ zazzzpzz.sz/c .s/zzzz/zzz*/' zzzrz/A7 zzzzz/ /A c / z w /a /y p e  
/Az-az-y. /)//cz-.szzzzzzzzzzz-zzAzg /Az- /AeaW e.s' zz^/z-aAAzozza/ Az.s/azzzzz/ A/zg/zA/z/-.?, /  p w p a .s e  a  a e n - 
pa.s .s /A /e z*Ap/zzzzzz/Azzz r ^ / A e  /zzzzzzz/zyzzz Ay zzzzzzzaz/zzz/zzzy a / ;  /A e /zw zcz /zz w  a /  zz//czz/zzzzz .sAz//. 
A y /azzz.szzzy a / ;  /A e .s/zzz/z'zzy p a  A;? o f / A e  /zzzrzzAzgzzz, /A e p e r . s a a  .szzzyzz/zzz* - i k  e / e w e a / .  /  
Az'yA/zyA/ /A e eaa .se .s  a /  tA e .;czzzzzzz/z'z* cAzzzz^cA a /  /A e /zzzzzzzAj/zzz, /7.s a p p e a r a a e e  a /  / /e sc  c e rA a /  
yzazz/z.s a .s  zazzz/zzzz-zv/ / a  z'/.s* azzyzzzzz/yAzzz/zozz. ozz /A e  Azz.sz.s q f  /A e A ypa/A e.s/.s /A a / /A e - ik  
e/e/AAez:/ Azz.s zza/ azz/y Az/(z'z7z'azzzz/ A;// zz/.sa z/z'z*zvzz/zzzzzzz/ pA aper/zeA . /  eazze/zzz/e zzzy .s/zzz/y Ay 
azz//zAZZAzy pa.s.szA /e zAz-z-c/zzzzzA a/" /zz/;zA*e re.se/zz-eA, zz;z7zzzA'z;y /A e //zzes/zazzs /zzz// pzaA/eAAZ.s 
/zAazz/ /A e /zAzre-Azze/z/zazze// Aypa/Ae.sz.s.* /A e A-e/a/zazzsAzp A e /n eez z  /A e - ik  e/ezzzezz/ zzzzz/ a /A e r  
//e rz c a /z re .s . ' /A e eazzeezz /s  /z/7z.spee/zza/z7y.' zzzzz//zzzz7zzzz/zzz/y /A e //zze.s/zazz a /7 A e  zzzzz/z/Zz? ra z e e ,  
/z.s z /e r e /a p e z /  zzz .S'zzzzzzzzze A*ezAZAAzer'.s zzzazzayz/zp/zy ( / 9 9 3 ) .

1. Introduction

in this paper I wouid tike to öfter a new approach to investigating the /A paradigm, its birth and 
changes throughout the history of the Hungarian tanguage, within the framework of func- 
tiona! cognitive hnguistics. Langaeker's semantic and composite structure mode) and the 
prototype theory aitow us to answer the questions about the paradigm's birth and semantic 
changes, i attempt to expiain the birth of the paradigm (at any rate of the paradigm's basic 
eiement, the 3"* person singuiar -z'A) with the hetp of a metonymic semantic procedure referred 
to as attention shift. My hypothesis is that the -z'A eiement as the basis of a new paradigm has 
not onty intlcctiona! but aiso derivational properties: its dcrivationai properties aiiowed the 
paradigm to occur in different verba! groups in the course of the history of Hungarian.

This paper docs not attempt to answer aii the questions it raises, rather it reports on interim 
resuits of an ongoing research project. But i think it is important to raise these questions because 
they may bring us cioser to understanding the functioning of this extraordinary paradigm.

1.1. Verbal inflections in the Hungarian ianguage

The properties and reiations of finite verbs are represented by inficctiona) cicmcnts (suffixes) in 
Hungarian. Not oniy are the morphemes denoting tense and mood added to the base form of a 
verb but person and number are aiso expressed this way. in the Hungarian ianguage three (or more 
preeiseiy two and a haif) paradigms exist toexpress number and person reiations: the definite one. 
the genera) one (they arc fuii paradigms), and the defective -z'A paradigtn. Their historicai evoiu- 
tion is ciosciy connected to each other and to the probiem of marking the object as weii. The defi-



nitc paradigm is used in the ease of transitive verbs if their object is definite (e. g. Pe?er r/ /idgev 
;ir;/;/q/'d/ o/vo.s.sr/. Peter is reading bis sister's diary.' ). The genera) paradigm is used with intran
sitive verbs (/ATer/i/t. Peter is running.*), and with transitive verbs with an indefinite object ( Pe/cr 
egy Aö/twey o/vo.s. Peter is reading a book.'). These two paradigms arccompfete. i.c. they have 
theirown conjugations in every person, number, mood and tense (see tabic f for the conjugation 
of verba) paradigms). They represent a tota) opposition to each other, and except for being tran
sitive or not as wcH as having a definite object or not, no other semantic orgrammatica) con
straints restrict their usage.

The third paradigm is the so-eaifed /A paradigm, ft is not compfete. namciy it does not have 
its own suffixes in every number and tense (in past and future tenses and in thepfurai the verbs 
take the genera! paradigm's suf fixes), in respect of form it can be distinguished from the other 
two paradigms; however, its function is harder to define, it is associated prototypicaiiy with 
the passive, reflexive, rcciproeat and middic voices. The current descriptive grammars define 
its f unction as identieai to the genera) paradigm; on the standpoint of historical iinguistics see
3.3. The /A paradigm may he used both with intransitive and transitive verbs with indefinite 
objects, thus it is indeed synonymous with the gênerai paradigm, in contrast, the /A paradigm 
cannot occur with any intransitive or transitive verbs without an object. Nowadays, oniy 4% of 
the Hungarian verbs can be conjugated in this way. The genera) and the -/'A conjugations are 
interehangeabie oniy in one direction: the /A conjugated verbs may appear with the suffixes of 
the générai paradigm in each person, mood and tense, except f or the third person singuiar. dc- 
eiarative mood, present tense. (Moreover, from the ]6-i7''' century there has been a tendency 
in the Hungarian ianguage to change the morphemes of the /A paradigm to the morphemes of 
the genera! paradigm.) Nevcrtheicss. the morphemes of the -t'A paradigm cannot occur on non- 
/A verbs. E.g. the present tense first person singuiar in deeiarativc mood form of the verb e.szt'A 
may and docs appear in ianguage use both in the forms ole.s'^c//; tvt/rtttt/7 ('I am eating some
thing', with the suffix of the /A paradigm) and e.szeA vo/a;/;;7 (with the same meaning, with the 
suffix of the genera) paradigm). (The question of whether both forms are "appropriate" wouid 
iead to the question of norms, an issue that is beyond the scope of the present artieic. Suffice it 
to state that native speakers know, use and understand both versions.) Stiii, notw'A verbs iike 
o/rv/.s arc oniy used in the f orm of o/va.wA vo/o//;;? *i read something', but *o/to.w;/; vo/o;;;;? is 
odd forthc native speakers, it is important to note that in dictionaries, the iexieai forms of the 
verbs are given in the genera! conjugation in present tense third person singuiar in deeiarativc 
mood, hut the /A verbs represent an exception: the iexieai forms of these verbs arc given in /A 
conjugation in the third person singuiar, in present tense in declarative mood.

22  __________________ JUDtT SCHULT/_______________________________________

Tabic i : The Hungarian verhai paradigms (cf. Kes/iered. 2000, Kiss Pus/.tai eds. 2003)

genera) paradigm definite paradigm -ik paradigm
S/! -k fwA'i write (sg)' -m fro//; '1 write (that)' -m d.szo//;'! swim*
S/2 -sx/) fr.s'x 'you write (sg)' -d frw/ 'you write (that)' -) d.sso/ 'you swim'
S/3 0  (r'hc/shc writes (sg)' -ja/-i ;7/o 'hc/shc writes (that)' -ik 'hc/shc 

swims'
)'/) -Unk ;7'M/;A 'we write (sg)' -jUk fr/';/A 'we write (that)*

M.SZM//A 'we swim'
P/2 -tOk fr/oA 'you write (sg)' -jatok/ itek fr/d/oA you write (that)'

d.\;/oA you swim'
!'/3 -nAk fr/ioA 'they write (sg)' -jak/-ik fr/'dA they write (that)'

d.sz/;<?A 'they swim'



The verba! paradigm with /A: has been studied retativety rarety in Hungarian hnguisties 
over the !ast lew decades. As regards its study from a histórica) aspect, it was tast dealt with in 
detail in the dissertation of Magdolna R. Hutás (1972), and by Erxsébct E. Ahaffy (1978 and 
1992). Of the descriptive grammars, Magyar grammatika (Kcs/lcr ed. 2000) and Új magyar 
nyelvtan (E. Kiss -  Kiefer -  Siptár 2002) discuss the paradigm, hut they do not distinguish the 
paradigm with /A: from the other two paradigms beyond their formal characteristics. Kiefer's 
Strukturális magyar nyelvtan (Kiefer ed. 2000) docs not even discuss the paradigm with /A, 
it concentrates only on the main rules of inflection, and regarding those rules the authors' 
opinion is that the /A paradigm is not different from the other two paradigms. In addition to 
the characteristics of the form, however, it is useful to examine the functional characteristics, 
which make the paradigm with /A unique in the Hungarian language.

1.2. The structure of the paper

In the following sections, ! will first review the theories of classical historical linguistics 
before turning to the possibilities and problematic issues raised by the line of research which 
examines the emergence and functional changes of the paradigm with /A within the frame
work of functional cognitive linguistics. This framework makes it possible to examine the 
instantiations of the paradigm as it functions within a clause (cf. Langackcr 1987). By 
applying the continuum-principle (of morphology, lexicon and syntax, cf. Langackcr 1987), 
some features of the paradigm, for which there is no explanation in the traditional structural 
approach, can also be studied. Such a characteristic feature is, for instance, that the paradigm 
appears only on certain groups of verbs (c.g. the reciprocals). The dynamic approach, which 
makes no distinction between synchrony and diachrony, presents the complete history of 
the paradigm in unity. After the presentation of the framework and the current results of my 
research. I will point out possible directions for further research in this field.

It has to be noted that although the expression the paradigm with /A' is adopted in the 
title, this paper deals mainly with the 2"' person singular /A form. The reason for this is that 
the most important characteristics of the paradigm arc mostly linked to this element, and it 
is also the starting point of the emergence of the paradigm. Moreover, currently it can be 
regarded as the only stable element of the paradigm. I think that this feature results exactly 
from the typical derivative-like content of the paradigm. The other elements of the paradigm 
will hopefully also he the subject of further research.

2. The views oi the classical histórica) linguistics

2.L The birth and history of the paradigm with /A is closely connected to the problem of the 
markedness of the grammatical (direct) object'. At the beginning of the Proto-Hungarian 
age* it was only the definite object that had a marker, originally an -w element (during the 
Proto-Hungarian age it changed to -/ by unit-change). There was only one verbal paradigm 
(its suffixial elements were grammaticised from personal pronouns), to denote person and

' The Hungarian tanguage recognises a direct' object in definite and indefinite versions, instead of 
indirect* object, there arc nontinals with adverbial case endings.

- The periods of Hungarian historical linguistics: Proto-Hungarian age (from the beginning of the Hungarian 
language til) 895: there arc no linguistic records from this period): Old Hungarian age (895 1526). Middle 
Hungarian age (1526-1772), New Hungarian age (1772-1920) and Newer Hungarian age (I920-).
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number of the subject. The simptest transitive sentences comprised a verb, a subject (un
marked) and an object (marked oniy if it was definite):

24  ____________________J U DIT SCHULTZ_______________________________________

The !ack of the indefinite object's marker caused no probfem because of the rigid SOV 
word order. But when word order was no iongcr restricted, marking the indefinite object was 
immediatefy necessary. The formation of the paradigm with /A can he regarded as a kind of 
answer to this probfem, in the foffowing way.

fn sentence (3)a. according to the SOV word order e/n/weA is the subject and /n is the 
object.

With the disappearance of rigid word order, the syntactic (and semantic) functions would 
have to he made unatnhigous in three ways:

During the histórica) devefopment of the hmguagc the -f object marker began to desig
nate the indefinite object too (a), fn the verba) inflection there a)so appeared a new line of 
morphemes aside the existing one, and from that time both the origina) paradigm, which 
became )ater the definite paradigm, and the new one, the genera) paradigm had the same 
f unction to refer to the definiteness of the object (h). But these two processes demanded a 
tong period of time to he accomptishcd.

However, middtc verbs existed atready in the proto-Hungarian tanguage. The main char
acteristic of this verb ctass is that no Agent is adowed to appear with the verb. The subject 
position was fitted by the Patient in these sentences.

The historicady primary transitive sentence, Ew/xwA /d fdr;A changed as fotlows: by 
dropping the Agent (for exampte because it is known from the context) the sentence turned 
into /d  /dn'A '(sys/sgs) break tree'. Actuady, this sentence № ;d/*/A had originatty an OV 
word order. But in this ease yd can he identified a)so as subject in singutar person, by the 
analogy of sentences with intransitive verbs and SV word order (A'.vo e.\ 'rain fads'; Ég ddrdg 
'sky thunders'). Consequently the semantic structure of the verb fdr/A was transformed into
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the middle voice: Ar; /AArAA tree breaks'. The third person plural /A: tnorphemc changed too 
and became third person singular, and at the same time the forma! exponent of the midd!e 
voice (c).

2.2. The extension of the paradigm with -AA to other ciasses of verbs (beyond the middte 
voice) started atready in the Proto-Hungarian age. !n one of the primordia! Hungarian lin- 
guistic records, the Hatotti beszéd és Könyörgés' 'Funeral Sermon and Prayer* there are 
instantiations of the ewe verb 'hc/shc ate' in both transitive and intransitive use, where the 
-ec ending (pronounced: -ék) is the past form of /A:. There developed verb pairs, in which the 
version without in)lectiona! morpheme in the /A; paradigm is a transitive verb in the active 
voice, whi!e the version with the paradigm with -AA is in the middie voice. These pairs 
generally perished during the Middte Hungarian age, tike fc/ 'fit!' : fe/AA to be filled'.

The paradigm with /A: often appeared on verbs already in the middle voice, too; in these 
cases the usage varied, as/ógy - /ÂgyAA 'lessen'.

Verbs denoting a state started to take /A: endings in the Old Hungarian age (n/.vzAA 'sleep', 
./AA.s'zAA 'lay'). The paradigm with /A; also plays a role in the formation of the passive. The 
passive structure evolved from the causative structure, also using the /A verbal endings, 
maybe as early as during the first half of the Proto-Hungarian age.

The -AA ending appears on active verbs too, first of all on the reflexives. It was also 
possible to attach it to motion verbs as in these verb classes there is a great variability 
between forms with and without -AA (/¿p -  AcpAA 'step'). There arc many other intransitive 
verbs that take the -AA paradigm. The transitive-intransitive pairs (gyón .- gyónAA.* 'confess sg 
: confess') obscured the earlier conventionalized conceptual structures, and facilitated the 
appearance of transitive verbs with the -AA paradigm. This functional diversity played a great 
part in the decomposition of the paradigm; actually the appcarcancc of -AA suffixes on 
different classes of verbs is part of the decomposition process.

3. The functional approach

3.1. My first remark to the previous overview is in connection with the decomposition of the 
paradigm, which is the result of functional diversity. In fact, it was this phenomenon that 
made me turn towards the functional approach. I find it crucial to make a distinction be
tween the two processes of change; the spread of the paradigm, and its decomposition. The

' The Halotti Beszéd és Könyörgés' [Hunéra] Sermon and Prayer] is the eidest known coherent linguistic 
record of the Hungarian language. See in Benkő 19X0.
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first one is a funetionai change, a kind of polysemy extension, while the other one is pureiy 
a morphoiogica) reduction. Of course, there is a correction, moreover, an interaction be
tween the two, hut they cannot he identified with each other (Sehuit/ 2005). Histórica) data 
show that funetiona) changes had already begun in the Proto-Hungarian age. and continued 
in the subsequent period as we)). As a result of the functional changes, the paradigm was 
productive throughout these periods, which it still continues to be at present. As opposed to 
the above the first signs of the decomposition of the morphological structure appeared only 
in the second half of the Middle Hungarian period (for more detail sec: Sehuit/ 2006). In the 
present work 1 will focus on the functional changes of the paradigm, that is why the changes 
of its form will only be examined in so far as they have a direct connection to funetionai 
changes.

3.2. As stated above, the revaluation of the grammatical structure (and through this the 
emergence of the paradigm) took place in order to avoid homonymy, because with the 
disappearance of the fixed word-order in the sentence En;/?e/eA /// /d/vA 'people tree break* it 
was not clear anymore which noun was the subject and which one was the object. Yet, the 
subject-verb agreement in number was compulsory already at this stage of the historical 
process. "Phis agreement makes it clear that only the plural noun c/nZ/ereA 'people' can he the 
subject of the plural verb /d/'/A break'. In reality, the possibility of homonymy is present 
only in the sentences /-.'m/?creA/dA /d/'/'A 'men trees break' and Ew/zer/d /dr 'man tree breaks'. 
But these sentences could not have functioned as the starting point of the change, hi the first 
ease, the revaluation of the 3"' person plural inflectional suffix to 3"' person singular could 
not have happened, and in the second case there is no /A ending to revaluate. Moreover, 
instead of the disappearance of the homonymy, further ambiguous situations would have 
been generated, since c.g. the sentence Air/ /dr 'tree breaks' in the two senses '(someone) 
breaks a tree' and a tree breaks* is quite a disturbing homonymy.

In my view, pragmatic attention shift had a more prominent role in the emergence of the 
paradigm than the effort to eliminate homonymy. That is, the difference between the event 
expressed by the active voice and the one expressed by the middle voice derives from a 
difference in perspective. The speaker focuses on the Patient instead of the Agent in the 
middle voice version, which is mapped onto the linguistic expression.

3.3. The explanation for the appearance of the /A paradigm on various groups of verbs can 
be found in its various functions. The inflection with /A is mentioned in the literature of the 
historical linguistics

as a marker:

a) the mere emphatic marker of the middle voice: „The words r<ww/ 'decline', ///////( 
'come down', A/;/?!/// desintégrate', dwd/ pour* etc., later on receive the suffix /A. to 
stress their meaning which is in contrast with the meaning of the causative form of 
verbs of the same root, for example, /wd worsen sg.*, /in/ 'shed sg.', /wn/ break up 
sg.', /in/ 'pour sg.' etc." (Bartha 1991: 89):

b) the marker of reflexivity: ..the vcrb///;*///'A 'bathe' with a reflexive meaning may also 
be a heritage from the previous age, the visible sign of its retlexivc nature is obvi
ously the suffix /A" (Bartha 1991: 96). But: „Later the suffix /A became an integral
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part of the derivative in the icxieai form of the word and, together with it, became the 
marker of the reilexive function" (Bartha )99 i: 97);

e) the marker of intransitivity: „Because of their semantic features, most of the instanta
neous verbs are intransitive. Their intransitivity is in many cases overtiy marked by 
the suffix /A, attached to the derivative" (Bartha )992: )05);

as a certain function:

d) a middie function expressed by a suffixiat item (Abaffy i97H: 29H);

e) a reilexive function expressed by a suffix: „The derivation of the passive voice can
be traced hack to the causative; it is derived by attaching the reilexive personai 
suffix -/A to the causative and iike o/w/.y 'read' > o/woM/ 'make read'
> o/wt.vMf/A 'to he read'" (Bartha ]99i: 94).

! made a distinction between the definition of the -/A ending as a function and as a marker 
of a given quaiity; they seem to be two distinct roies. in the first ease, the paradigm is piaccd 
in a middic, reilexive, and intransitive semantic content, thus, it becomes part of the verb by 
receiving inileetionai suffixes with /A. in the second case, the function of the paradigm is to 
stress the semantic content which is aircady present in the verb.

The primary reason for the inconsistent use mentioned in a)-c) seems to be the foitowing. 
Aithough the authors of eariicr studies eieariy recognise those features of the paradigm that 
point further than simpiy the indication of number, person, and the definitness of the object 
(such a feature is for exampie that the paradigm can change the syntactic rciations of the verb, 
which is eieariy a characteristic of derivatives), hut the theoreticai framework docs not make 
it possihic for them to exptain such features of an inileetionai suffix. Thus, anaiogy is used as 
an expianatory principic. When it cannot be used, inconsistent ianguage use comes as an 
expianation. „The fact that the same active verb is transitive without the suffix /A and intran
sitive when /A is attached to it (#yw; w/Awn? .* gydn/A 'confess sg : confess') may have 
confused ianguage use, and made the use of the form with /A possihic in the case of transitive 
verbs as weii" (Abaffy i 992: 220). i do not intend to contest the roie of anaiogy, but as i see it, 
the funetionai semantic approach can go further and aiso provide an answer to the question of 
what motivates anaiogy. The expioration of the common features of verb-groups determines 
the domain in which anaiogy prevaiis. Moreover, a more satisfying answer can be given to the 
appearance of the /A ending on transitive verbs than „inconsistent ianguage use".

4. The theoreticai background and resuits of the research

4.i. Langacker's meaning and composite structure modei eiaims that morphoiogy and the 
icxicon arc not separabie, direct sets, but they form a continuum: „There is no meaningfui dis
tinction between grammar and the icxicon. The icxicon. morphoiogy, and syntax form a con
tinuum of symhoiic structures, which differ aiong various parameters but can he divided into 
separate components oniy arbitrarily" (Langackcr i987: 3, sec aiso Toicsvai 2005a, 2006).

Both the phonoiogica) and semantic components of the iinguistic expression are of 
experientai origin; the semantic component is basicaiiy conceptual experience is processed 
through abstraction and categorisation, the basic procedure of the prototype-principie. „Cog-



nitivc grammar posits three basic types of structures: semantic, phonological, and symhoiie. 
Symhoiie structures arc obviousiy not distinct from the others, hut rather combine the two. 
A symbohe structure is bipolar, consisting of a semantic poie, a phonotogica) potc. and the 
association between them" (Langackcr 1987: 76).

Through frequent use, a symbohe reiationship is entrenched in the users' mind, and 
becomes conventional in the speech community. „A unit is a structure that a speaker has 
mastered quite thoroughly, to the extent that he can employ it in largely automatic fashion, 
without having to focus his attention specifically on its individual parts or their arrange
ment. Despite its internal complexity, a unit constitutes for the speaker a »prepackaged 
assembly«..." (Langackcr 1987: 57). The complex linguistic expressions as larger assem
blies arc construed through partial semantic correspondences of the composite structures. 
The schématisation of these relationships creates the grammatical structures in which, as in 
a supporting matrix, the linguistic items receive their processing parameters.

The meaning of the basic linguistic categories (such as noun, verb, suffix or morphemes) 
is semantically complex. Linguistic expressions of higher complexity (e.g. verb + subject) 
are composite structures with two component strueturcs in a semantic relation.

Such composite structures are, for instance, the semantic juncture of the noun and the 
verb in a sentence, or the verb stem and the suffix. The schematic semantic structure of a verb 
profiles a process, it maps the temporal relation of (at least) two entities. These entities are 
only schematically present in the semantic structure of the verb, they are elaborated by the 
nouns attached to the verb in valence relationships (Langackcr 1987). The verb is not 
autonomous semantically. As a consequence, the verb stem + -/Æ constructions can be de
scribed adequately in the clausal structure.

Language is both a structure and a process simultaneously: „Structure is a mental model, 
which describes the constituents of a linguistic item as a static structure of entities from the 
aspect of construction of meaning. Operation is the (mental) process during which the speaker 
and the listener create or understand linguistic structures, and recognise them in their pro
cess-like, dynamic nature" (Tolcsvai 2006). Any type of function of a linguistic expression 
is conceivable by the interlocutors in the process of a verbal interaction: i.e. from the mental 
processes of the interlocutors through the processing of information in the dynamics of a 
communicative event.

4.1.L Cognitive linguistics studies the structure of linguistic categories within the frame
work of prototype theory. The principles of categorization in prototype theory are the 
following (cf. Rosch 1977. 1978, Lakolf 1987: 12-76, Taylor l99l,Gceraerts 1997): *

* the categories are not defined by necessary and sufficient attributes, but rather by 
features;

* membership in a category is a matter of degree, there are „good" and „less good" 
members of a category:

* the entities are put in a category according to family resemblance, the semantic 
structure of a category „takes the form of a radial set of clustered and overlapping 
readings" (Geeraerts 1997: II).:

* the categories have no elcar-cut boundaries, i.e. they have fu/vy edges.
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4.2. Results of the research

On the basis of the above. let us sec how the ctnergcnce and the semantics of the paradigm 
with /A can he interpreted. Let us use the sentence from our previous exampies as a starting 
point:

(3) a. Embcrck fa torik.
man PL tree so Ьгсак-Зм.
S О V
'Men break a tree.'

This sentence is supposed to he a conventionalized expression, used for representing a 
prototypica! transitive situation: an Agent carries out an action in physica) space on a 
Patient. The components of the structure deveiop each other, so the presence of the Agent 
elaborates the element of volition as one semantic substructure of the verb, and the Patient 
specifies that entity without votition to which the action is directed. Attention is focused on 
the active figure.

There is atso another kind of construa), however: an event takes ptacc, but we do not 
know who or what carried it out, or generated it. Atready in the Proto-Hungarian period a 
conventionalized mode of expression was used: the E.so e.s. Eg r/or<% Rain fatts, Sky thun
ders' type of sentences with SV word order. Based on this pattern, in the (3)b. sentence, the frr 

'(some peoptc/things) break the tree' structure with an unspecified subject ( which is an 
OV structure with impersona! subject, expressing that someone or something does some
thing, but it is not important to indicate who they arc. because it is assumed that everyone 
knows that) may be revatuated: the attention of the conceptuali/.cr is shifted from the Agent 
to the Patient. This way the (3)c. sentence evolves: /h  tor//: 'The tree breaks (as a result of 
something/somebody's actions)'. The stress is not on the person/thing that carried out the 
action, but on the action itself: an attention shift takes place (sec Lakoff- Johnson 1980, 
Panther -  Thornburg 2007, Langackcr 2008: 69-70).

The clause profiles a process within the construed scene. Moreover, the clause focuses 
the attention on the most important participant of the scene. Likewise our visual attention is 
turned to a prominent physical object to which something is happening (cf. Langacker 
1987, Tolcsvai 2006). Figure-ground alignment, known from psychology, is present in tin 
guistics as well. The interlocutors as concepualizers choose one of the figures present in the 
profiled relation (in a clause or sentence), and profile it as a primary figure with the other 
participants as secondary figures, serving as relational figures to the primary one. The back
ground serves as a reference point, in relation to which the figure is located. In a linguistic 
relation, the primary, salient entity is the trajector, and the secondary one is the landmark. 
Trajector and landmark belong to the inner structure of the predicate, irrespective of its 
combinatorial characteristics. For instance, the schematically represented landmark belongs 
to the profile of a transitive verb even when the verb is used intransitively, and it has no 
linguistically expressed nominal object. (The landmark may remain unclaboratcd in many 
cases: it, due to its universal character, it is not necessary to provide information beyond the 
schematic meaning which is expressed by the predicate itself: or if it is clearly identifiable 
from the context or the content of the predicate; or it it is identical with the trajector, so that 
naming it would he redundant. Trajector and landmark arc normally distinct entities, but in 
some cases they can he identical. Sec section 5.2.!., Langacker 1987: 231-242.)
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So the starting sentence changes as follows: 

from
(3)a. Emberek fa törik.

mant't. tree so brcak-3t't.
S () V
tr Im
'Men break a tree.'

to
(3)c. Fa törik.

tree so brcak-3s(;
S V
tr
'(A/the) tree breaks.*

In the ease discussed here the attention shift manifests itsetf tinguistieaHy through the 
exchange of the trajcctor and landmark rotes. In the original sentence E/n^ert'A/d /dr/A. 
e/z/^ercA people' is the trajcctor. the salient entity on which attention is focused. In sentence 
(3)c. № /őr/A. however,y<r; tree' comes to the centre of attention, while the most prominent 
element of the original sentence becomes part of the background, and it is present only 
schematically. Thus, by the exchange of the trajcctor and landmark roles, an attention shift 
modifies the syntactic relations as well; the conecptuali/.cr applies his experiences, and 
revaluates the grammatical constructions of the sentence. A different conceptualisation 
results in a different linguistic expression.

Because of the lack of an overt Agent, volition is not specified in the semantic structure 
of the verb in (3)c. as a substructure: as for the complete clause, there is no expectation of 
volition. So, if the semantic structure of sentence (3)c. /v; /dr/A corresponds to the semantic 
structure of the sentence /f.s Je.s Rain falls', the revaluation of the grammatical structure is 
to be considered likely. The 3"' person plural verb becomes 3"' person singular, the suffix /A, 
originally having the function of 3"* person plural, becomes semantically empty, and it is 
given a new content by the new structure.

4.2.1. But the schematic denotational content of the 3"' person singular is only part of the 
new content. While in sentence (3/a.) /dr/A = "TÖR'+'3"' person plural, present tense, de
clarative, indefinite object", it is different in the new structure of /dr/A. The difference 
between the two contents is typically a derivative-like content, which can only be carried by 
the /A suffix. In the sentential composite structure (3)c. Ad tor/A, the sufllx /A develops the 
lack of volition (just as in the meaning of the verb /drJc/ 'split up', the derivative -Je/ 
specifies the meaning that somebody splits a physical object into several smaller units, not 
simply into two, as in the meaning of /or break'). It is also due to the suffix -/A that the 
nominal expression with earlier object function was not transformed into the Agent subject. 
Also, the clement of intransitivity (i.e. the initiator and the end point of the action is the 
same) is due to the /A sufllx as well.

4.2.2. Functional linguistic theories pay special attention to the permeability of the catego
ries of derivation and inflection and also to the historical aspects of the continuum formed
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by the two categories (cf. Bybee ¡985). „[...] the categorization according to derivation or 
inflection is a matter of degree. Derivation and inflection form a continuum, the complete 
and excessive division of morphology into inflectional and derivational morphology („split 
morphology") is unacceptable to these theories. It is generally characteristic of natural 
linguistic theory - similarly to prototype-theory - that instead of drawing strict borderlines 
they assume the contact of relating categories, including the gradually of the typical and 
less typical members of categories, and the overlapping of the categories. The two poles of 
the scale arc the prototypical members of the two overlapping or related categories, in which 
the differences dominate, while towards the middle of the scale the categories How into each 
other, so the similarities dominate [...!" (Ladányi 1999: 168). In Bybec's work (1985) the 
distinction made between derivational and inflectional categories is not discrete, but it is 
characterised by gradually. The basis of the distinction is relevance, in other words, the 
degree to which the meaning of the suffix directly inllucnccs the meaning of the base form. 
The difference in the degree of relevance creates a distinction between the inflectional and 
derivational elements the same way as in single categories. Three other factors play an 
important role in the process of separation: the first one is generality; the second one is that 
the applicability of the inflectional categories needs to be of complete generality. The third 
factor is the degree of semantic change: the larger the difference between the base form and 
the derived form is, the more probable it is that the suffix is of derivational nature.
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Table 2: Prototypical characteristics of derivatives and inflections in the Hungarian language 
(cf. Kesz.ler ed. 2000. Kiefer 2000. E. Kiss -  Kiefer -  Siptar 2003)

If we take a look at the characteristics of the paradigm with /A from the time of its 
emergence and spread, the following can he concluded:

* it cannot he followed by other suffixes,
* it is a defective paradigm (if we disregard the question of plural, this point is 

verifiable from the emergence of the -f suffix denoting past tense onwards),
* it does not change its grammatical category,
* its productivity is semantically restricted,
* it changes the verb's syntactic environment,
* it creates new words (this feature is not always present during the spread of the 

paradigm, since very often it also appears on originally middle verbs, and in such 
cases there is no difference in the meaning of the two forms e.g. 
rrw«7/-;wM//A 'fray, decline',etc.).

Prototypical characteristics of derivatives 
in the Hungarian language

Prototypical characteristics of inflections 
in the Hungarian language

They can be followed by other suffixes They cannot he followed by other suffixes
Defective paradigm Complete paradigm
They change grammatical category They do not change grammatical category
They arc not productive in all domains They arc productive in all domains
They change the syntactic environment
They create new words They do not create new words
Lexicalisation Inflected form is not lexiealised



On the basis of the )ist of properties above, it ean he conetuded that at the time of its 
emergence the -/A paradigm had both intleetiona) and derivative characteristics. This phe
nomenon (which is not characteristic of the Hungarian ianguage. cf. Kiefer 2000: 7)0) 
accounts for the fact that there is no synonymy between the intleetion with -<A and the 
genera! intleetion. !f the paradigm with /A possessed onty intleetiona! characteristics, they 
would be freety interehangcabtc; but. at tcast in the 3"' person singutar, this is not possihte. 
hi certain cases the forms with and without /A show synchronic variabitity c.g. <w;o/. w/no/ 
-  <w;//'A. wm//A pour, deetine'. tn most cases, however, they arc not freety interehangcabtc.' 
Pe/e/ o/vo.s .* rt/tra/A Peter reads', /S mo/r/r /tfz/A .* *A /uo/oo /u'z The pig fattens'; /S
Aezcn e/fri/7A rrz e.se.v/A/.- Aeze/u e/f/ir rvz cscstot 'My hand breaks from fatting', /t Aeze/a 

<?gv cerMzdt .* Aeze/u r/fo77A egy reruzd/ May hand breaks a pencit' etc. (Putt syn
onymity woutd probabty have resutted in the disappearance ot the paradigm with /A.) The 
3"* person singutar form is of great importance in the paradigm, further exploration of the 
reasons for this shoutd he the subject of future studies. (Pragmatic function, added to the use 
of the paradigm, such as pohtcncss in the 2**' person singutar imperative atso works against 
the chmination of the paradigm; here, instead of changing the intleetion with /A to the 
intleetion without (A. the inverse process can be examined. Atthough this function exists 
onty in certain diatects, it affects tanguage use in genera).)

4.2.3. Conscqucntty. on the one hand, the meaning of /A changes inside its category (as a 
verhat inftectionat ctcmcnt) by the revatuation of the structure, because the subject etabo- 
rates in the sentence the schematic number/person ot (A as 3"* person singutar; on the other 
hand, it is extended as wett. because it takes on the above mentioned derivative-tike seman
tic content. As a result, an ctcmcnt with a duat or transitory mode of existence comes to tife, 
which moves towards derivatives in the continuum of inflections and derivatives, and car
ries the characteristics of derivatives and intleetions simultaneousty. tn the course of its 
historicat devetopment the /A editig co-existed in quasi-derivative ctusters -  with various 
other derivatives; it is characteristic of derivatives when they are no tonger ahtc to express 
on their own the semantic content they are carrying, tt is probabte that a function-change 
started to occur, hut because the suffix /A stilt possessed intleetiona) content in addition to 
the derivation content, the process was not finished, tf it had been finished. /A woutd have 
become an ..everyday" deverhative verbal suffix, not containing number/person. and at- 
ways present in the paradigm ot the verb.'

5. Directions for further research

5.1. At this point another probtetn needs further examination: if these derivative-tike con
tents are marked hy the /A paradigm in verhat structures, how ean we distinguish between 
the verbs of the fottowing sentences?

-* There is one feature among the prototypical derivative ones, which is usually not described, but regarded 
as an obvious characteristic: the derivative is present in all further derived forms of the word. If in the 
revaluation of the structure that a possible analogy had prevaited according to which the suffix /A would 
have been interpreted as a pure derivative, and as a result the word ior/A would have been interpreted as a 
^ form with 3rd person singular derivative suffix (which was an existing solution in Proto-Hungarian 
period), then there would he nothing for me to write about, since (A would be an average derivative.
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That is, in cases in which the priniarity -/A: verbs have no inflections with /A, because 
they have not devefoped historicaify (tike in the past tense indicated by the suffix -f), or 
because of the decomposition of the paradigm the inflections with /A were exchanged for 
inflections without /A, what carries the semantic content of the paradigm with /A? Can it be 
stated that there is no need for a visibfe marker because the suffix /A with its derivativc-fike 
characteristics devefoped the middfc meaning of the verb, which stands on its own, and the 
semantic (and syntactic) structure of the sentence shows ctearfy that a middfc event is 
represented? If this is true, it shoufd afso have the same effect on other deverbaf derivatives, 
which modify the vafence rotations of the verb to a great extent by affecting the trajector- 
fandmark rotes (they invert the two rotes, or influence the cfaboration of the fandmark). ft 
should afso be examined which derivatives modify the environment of the verb to such an 
extent, or whether the phenomenon can he observed in connection with them at aff.

5.2. As ! afready mentioned in connection with the genera) paradigm, the intlectionaf forms 
with /A cannot be freety exchanged for the efements of the genera) paradigm, and it is not 
possihtc the other way round either. White the efements of the genera) paradigm can be 
attached to every intransitive verb and to verbs with an indirect object (see in f.l.), the use 
of verbs with /A has semantic fimits. When the suffix -/A emerged, it appeared onfy on 
middfc verbs, fater it appeared on passive, reflexive, reciproeaf verbs, and afso on certain 
active verbs, it was attached to other derivatives, fn connection with the basic meaning and 
the history of the paradigm, the middfc voice is of crucia) importance.

5.2. f. The semantic-based boundary of the middfc verbs is mentioned first by Ahaffy ( f978) 
in the Hungarian finguistics fiterature. She notes that whether a given verb is middfe or 
active is onfy dcfincabfe when the verb is used in context. The verb Ad/;<% 'caugh' for 
exampfe is middfe in the sentence Ad/wgdM a /Rsm?/ Peter caughcd because of the 
smoke', hut it is active in the sentence Pdfer Aa/:<%o(f, /wgy d.yzrcvcgydA 'Peter caughcd to 
cafl the others' attention to himseff'.

Suzanne Kcmmcr ( ]993) describes the semantic map of middfc events. She defines the 
middfe (and the reflexive) „as semantic categories intermediate in transitivity between one- 
participant and two-participant events" (pp. 3.). fn her system the middfe domain is a coher
ent hut somewhat diffuse category, formed by semanticaffy finked minor domains settfed 
round the reflexive events.

The semantic property which is cruciaf to the nature of the middfe verbs is the refative 
cfaboration of events, ft comes under the granularity, and indicates the degree of accuracy 
with which the speaker conccptuafizcs an event. Refative cfaboration is an aspect of granu
larity in two respects: on the one hand, it can refer to the number of participants, on the other
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hand, to the particular substructures of the events. Accordingly, the variations of eiaboration 
rcficct the speaker's different eoneeptuaiisations as s/he may choose to construct the events 
as a non-differentiated whoie, or focus on the interna) structure of the components (the 
attention shift mentioned in 4.2. is a way of this choice).

The other crucial semantic property of the middle voice is sclf-affectedness (it closely 
correlates with relative elaboration). The two-participant events have an Initiator and an 
Endpoint participant; the semantic roles of the sentence arc connected to them. Self-affect- 
edness means that the act reacts on the actor, thus the two participants are in fact only one 
semantic entity.

The different situations elaborated to a low degree are semantically related. Their com
mon morphosyntaetie marker is the Middle Marker (henceforth MM). The low degree of 
elaboration as a common property allowed the MM to express different middle situations 
during its historical advance.

„Most languages have a special marker to indicate that the Agent and Patient (or analo
gous semantic roles) in an event ordinarily involving two such roles arc the same entity. 
Such markers... are called Reflexive Markers ¡hereafter called RM]" (pp. 24.). There are 
languages in which the MM is morphologically identical to the RM. they are of the one- 
form middle system type of language. The two-form middle system type of languages has 
two different forms for MM and RM. In the second type the RM has more phonological 
„body", usually it is expressed by a nominal or pronominal form, while the MM is a verbal 
affix. RM is termed the heavy form, and the MM is termed the light form (Kcmmcr's terms). 
According to this, the heavier the phonologieal/morphologieal appearance is, the higher is 
the degree of distinguishability of participants and events. The Hungarian language applies 
the two-form, more precisely the two-form non-cognate middle system; i.e. RM and MM are 
morphologically and historically (etymologically) distinct.

RM derives historically from an emphatic marker, which served to single out a partici
pant. The Hungarian RM is the pronoun wngr/-. while MM is a formative element (Kcmmcr 
claims that the Hungarian MM is the -ALM/A ending). Kcmmcr notes that there is a synchronic 
variability between Middle Marked and non-marked verb forms. Kcmmcr's Hungarian ex
ample to this variability is the synonymy of the verbs A^reJ^ and Acrer/zAcr/tA 'ask sy's 
permission to go somewhere'; and although this is not a perfect example, the variability 
really exists, for example in the cases of the above-mentioned rww/ -  rwt//A 'come down', 

-  ww/iA decline' verbs. Moreover beyond the -A(MA ending there are other verbal 
structures in the Hungarian language where the synchronic variability also exists; for ex
ample /)c7egH/. /xTegeJ/A verbs: both mean become ill' and both existed in the Old Hun
garian.

In the direct reflexive situations the Agent/Experiencer and Patient arc in a eo-referential 
relationship, i.e. „two participants in a single event frame designate the same entity in the 
described situations" (Kcmmcr 1991: 44; event frame is ,.a given event in combination with 
all of its associated participant roles" -  pp. 9.). The event has, in fact, one participant who is 
the Initiator and the Endpoint at the same time (like wrtgJf 'saw himself, /wwHd//H 
/wvgdf 'shave himself). The Hungarian reflexives like /wwfvd/Aoz/A 'shave', o//or.Aoc/;A 
'get dressed', etc. are similar; the difference is that the actions carried out by somebody on 
his/her own body or part of the body tend to be simple actions, not complex ones with 
distinguishable participants. This way of conceptualisation uses intransitive morphology, 
the object acted on is not designated explicitly in the sentence. The Hungarian so-called 
reflexives are middles in Kcmmcr's system (sec the most typical examples below).
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The use of RM emphasises the difference from those possihie situations (i.c. prototypiea) 
transitive situations) where the Agent and the Patient are distinct entities. Here the corcfcrcnce 
of the two participants is not evident. On the other hand, the use of MM shows that the co- 
reference is obvious, the Patient must be the same entity as the Agent. Using the reflexive 
form, the speaker can express a greater conccptua) difference between the participants, so in 
these situations there stii! remains some distance between the Initiator and the Endpoint in 
spite of the corcfcrencc. tn contrast, the middle form emphasises that the Initiator and the 
Endpoint refer to the very same entity.

The lack of discrimination infiltrates the semantics of middle verbs, thus they arc similar 
to the verbs expressing one-participant, intransitive events. The morphosyntactic conse
quence of low distinguishahility is that the middle verbs take intransitive patterns. Reflex
ive and middle events arc distinguished along the degree of elaboration of the participants 
and/or the events: reflexives arc medial (transitives arc highly elaborated), middles are low. 
The middle domain is settled round the reflexive domain, like a doughnut.

The more important groups of Kcmmer's middle domain (Kcmmcr's Hungarian examples 
arc marked in hold by the author; the other Hungarian examples are those of the author):

* Body Action Middles:
— Grooming and Body Care: The most typical middles. #oro/vd/Aoz/A '.s/Mve', 

w/Adz/A 'M/)dre.s.s'. wo.snAod/A 'nva/? rw.se// '.
— Change in Body Posture: /c/d// '.sM/;d <//?', /ed/ '.s/7 don/;c//;c/Acd;A TAve.

" f '.
— Non-translational Motion: Aq/td Aon ', ;;yd/?dz/A '.sdre/cA one.wd/'.
— Translational Motion: self-induced motion of an animate entity along a path 

in space. (Az/A '.su'd;;;;;c;;cAcd;A '/Zee

* Mental Events: Single mental events have two participants: A) the participant 
with usually Expericnt semantic role, with the mental event, and B) the partici
pant who activates this process, and whose semantic role is Stimulus. But the 
Stimulus is usually not coded in the sentence, either because there is no emphasised 
entity that brings on the event (like in cognition verbs: gowdo/Aod/A think '), or 
because the speaker pragmatically dc-cmphasises the Stimulus and by that the 
Expericnt becomes more salient (like in Emotional Middles: gyd7dVAdd;A 'hear 
malice', dMdsAdd/A rage', /;d;;Add;A 'grieve, mourn ). These events become 
one-participant events: the Experience is both the Initiator and the Endpoint.

* Spontaneous Events: spontaneous changes in the state of an entity, hut here no 
Agent receives coding. (In the Hungarian language these events arc designated 
by verbs regarded as typical middles together with Kcmmcr's passive middles). 
Their chief property is the lack of volition (in Hungarian linguistics the involition 
is a crucial property to the middles). Kcmmcr says that this type is different from 
other middle types because of the complete lack of volition making them similar 
to the passive situations. Examples: ;;dveAcd;A grow', /nz/A 'fatten'. ¿wg.s'z;A 
'age', ;;v;7;A 'open' etc. *

* Naturally Reciprocal Events can be defined in opposition to the prototypical recip
rocals. The latter are related to reflexive verbs. The prototypical reciprocal is a two-



participant event with two rotations. Both participants arc initiators in one rotation 
and Endpoints in the other one. Many tanguages use the RM to express this situa
tion. Among those tanguages that have speeiat reciproca) marker(s), Kcmmcr(rcfcr- 
ring to Haiman 19H3) distinguishes one- and two-form tanguages according to their 
patterns for expressing a reciproca! retationship (Kcmmcr )993: t()3). tn the two- 
tbmi type (Haiman catted it Hungarian type) one of the two reciproca) forms is heavier, 
nomina) or pronominat in form (in Hungarian the pronoun cgywd.s each other '), the 
other one is tighter, usuatty a verbal affix, equal to the MM. Kemmer's hypothesis is 
that the histórica) advance of the MM made it possihte for it to express this retation
ship too. The heavy form may he used to create prototypicat reciproca! verbs from 
transitive ones (like see .* .see erte/t ot/;er. A/.s.s .* A/.s.s erre/t or/tcr etc.). wliilc the tight 
form's use has semantic restrictions, tt creates verbs denoting the naturatty recipro
ca! events which have a reciproca! meaning, hkcMrAdzrA scuttle'. b/e/Aez/^ em
brace', /a/á/A^zfA meet'. The difference between ttie two reciproca) situations can 
he defined in their temporatity: prototypicatty reciproca! verbs describe sequentiat 
events, wtiite the naturatty reciproca) verbs express simuttancous ones. Because of 
the tow distinguishabitity of events the naturatty rcciprocats seem to he simptc 
events, not comptex ones.

Kemmer's system presents a wide hut coherent domain, where the open categories show 
prototype effects. Thus Kcmmcr regards as middtc several verbs (more preciscty verba! 
phrases) wtiite they arc ahsotutety not considered as middtes in Hungarian tinguistics. The 
exptoration of the semantic retations between these groups makes it possible to fottow and 
exptain the semantic changes and nove! formation of different types of verbs of the para
digm with /A, because att the verbs with /A can be tocatcd in Kemmer's doughnut structure 
or tinked to the domain tike the passive verbs, which arc formed with the -/A paradigm. (The 
semantic retation between the middtc and the passive is ctcar.) There are a few transitive 
verbs with /A too, but these verbs do not express prototypicatty transitive events (c.szt'A 'cat' 
and AsztA drink', tn other words the semantic constraints for the suffixes of the /A paradigm 
coincide with the boundaries of Kemmer's middtc domain. This middtc domain and its 
connections with other domains of events witt be one of the cruciat fietds of my further 
investigations of the verbs with /A. because it hetps to map the semantic content of the /A 
etement.

5.3. tt tbttows from the above that speeiat attention needs to be paid to studying the reta
tionship of the -/A paradigm to various derivatives. There are, on the one hand, derivatives 
formed with the paradigm and, on the other hand, there arc derivatives that have simitar 
(unctions, but no /A suffix can be attached to them.

Another important point in my research is the question of the passive voice, tt is consti
tuted from active verbs by passive derivative, which is suffixed to the verb:
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We can identity the -/A element in the -zrv//A ending. So if the /A paradigm had possessed 
onty inftcetiona] characteristics, the derivative of the passive voice woutd have been the 
-/W element in this case, and the instance verb shouid have constructed this way: tt/vn.s 
(verb) + -?w (passive derivative) + -/A (intlcctiona!). However, this -/of etement is the deriva
tive of the causative voice:
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That means that -fn? derivative shoutd contain ctcmcnts of voiition, transitivity (as a 
causative derivative), and at the same time ctements of tack of votition and intransitivity (as 
a passive derivative), tt woutd resutt a hardty acceptahtc homonymy, t think that it is more 
probabte that the meaning of the causative derivative is modified by the semantic content of 
the suffix /A. and the two together give a new meaning to the structure, which then carries 
some etements of the originat dcnotational content of both of them, but it is not identical 
with either of them. (This is a possibic case of so-called derivative clustering, see Kiss- 
Pus/.tai cd. 2003: ¡44).

!t would also need to be studied in detail whether the other derivatives with /A have the 
same meaning as without it (-ADr/(/A). -A<?-f/'A). -Or/(7A), -z(/A). -/(/A). -r/(/A), -,sz(/A) middle, 
reciprocal, reflexive derivatives). Do they have the same function with or without the /A: 
function? For example, the -AOr/ without -/A is mainly a frequentative derivative: /evego/ 
Arvp > /evegoz AetpAw/ 'take breath > gasp breath'. Hut with /A it never derives a frequentative 
verb hut middle, reciprocal or rcllexivc.

The formulation that the derivatives and not the verbs take the paradigm with /A is 
intentional; in my opinion, the denotational content of /A modifies the meaning of the 
derivative, and the unit of the original derivative and the paradigm with /A are attached 
to the verb as a new derivative. Otherwise, the derivatives woutd he attached to the verbs 
which originally have the suffix -;'A. For instance, the reflexive wwrvArM/A 'wash oneself* 
would have been formed by attaching the -Aw/ derivative to the verb *w<?.s/A (there's no 
/?;o.n*A verb in the Hungarian and probably never was.) The -Aw/ without /A, as I mentioned 
above, carries an iterative meaning; the rcllexivc tncaning is carried by the -ACM/A deriva
tive suffix/

Another interesting point is the following: if a verb with the suffix /A is further derived, 
with the exception of the derivative -Mz (this suffix can express different meanings: 'some
body can/is able to/is allowed to do sg'), it ceases to have the suffix /A. This phenomenon 
cannot result from the inflectional content of the verb, but from the contrast between the 
derivative contents, which excludes the simultaneous use of /A and another derivative (e.g. 
c.sz/A 'eat' > e/zeZ/A 'can eat' but eZcZ 'make eat*, c.szcgcz 'pick'). Similarly, trying to attach the 
derivative of the causative and the derivative of the passive to the same verb would he 
impossible because they completely exclude each other.

'  This latter marking is the norm for representing verbs with the suffix -ut: the inflection -ut is put in 
brackets, since it is ..only" an inflection, at the same time it is clearly part of the derivative.



5.4. in connection with the dcrivativc-hkc features of the paradigm, its characteristic of 
preserving granimaticai category atso needs to he mentioned. Nameiy. the paradigtn with 
-/A appears on!y on verbs, as opposed to the derivative suffix u/Z-ü/ (which is synonymous 
with the origina) meaning of the -/A paradigm), which can he attached to nominais (to 
adjective: /icfeg 'ill' > /ic/egti/ become it!', to noun: .sccgycn 'shame' > .szegyenu/ 'ioose 
face'). There is onty one exception, which aiso has the function of changing granimaticai 
category, hut it is quite an obscure case: „The derivatives from the Proto-Hungarian period 
formed cither verba! or nominai derivations. As an exception the -d.szZ-c.s* '-cr' derivative 
needs to be mentioned, the derivations created by it have dual granimaticai categories, it 
was not a very productive derivative: according to our data it was the nominai that appeared 
eariicr. As a counterpart of the inilnitivc, that appeared eariicr. a derivationai verb emerged, 
its appearance may have been supported by its spcciai meaning, and the possibiiity. offered 
by the suffix -;'A. to distinguish it through formai differentiation from the noun" (Bartha 
i W i :  7 8 ) .

5.5. The appearance of the paradigm on the transitive active voice raises one more question, 
it can be observed that within the group of those verbs which can be inficctcd both with and 
without -/A the ones that take the suffix /A are used in the progressive aspect have a progres
sive component of their meaning and tend to take no object, white the forms without (A 
appear in a transitive pattern usuaiiy witii a pcrfcctivating suffix/affix. and in the perfect 
aspect e.g. zwigordst'A -  e/zwtgnrdz vrv/rwnt piay the piano -  piay sg. on the piano', u/rdgz/A 
-  /e/ivwgnz w/wn;7 'hioom -  decorate sg. with Bowers' etc. This brings up the issue of 
aspectuaiity which can he observed aiso at sentence ievei in the Hungarian ianguage. it 
seems, that if there is an object in the sentence, it can specify the temporai restriction in the 
meaning of the verh. if the object is not present, the verb in the sentence is used in the 
continuous aspect. As Kiefer puts it: „Aithough in the Hungarian ianguage the basic aspcctua) 
categories are present in the iexicai meaning or meanings of the verh. they can change at 
different ievcis of the sentence: in verh phrases or at scntence-icvci they may aiternate, 
depending on the type of the object or subject, the tense, and the modifiers" (Kiefer 200b: 
)4-i5). intransitivity can aiso be found among the originai functions of the (A paradigm, 
because the middie view goes hand in hand with intransitivity, which does not aiiow the 
object to occur in the sentence. So, it is possible that the progressive aspect was attached 
through irradiation to the paradigm with /A. From the cognitive aspect, the historica) notion 
of irradiation can be interpreted through the meaning structure of the iinguistic items: since 
we handie the symhoiic iinguistic items (aiso the forms with suffixes) as whoics, we separate 
them onty during secondary processing. The stem+suliix forms are composite structures 
formed from the meaning structures of the stem and the suffix as component structures; the 
meanings of the composite structures react upon the meanings of the component structures. 
Thus, the meaning of the unit and a change in its meaning aiso affect the meaning of the 
components, separated during secondary processing. (A group of middie verbs arc origi- 
naity in the imperfect aspect, since they express in a certain state.) So. the paradigm witii (A 
indeed played a part in the iinguistic expression of proccss-iike experiences as weil. even in 
the case of transitive verbs.
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6. Conctusion

hi this artictc ! deatt with the history of the paradigm with /A from the functionat point of 
view, and ) examined the possibiiities and difhcuitics eonneeted to its study. Compared to 
the traditiona! descriptive and historiea! studies, the framework discussed in this paper 
makes it possihic for me to have a nove! answer to the question of the hirth of the 
paradigm: the procedure of attention shift generates the iinguistic change that resutts in the 
new paradigm. This point of view attows us to consider and expiain the features that stem 
from its derivativc-hkc content, in addition to its inficctiona] characteristics. This way the 
controversies between the formai and functionai features of the paradigm can be resoived. 
The most important of these features are timited productivity, that is, the semantic iimits of 
the adaptabiiity of the paradigm, and its ahiiity to transform the syntactic rciations of the 
verb. We need not oniy study the verbs that take the suffix /A, but atso the events which are 
conceptuaiixcd in the verbs with -/A, because the semantic structure of the verb can be 
interpreted in the sentence as a supporting matrix. By taking into consideration the seman
tic iimits of appiicabiiity, and by assessing these iimits, the set of those events which arc 
conccptuaiiscd through verbs with /A can he definite, and on the basis of the common 
features, the spread of the paradigm from its originai environment to these verb-groups can 
be expiained. By anaiysing the originai semantic content, expioring the rciationship with 
various derivatives, and the examination of the aspcctuai rciations, the process of the se
mantic shift of the paradigm can be expiored.
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CLAUSE COMB!N!NG !N A)!,D HUNGARiAN LEGENDS.
PROSE AND VERSE, WRL!1 EN AND ORA!, NARRATIVES !N PREACH!NG

D()K \ B\KONYt

Abstract

У/уу р я р у г  у д р /я г у А  y/уу н я у А  / я  н /yy'y/y /Л у  р г у я у /у /у у д  А /У мяУ /яя .s/у яр у А  я я г г я У / я я  я я г / .  угууу- 

У м я//у . /Л у  /ягууул уу/у/яууАУ /у я А я д у , Лу ргуАУяУ/ууд я  yi;or уЛягяуУУГУАУуу/уяУмууА уу/ Л /м уудяг- 

/яуу. у//мАУгяУуу/ и '/ / / ;  у я г / у  //у у яд ягу 'яу у  //ядуу/А У/с уууяУ уг/я/ / г я у я  /Л с  /угАУ Л я / /  уу/ y/уу / б " '  

уу яУ м гу . А  уяуярягу 'А яуу  /л уууяу/у Л уУ и уу/у  У/уу А 'у /Я я г Я с  уяу/уууд я/У/УГУУ УЯЯУУУ УЯ/УУУУУУУУ А/ГЯ/УгЛ 

я ;  У/угуу гугАУя/УА я / у /yy 'А я у я у '/у я г г я у у 'г у . У/;у /удуууу/ я /& у у 'яУ  С я У Л у г /я у  я / А  /у д я у у г /у /я . ЛяАУу/ 

я / ;  я  у/уАУямгАУ я р р г я я у / у  / я  с /ям А У  уяуяЛ уяу /уд . А г я я я я я я  Л я У /я  А я м г у у  Уеду /А- УяАуу; уууУя 

УЯЯАУГ/УГЯУУЯЯ ЯА Н'у//. 7 Л у  УАГЯСУ г/у^УГУЯУУА /я УЯГ/УЯД У у я у р я г я /,  ГУ/УГУУУУ я/;у/ ЯУУУЯУУ УЯ/УУУ- 

УУМУУД У / Г У  руУУЯУУг/ ЯМУ. / У  УА лЛяИ'УУ У/?УУУ УЛу у/у//уЯ'УУУУ'УА УЯ У/уу УЯЯУУЯМЯУУЯУУГУ АУУУУЯД УУУ'У  

/я у /у у у / У '/яАУ/у ГУ/7усУУг/ УЯ y/уу У/УЯАУУУ ДУ'УУЯУ/УУЯУУ'У'УУ/ /ЯУ'УУУА У у/' У'/яМАУ УУУУУДГЯУ/ЯЯ. 7*Лу ГУАм/УА 

я /  У/уу ЯУУЯ/уАУА A / y y y /  /у'дЛУ УЯУ У /У У  /ЯУУЯГА УУУЯУУУ'УУУУУУД У/уу У И Я  яррЯАУУУД /УУУ'УУА я /  У/УУЛЯУ'ЯУУЯУУ 

ууууу/ У Я/УУ/УУ'УААУЯУУ УЯ с/яМ АУ /у7уАяДУ. И'Лу'у'Л НУГУ я/ууууу /у  р/'УАУУУУ у'я У/уу Т яУ у о / у /  //УУУУДУУГУЯЯ 

р у г у я у /.  /У УА А/УЯИ'Я УЯ У /У У  УЯАМУ/УД ЯУУя/дАУА УЛяУ У/УУАУ /УУУ'УЯГА УЯГГУ/яУУ Н'/У/у И'ГУУУУУУ ЯУУУ/ Я Г я / 

УУДУ /УЯУУУГУА, я я у /  ДУУУГУ У////УГУЯУУА уу/ /УГЯАУ я я у /  У'УГАУ.

77уу у/яуяуууяууу ям У /уяг /у д м г у  я /  У/уу у г я  н я А  У/уу У гяяА /ууУяг-уяууу/уу'/уг-уумуЛяг уу/м уяУ уу/ УУУ 

УУУУУ я /  У/уу ГУ/у'дУЯМА ЯГУ/УГА УЯ //уууудууу у. /Л яА У  /У У У У У У  /УУГА Л яу / Л у /р у у /  УЯ л Л я р У  У/уу /УЯДМУАУУУ 

я я г у я А  я/*  У/уу у /у //угуяУ  УудУ УуруА /у гу у я /у /у у  / я  уЛу А /уу/у//у  А д у л  Л у / я г у  /у'ядму'АУу'у АУя/уу/ягу/у^я- 

УУЯЯ УЯяА /у/ууу у .

7/УУ У/УАУЯУУГАУ ряУУУУУ/я/ уу/ Уу/ЯУ я у /у у г /у /я /  У/ЯМАУА ЯА у я /у у гу у у у у  Лгуу/ДУА яУ у/уу/няУуу 

/УУУМУУУ/ЯГУУА У А  А/УЯИУУ УЯ /У У У У У  я /гУ Я у /у  УАУА'УУу/ УЯ УЛу /УУУУЯУ/. 7 /у у  У \ '/ У У  уу/' У'/яМАУ МАУУ/ УЯ У/уу 

У/ЯУУАУУУУУЯ /У У 'У И 'У У У У  y/уу УУЯГГЯУУУ/ ЯУУУЯЯА ЯЯу/ МУУУГЯЯУУА А/УУУН'А У/уу УЯЯУУАУ Г А .  /УУУУАУ ЯУУУМГУ 

уу/ УГУЯУ у'ууУудгяУууууу ЯА /У  уууу/уА я  /У/УЯАУ я /  р у г у у р У /г у  яу 'А яян /у у /д у у у у у яУ  УУУ У/уу /УЯГГЯУУЯЯ. 

ряУУЯУу'я//д УЛУАУУУУД ЯА Я Л м у/у/уяд Л /я у А  уу/ Я /; УГУУУУ. /УА /ГУУ/МУУУУ ЯУУ'МГГУЯУ'У АУДЯЯ/А Я /у УД/у 

у /у д г у у  уу/* У 'Л ягяуУ уг /уугудгяууууу/у'ууд. СУУЯАУУ/УГУЯД y/уу И'ГУУУУУУ ууууу/ я г я /  /УЯУУУГУА уу/ y/уу У/уу-уу 

УЛГУГ/УУА, уЛу А уд у я я у у /у У  УА у /у я г я с У у г  /ягудууууууууЛ'ууд. 77уу /ЯГУУУА ууууу/ У/УДГУУА уу/ ДУГУУУД 

/УГЯУУУУУУУУУСУ УЯ У/уу /УГЯ/ЯДУУУУУАУ /СяУ/УУГУЯУ/ ЯГУ УЯУУТЯГУУ/ у'я У/уу УЛ/У/УУ'УУУУУАА уу/ уууу/уууд Л у г  

/ууудмУАУ/у'я/Л'. / я  У/уу ГУГАУ /удуууу/, У/уугу УА я АУ'дяу/ууууяУ ГУАУ у'уу У/уу ууууууу/ууг уу/ /у /уягуу  /УГЯ- 

УУЯМУУА'МАУУ/ УУУ y/уу ДГЯУНУЯЯУУУЯ/ УЯУУДГЯУ/ЯУУ Я /  АУУ/УЯУУ/УУУЯУУ У/ЯМАУА И'/У/у У/уу/г УУУЯУУУ У/ЯМАУА. 

7'/уУА УЯУУ Л у  УГЯУУУ/ Л я г А  УЯ У/уу г/удУ/ууууу'уя/ УЯЯАУГЯУУУУА я /  у/yy ДУЯГУ, я / я я д  и  /у/; У/уу Ууууу/ууууу 

УЯ уур/уя/у/ Я ЯУУУ У/ЯМАУ-ЯЯУ г/удУ/уяууся/ МУУУУ у я ггу /я У /я у у .

t. introduction

This paper presents a few characteristic features of Hungarian ciausc iinkage, iHustrated 
with earty Hungarian iinguistie materia!. The study was puhhshcd in Huyigarian (Bakonyi 
200Я). The aini of the study is to register the siynikuitics and differences of ciausc combining 
phenomena in three versions of the same tegend. A comparison is ynadc between the tegend



variants, surviving in three Late Oid Hungarian' religious manuscripts (Érdy-codcx 1526: 
665a-666h. Debreceni Codex ¡5)9: 491-5)8. Érsckújvári Codex 1329-ßl: 447a-464a). 
The comparison is based on a discourse approach to clause combining. More precisely, the 
aim is to explore the ways in which the preaching situation shapes the narration and. even
tually, forms of clause linkage. The excerpts arc parallel sections from versions of the legend 
of Saint Catherine of Alexandria, chosen to cover the same time-span from the events pre
ceding Catherine's conception to her lust dream before her conversion.

!.!. The wider context of the present study is my PhD project, in which I am to create a 
linguistically annotated corpus from parts of the Érdy-codcx."

The manuscript itself is currently being edited to he accessible at a website hosted by 
Eötvös Loránd University (ETTE, http://sermoncs.eltc.hu). Based on this new edition of the 
manuscript, which I am working on as a member of a group, my research plan is to select a 
corpus of sermons and legends from the codex with the particular goal to develop an inno
vative linguistic annotation system, which will facilitate retrieving relevant data lor the 
description of Did Hungarian clause combining.

The development of an annotation scheme is still in the preliminary stage of testing the 
descriptive applicability of various functional approaches to clause combining on the early 
Hungarian text, and their compatibility with the valuable insights of traditional Hungarian 
historical linguistics (Balázs 1993, Bcrrár 1937, I960. Dömötör 1993. 2001.20()ß, Dallasy 
1992, 2()()ß. Dugán 2002. Haader 1993, 200ß. Hadrovics 1969. Károly 1936. 1995. Klemm 
I92S, M. Nagy 200ß. Molnár 1977. Papp 1995, Simonyi !SHI. !SH2, I88ß. Wacha 1995a, 
1995b). Apart from drawing on Functional-Typological Linguistics (Cf. Givón 1990, 
Lehmann 1988, 2007), I wish to test the descriptive potential of Rhetorical Structure Theory 
(Matthicsscn-Thompson 1988), and Pragmatic Syntax (Jürgens 1999).

Ideally, any linguistic annotation should he as theory-free as possible. Two consider
ations, however, make it necessary for the researcher to take a firm theoretical and method
ological stance in his or her pre-descriptive work. On the one hand, one has to delimit the 
linguistic phenomena to be annotated in order to he able to publish a corpus accessible for 
descriptive research within a reasonable time. On the other hand, having clear views on the 
relevant linguistic issues is a prerequisite for the elaboration of any type of linguistic anno
tation. since those views have an impact on the choice of adequate methodology, and even
tually, they might contribute to the provision of a trcchank of syntactic structures.

In section 2. I will discuss how the three surviving Hungarian variants relate to their 
common Latin source text (2.J-2.3.). In section 3 .1 will present the various features of the 
three excerpts providing an extensive account of the causes that motivate the shape of 
clause linkage phenomena (3.1-3.6.). The aspects of my investigation arc as follows: The

' The historical periods of the Hungarian language are: Ancient Hungarian (l()()f) B.C. 896 A.ID ). Old 
Hungarian (896-1526). Middle Hungarian (1526-1772). New Hungarian (1772-1920). Recent Hungar
ian (1920-now). The manuscript codices surviving to this day were copied in the late I5th-early 16th 
centuries, and constitute the so-called Lra of Codices' in the Late Old Hungarian linguistic (suh)pcriod.
- the Érdy-codex is the longest Hungarian manuscript hook surviving to this day. dating front 1526- 
1527. It is the work of a single author, a member of the Carthusian order, known as the Carthusian 
Anonym. This one existing copy was not written by him hut it is a copy. It contains sermons and legends 
for the whole religious year. The part containing the sermons is. however, missing most of its material (we 
only have the sermons front Advent through to carnival). The loss' dates back to the original binding of 
the book (i.c. it is not torn or damaged).
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iegcnd as narrative discourse. The functiona) approach to eiausc iinkage (3.!.): intcrciausai 
coherence. The discourse-pragmatic connections of time adverhia! ctauscs (3.2.): Demands 
placed on coding referent continuity by communicative goals depending on the preaching 
situation (3.3.); Action continuity in event integration (3.4.); Compression and elaboration 
phenomena in clause linkage. Written and oral features (3.5.); Event integration in prose 
and verse (3.6.). At various points in the argumentation. I will provide a brief summary of 
relevant features of the Hungarian language.

2. The variants and their Latin source

Let me turn to the surviving variants of Saint Catherine's legend. The common Latin source 
text of all three versions is one of Pelhartus dc Themeswar's sermons written for Saint 
Catherine's feast (ScwwHc.s' Ewwcn/.sanef/.s //. ¡pars aestivalis], 099 D-E'). The relation
ship of the Hungarian variants to their source has been discussed in detail by Flóra Rajhona 
(2004: 6-32). It has to he pointed out here that the three surviving texts arc not copies of 
each other, and the only known Latin version common to all three is the source text from 
which two of them were translated although neither is a very close translation. The third 
version is a rhyming verse text, which adds a prose-verse genre aspect to the investigation.

2.1. The author of the Érdy-codex compiled a single, very long and complicated sermon 
(ÉrdyK. 656-675) by translating and reorganizing 98% of four of Pelbartus's sermons 
(Rajhona 2004: 12). The sections added to Pelbartus's text are in fact explanatory remarks 
which the Carthusian Anonym inserted for better understanding by the audience. Since the 
Hungarian text was created for nuns who did not speak Latin, it is no surprise that the author 
had chosen well-known texts as his source material'^ (Rajhona 2003, my translation).

The Érdy author placed the legend of Saint Catherine at the end of his sermon (665b- 
672a). Rajhona further points out that, while highlighting the meaning of the theological 
discussion and explaining the words of the quoted church authorities, the Carthusian Ano
nym presents the easy-to-follow legend in a short and condense style/ (Rajhona 2003, my 
translation). The Anonym conveys Pelbartus's legend (sermon 099, parts D-E) in Hungarian 
without making any major modifications to the story. The reason for the legend being a 
close translation of the Latin source text is to ensure that the narrative is easily understood 
by the audience compared to the ensuing theological argumentation. The re-telling of the 
story is so concise that ten minor details of Pelbartus's text are omitted. All of them can. 
however, he found in the Debreceni version.

The linguistic choices of the Anonym in the excerpt analysed here (665a-666h) are 
typical for Late Old Hungarian translations. There is a tendency to translate Latin infinitival

' Pelhartus wrote four sermons for Saint Catherine of Alexandria in this volume, the texts arc available at: 
http://emc.elte.hu/pelhart/pa099.html. 
http://emc.elte.hu/pelbart/pa 100. ht nil. 
http://cmc.clte.hu/pelbart/palOI htm I. 
http://cmc.cltc.hu/pelbart/pal02.httnl.

* ..Azok a részek, amelyek hiányoznak a Pelbartusi prédikációkból, tulajdonképpen egyszerűsítő, magyarázó 
szövegek, amelyek a könnyebb értést segítik. Mivel a kódex alapvetően latinul nem tudó apácáknak 
készült, érthető, hogy miért közismert és mindennapos szövegeket választott a szerző."
' ,.A teológiai fejtegetésekben, ill. az egyházatyák bonyolult nyelvű szövegeinek fordításakor terjedelmesen 
igyekszik elmagyarázni azok értelmét, míg a legenda könnyen érthető cselekményét röviden, tömören 
adja elő."
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and participal constructions into separate Hungarian clauses (on cases of structural syn
onymy and formal variants, see: Dömötör 2003. Gugán 2002, and Károly 1956). There are 
only a few cases in which the Érdy translation is so close to the original version that it 
reflects even the Latin grammatical forms.

(I)a. )...). ct errando hue atquc ¡Hue divina providentia invcncrunt quendam sanc
tum senem in cella oranteni. qui supra cacumcn celiac habebat imagincm 
Crucifixi erectam (Pclhartus)

( I ) b. A/onkö/hcn Úr Istennek akaratjából találának egy szem ven remetét cellájában 
imádkozván, kinek cellája fölött egy ércből szerzett feszület kép vala feltévén. 
(ÉrdyK. 666a/IS-22)"
] Meanwhile, by the Lord's intention, they found a holy old hermit praying in 
his cell, above whose cell there was placed a crucifix made of ore. f

Cf. DchrK.:

( I) c. Találának ezenközben egy vén szent jámbort, ki lakozik vala ott az pusztában, 
és ez szent vén jámbor az. ő cellája felett feltette vala Urunk Jézusnak az ő 
fcszületit. (DehrK. 507/13-IH)
¡Meanwhile, they found an old holy hermit, who dwelled there in the wild, 
and this holy old pious man had placed the crucifix of Our Lord Jesus above 
his cell.)

2.2. In contrast, the author of the Debreceni Codex produces a r/c .sw;rf/.s' sermon (491 -557) 
by only including the life story from the Latin source (sermon 099, parts D-E") and interpo
lating in it at various points ( 13 times). The preacher takes every opportunity to comment on 
good conduct when addressing his audience of young women. The parallel excerpt under 
investigation in this paper (491- 5 IS) is three times longer than the Erdy excerpt which 
contains only one interpolation by the narrator. Nevertheless, addressing the audience is but 
one of the many reasons on the part of the author to spin out his tale.

The most important reason is the author's intention to transform Pelbartus's short Latin 
v/M into an independent sermon, suitable for oral performance. One way of achieving this is 
for the narrator to bring the characters more into the foreground than they were in the Latin 
version. This means mentioning them more often, and letting them speak their own words. 
However, it is obvious that in this Hungarian sermon, some distinct features of the original 
written text arc preserved, and that the 'oral* linguistic material was built upon them. Direct 
quotations arc close transformations of the Latin indirect quotes as they tend to follow the

'' Abbreviations are listed at the end ol* the paper. The original spelling of the quoted excerpts quoted here 
has been transcribed respecting Modern Hungarian spelling conventions and graphcmic usage for the sake 
of easier reading.
** The bnglish translations of the Old Hungarian excerpts provided in square brackets are my translations, 
for the purpose of presenting the analysis. However, they do not reflect any of the archaic features of the 
Old Hungarian passages
* Another source of the Debreceni Codex </<* .wrm o'.s sermon (of sections not analysed in this paper): 
Osvaldus dc Lasko. /)c Xat/tcrma ct atar/vr. Sertno CX CXI in: Scrmoncs de Sanctis. Biga
salutis intitulati (Rajhona 2004: 14).
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translated indirect speech itself (see examples in 3.3.). The outcome of these repetitions is 
not a smooth narrative style, but a rather clumsy one.

Furthermore, this Hungarian version is characterized by a translation strategy, namely 
that pairs of words conveying the same notion in two ways are present throughout the 
story. As a result the text abounds in conjunctive constructions of the explanatory type. 
The translator expresses one notion in the source language with the help of two in the 
target language (on their typology, sec M. Nagy 2003). This may be intended for a better 
understanding by the audience, but it is more likely to be a remnant of the translation 
process.

(2) a. [ ...],qui non vult habere sponsam nisi semper castam manentem. (Pelbartus)

(2) b. Ez királynak fia kediglen nem akar egyéb jegyest magának venni avagy
váiasztani. hanem csak ki mindaha tisztaságot akar tartani, és hogy 
mindenkoron tisztaságban ő jegyese megmarad jon (DchrK. 512/12-18)
[ And this son of a king will not take or choose any other sponse than who wiil 
forever keep chastity, and that his sponse remain in chastity forever. ]

As the above example shows, not only words, but also clauses are doubled in this way. 
The Erdy author, by contrast, seems to have had no such difficulties when translating:

(3) ) . . .], ki egyéb jegyöst soha nem szeret, hanem ki mindenkoron szeplőteien, 
(ÉrdyK. 666h/5-6)
who will never iove any sponse other than one who is forever immaetdate,]

2.3. The third variant, surviving in the Érsekújvári Codex (447a-520a), comes in a rhym
ing verse form and is five times longer than the Érdy excerpt. Pelbartus is known to be 
among its sources, but the author must have relied on some vernacular verse variants other 
than Hungarian: the section before Catherine's conception is much more detailed than in the 
prose excerpts (Rajhona 2004: 13). This excerpt (447a-464a) begins with a Pw/ogM.s, an 
introduction to the r/e .SYwr/A sermon, with the legend as its frame. There are fewer interpo
lations here than in the Debreceni version (only 9). However, some examples of two fictional 
text types are embedded in the text: one direct quotation from Catherine's father in the form 
of a letter, and a sermon preached by the hermit to Catherine, included in their dialogue. This 
version also features Latin 'titles of episodes' in the text referring to the story, hut not fitting 
into the Hungarian verse (c.g. 449h/22-23: ,,Dc vocatione et actihus Alphorahii etc."), just 
as the Latin quotations in the interpolations.

Some distinct features of this variant are due to its verse form as opposed to the other two 
prose versions (to he introduced in 3.6.). The copy in the ÉrsK. has its verse rhythm deliber
ately ignored at various points in the text, where missing oblique complements had been 
inserted at 'line ends'. The text is laid out in two columns, but the lines do not correspond to 
the units of verse rhythm. A later hand marked these units by vertical lines, and crossed out 
the grammatical but unrhythmical insertions. It is not known whether the seribe, Soror Márta 
Sövényházi made the insertions herself or she merely copied the deformed verse text, aim
ing at a close copy of her original, and not bothering about aesthetic injustice and the 
possible reconstruction of rhythm and rhyme.
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3. Aspects of investigation

3 !. The iegend as narrative discourse. The functionai approach to ciause tinkage

The iegend is eonsidered as a narrative text type with the possihiiity of ineiuding diatogues 
if the narrator chooses to reiate the characters' encounters in the form of direct quotations. Of 
the numerous characteristics of narratives discussed in the iiterature (cf. Beaugrande-Drcssicr 
200 i). the most reievant for the purpose of the present anaiysis is the observation that 
narrative discourse reiies primarily on the tempóra) sequence of events. Therefore, in the 
anaiysis oi discourse structure, the ordering of events is among the most prominent research 
questions.

in a functionai approach to ciause tinkage. the forms of ciause integration arc taken to be 
rcilecting the cognitive reiationship between states of affairs (Lehmann Í988: 2i8). Taimy 
Givón ()990: 826) suggests an iconic reiationship between event integration and ciause 
integration: 'The more two events/states are integrated scmanticaiiy or pragmaticaiiy, the 
more wii) the ciauscs that code them be integrated grammaticaiiy'.

Christian Lehmann (Í988: 2)4-2) 8) ciaims in his typoiogy of ciause tinkage that two 
opposing forces are at work: the f irst acts towards the ciaboration of iexical and grammaticai 
information, white the opposite force acts towards compression. "Ciause iinkage may he 
viewed as either representing two states of affairs so tightiy interconnected that they form 
one compicx state of affairs (compression), or on the contrary anaiyzing one state of affairs 
as composed of two (ciaboration)" (2 i 7-2 i 8). Lehmann proposes a combination of the two 
methodoiogicai viewpoints impiicd by the two forces, which is justified because they are 
compiemcntary. He estabiishes six distinct parameters reievant to ciause iinkage, which arc 
construed as six paraiiei continua. aii of them extending from a poic of maxima] ciaboration 
to a poic of maxima) compression. He then comments on individuai corrciations and impii- 
cations between pairs of the parameter continua. However, he emphasizes that none of these 
are iaws, but rather tendencies, which is the very reason for the need to think of separate 
parameters.

3.2. tnterciausai coherence

in functionai-typoiogicai iinguistics, discourse process phenomena are considered rei
evant in the syntactic research of ciause iinkage. Givón considers ciausai coordination and 
subordination among the discourse-oriented sub systems of grammar, suggesting that syn
tax jointiy codes two distinct functionai rcaims: propositionai semantics and discourse 
pragmatics (Í984: 40). The components of event integration, i.e. the four main strands of 
thematic coherence in discourse which are most conunoniy and system atical coded by 
grammar arc: referent continuity, tomporai continuity, iocation continuity and action con
tinuity ( i 990: 827).

in this paper, the syntactic coding of three out of four coherence strands are examined 
and compared in the three manuscript excerpts: ). Time adverhiai ciauscs arc examined with 
regard to their various functions in coding tomporai continuity. 2. The differences in coding 
referent continuity arise front the degrees of character foregrounding. 3. Action continuity is 
expiored in connection with the budding hiocks o) events, i arrive at the conciusion that as 
a consequence oi character foregrounding, event integration becomes iooser.
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3.2.!. The discourse-pragmatic connections of time adverbia) ciauses

Discussing the discourse-pragmatic conncctit)ns of adverbia! ctauses. Givón catts attention 
to the fact that these differ when the ctauses are preposed and postposed. Proposed adverbia! 
ctauses have wider-scoped anaphoric contextúa! grounding. Both their referientia! and se
mantic !inks project far backward into the preceding discourse. Syntacticaüy, proposed 
adverbia! ctauses arc more !ikc!y to be separated from their main clause by an intonationa! 
break or pause. Lastty, they appear more typicaüy at paragraph initia! positions, i.e. at the 
point of thematic discontinuity. Givón conctudcs that proposed adverbia! ctauses may he 
viewed as coherence bridges at major thematic junctures. Their bridging capacity is further 
aided by their cataphoric semantic connections to the main c!ause (!990: H47).

in Late Gtd Hungarian, time adverbia! ctauses atready have the ro!c of coding temporal 
(dis)continuity. Preposed ('whcn')-conjunction ctauses arc used primarüy in the
Hrdy-vcrsion (!4 times) to introduce new sequences of events.

At thematic breaks, the time adverbia! conjunction p!aces the upcoming event in a 
témpora! rotation to the succeeding event coded by its main ciausc (typicaüy in a prece
dence or immediate precedence rotation). When there is a break in referent continuity (sub
ject or object), it is coded by an additiona! element in the ÉrdyK. (Af/Aown azc/V 'so when', 
A*/ fw/Áro/wH who, when').

(4) a. Qui considcratis sapientcr regis ct rcginac comptexionibus, iudicavit, quod 
non ex dcfcctu naturae hoc esset, sed divina providentia. (Pethartus)

(4) b. A7 wt&nrow megismerte votna tcrmésxctóket, megmondá, hogy ncm
tcrmcs/.ctnck fogyatkoxásábót votna, de isteni s/.ór/.cshól. (ÉrdyK.. ób5a/24- 
27)
[Who, when he had observed their comptcxions, to!d them that it was not of 
nature's faiturc, but of divine intent !

(3)a. Cumquc in temptum idotorum induxissent erigendum, ccce omnia idota ihi 
existentia corrucrunt. Sacriüciis comptetis visa est post aüquot dies regina a 
regegravidata, [...¡ (Pe)bartus)

(5) h. ax hátványok temptomában vitték vo!na fettenni, (me ottan mind
tehuüának ax. há! ván képók. AffAaraa azer/ ax fesxütetnek á!doxatot tett votna 
ax Costus kirá!y, hamar va!ó napon terohhen esék ax kirátync assxon, ]...l 
(ÉrdyK., 665h/5-!0)
I When they took it to the shrine of the ido!s to erect it, a!as, immediatety a!) 
the ido!s dropped. When Costus had payed sacrifices to the crucifix, soon the 
Lady Queen conceived, ...]

(6) a. Tandem pater cius mortem infirmatur et vocata Katerina commisit sihi testa
mento. (Pe)bartus)

(6)b. M'Awow azeri Costus kiráty, sxúx teány Katerinának atyja, hatátra korutt 
votna. eteihen hfvatá 6 sxép teányát, és testatnentom sxcrcnt fmex ket dotgot 
hagyá ónéki, [...) (ÉrdyK., 6ó5h/29-34)
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¡When King Costus, father of the virgin Catherine, became deadly i!t, he 
summoned his fair daughter, and by testament he left her these two things, 
(...))

(7)a. Ht tandem lassata fletihusobdormivit. ct videbat ecee ¡...] (Pelbartus)

(7)b. És elbágyadott voina, clszendörödék. és ¡¡yen álmát kezde iátni:
(ÉrdyK., őbőh/31-33)
[And when she had ¡anguished, she fed asteep. and began to see this dream:]

¡n the DchrK. cxccrpt, ('as')-eonjunetion etauscs are prevaient besides 
eonjunetion ('when') etauscs:

(S) A/ m/A:or/ eljött volna, és A;// ez királynak eleibe bevettek volna, monda néki 
ez. király kérdésképpen: (DebrK. 4 9 2 /¡0 )1 )
I Who, when he had arrived, and who was taken to see the King, the King said 
to him by inquiry:!

(9) És ext /rogy megmondotta votna. (DebrK. 494/t9.)
[And as he had said this,I

[n the ÉrsK., immediate precedence is coded by menyé ( as soon as')-eonjunetion clauses 
apart ¡rom m/Aw<w clauses:

(¡0) Mi'Amro/! eljutott volna, / király őtet nagy tisztességgel fogada. (ÉrsK. 451a/
1-3)
¡When he had arrived, / the King received him with due respect.]

(11) Menyé c szót elvégezé [t.i. Alforabius). / király ottan csak elkezdé/az áldozatot 
tétetni, / és az. Isten kedvét keresni. (ÉrsK. 452h/2l-25)
I As soon as he had said these words (i.c. Alphorahius), / the King thereupon 
began / paying the sacrifice, / and trying to please the Cod.)

Besides the temporal relation, a causal relation can appear at thematic junctures:

(12) a. sed multo tempore prole caruit. Unde diis inipcndebat múlta sacrificia ut
paganus pro prole habenda, (Pelbartus)

(I2)h. de magzatja nem lészen vala. Annakokáért is szeneden való áldozatokat 
tésx.cn vala az hálványisteneknek. (ÉrdyK. 665a/12-15)
¡hut (the King) could not have a child. Therefore, he eeaslessly kept paying 
sarcrificcs to the pagan gods]

( 12) e. cmaga őnéki nem lészen vala magzatja avagy gyermeke nagy sok időtől fogva. 
An/míAoAaér/ az hálványisteneknek nagy sok áldozatot tésxcn vala, hogy 
őnéki magzatot adnának. (DchrK. 491/17-22)
[However, ¡the King] could not have a child or offspring for a long time.
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Therefore, he frequency paid sacrifiées to the pagan gods to make them ict 
himhavcachild.)

Another widespread coding device at thematic junctures is axer/ in the ÉrdyK. As the 
exampics show, it occurs together with the conjunction wu/row;:. typicatty introducing 
subject shift. !t can he found in the DehrK. as we)] (/ V o / m g v . . . [n the ÉrsK., /gy ('thus') 
has a simitar rote, but with an additionat meaning of consequence:

(!3) /gy Katerinafctketc,/é s  beméne ax cettába./O ttőegy vénembert tata,/kinek 
ityen kérdést monda: [...I (ÉrsK.: 458a/t6-20)
¡Thus, Catherine arose / and entered the cett. / There, she saw an otd man, / 
whom she asked this question: ...]

tn the DehrK., a further signpost of thematic boundaries is /Vo twmór (atso occurring 
together with the conjunctions ou^o/ow and /rogy: /Vo /wwd/'on ouAoroo, /Vo /oowdr /<ogy), 
which is a markedty ora) phrase.

3.3. Demands ptaced on coding referent continuity by communicative goats depending 
on the preaching situation

tt is important to note that the aim of narrating any iegend is rciigious instruction by setting 
an exampie by tetiing the tife and miractes of a saint. This is prcciseiy the reason why the 
narrated story may change over time in accordance with the itlustrative and instructive goats 
of the authors. Indeed, the carty texts in the corpus of Saint Catherine's tegend did not 
inctude circumstances of her birth and of her conversion (Rajhona 2004: 6-7). tn addition, it 
is cspcciatty fruitfut to examine event integration in a narrative text type such as the tegend, 
because it disptays severat ways that may affect the audience. One of them is to tet the 
characters speak and thus bring them ctoser to the hearts of those tistening or reading. This is 
attested in the Debreceni and the Érsekújvári versions atthough not in the same manner.

When comparing tegend variants, severat differences can he noted regarding the promi
nence of the characters, i.e. the number of times that they are mentioned in the discourse, and 
whether events are narrated direetty, or can he reconstructed from their diatogucs, etc. These 
dif ferences are due to varying communicative requirements. That is. it depends on the type of 
audience the author addresses whether he pushes the characters into the foreground and tots 
them speak for themsetves, or he narrates the story keeping the characters in the background.

tn the Érdy-codcx the dominant point of view is that of the narrator. Therefore, the 
narrative answers the question 'What happened?' by recounting successive events, even 
some of the interactions of the characters arc just mentioned to have happened instead of 
quoting their fictional diatogucs. There arc attogether 22 utterances mentioned (4) or quoted 
()8) in the excerpt.

(t4) Ax bötcs doktornak tanácsábót ne vexé őtet ax csodatétet rőt, hogy ax 
hatványok ettöretének, Katerinának, ki köxönségcs hátvánisteneknek 
romtásának magyaráxtatik. (ÉrdyK. 665h/)2-t7)
[On the wise doctor's advice, he ¡KingCostus] named her after the miracteof 
ruining the pagan ¡dots. Catherina, which means „common ruin of pagan 
gods"j
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The characters thcmsctvcs arc in the background. There arc few direct quotes (X) and 
some more indirect quotes ( )0). and the author uses performative verbs: po/Ywr.w/ order', 
;?!<?#?;'// prohibit', /¡¿r ask'. /fmdc.w/ advise', etc.

(¡5 )a. De a/ höies megtiltó őket. mondván: -  Miért a/ Nagy istennek ¡¡yen ábráz 
kellett, maradjon azon. (ÉrdyK. 665b/2-4)
I But the wise man prohibited them, saying: Since the Great God wanted this 
form of scutpturc, it shait remain thus. )

Cf. DehrK.:

(]5)h. Ezt látván ez természettudó mester, kinek vata neve Alforahius. És monda az 
királynak: -  Semmiképpen el ne törd! - , és megtiltá az királyt, hogy el ne törné 
ez képet. És monda az királynak: -  Minckokáért kcHcmctcs volt az Nagy 
Istennek, hogy ekképpen légyen, légyen úgy, és ekképpen megmaradjon ez 
feszült kép: mert ez az Nagy Istennek ő képe. (Debreceni Kódex, 490/15-24) 
[Seeing this, the master of nature's laws, by the name Alphorahius, said to the 
King: Do not by any means destroy it!,' and prohibited the King from de
stroying the image. And he said to the King: 'Since the Great God had plea
sure in this image, be it so, and this crucifix image shall remain as it is, for this 
is the image of the Great God himself.')

The latter excerpt illustrates an important strategy of the Dcbrcccni-author to foregound 
the characters. It has to be pointed out here that in addition to the 22 utterances registered in 
the Érdy version, there arc 2! extra quotations which arc mainly paraphrases of the first 
utterances in reported speech.

Quoting the characters' words means that the author frequently mentions them as main 
discourse participants in quotative clauses. The Debreceni author always makes it clear 
who is addressing whom in the dialogue. A distinct function of the palatal definite article in 
Old Hungarian religious manuscripts is marker of primary topic' (/o/cwo/ae/w/J, Gallasy 
2005: 574-575), which is frequently used with the characters by the Debreceni author. The 
definite article developed from the far-pointing nominal demonstrative pronoun <7* ('that') 
> OldH. az ('the') > ModH. rrz -  n (allomorphy conditoncd by the first phoneme of the 
following word). It evolved over the Old Hungarian period, in parallel with the develop
ment of two distinct paradigms of verbal inflection, which indicate the definiteness/indefi- 
nitcncss of the object. The palatal form of the definite article evolved from the near-point
ing demonstrative pronoun ez ('this') > ez ('the'). Although it is marginally used as such, its 
textual use (markéról* primary topic) was rather systematic in Old Hungarian religious text 
types. Nevertheless it is important to note that there is an additional phenomenon to take 
into account in Old Hungarian manuscripts regarding palatal pronouns (either definite or 
photic). Several manuscripts are considered to he generally favouring palatal forms, the 
Debreceni Codex and the Érsekújvári Codex among them (Haadcr 1993: 136. cited in 
Dömötör 2001: 364). Consequently, the following data and figures of markers of main topic 
in the three excerpts analyzed in the present paper may be interpreted in ways that are 
different from my conclusions.

In the DehrK., there are 100 palatal definite articles (cz) and 151 ztz forms. Not only 
Catherine's, hut all the other main characters' names (and nouns designating them) occur
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with the palatat definite article at least once. Catherine is given the greatest importance: out 
of the 58 <?z articles used with the main characters (c.g. ez (r/áyő.sége.s) .sze/;/ Er;?e/-;7;n, ez .száz 
A7;?e/'ám. ez (.sze/;?. ;;e;/;e.s. t/.szte.sege.s. gve/;ge.sege.sj .szá'z. etc.). 22 arc used in relation to her. 
The second 'most important' character, it seems, is the old hermit with 16 (e.g. ez ven, ez 
Qze/;?) ve/; f/ázn/w/-), ez (ve/;)/7;;.sz?d/7r; /aAoza;;r/J (/á/zá/r/r)). as third come King Costus and 
doctor Alphorahius with 10-9 (e.g. ez Cf/.s?H.s A/zá/y, ez A/rd/y, ez z;?y/7;: ez JzzAzr/z: ez /zá/r.s 
rAzAm/; ez /7ogdz;y Z/d/e.s', ez /7Z7A.s/4//z7zr;Azi;.s ;e/7/;e.szem;dd AzzA.sAAzA/rzz'/zne.s'Zez'). The Lady 
Queen remains in the background: her name is only mentioned together with the article ez 
once. In addition to the above, there are 42 palatal articles standing before the other nouns 
in this version.

By contrast, the Érdy version lacks this form of distinction altogether. The article ez is 
used only twice, once with Catherine, and once with the hermit (ezszMZ /ed;;y Crz?Aez*;z;rz. ez 
vewe/Mde/ ). There are altogether seven occurrences of ez along with 46 az forms.

Interestingly, the Érsckújvári variant does seem to make use of the palatal definite article 
(42 occurrences, as opposed to 110 az forms), hut we can only find nine examples of it in the 
linguistic coding of the characters (Catherine 7 times: ez Aa/e/Vad?, ez .száz. ez /ed;;y, Doctor 
Alphorabius and the hermit once each: ez zz;ey?ez*z;eA, ez rewefe).

3.4. Action continuity in event integration

The author (in the role of narrator) is free to construct events solely through character 
interactions, il he chooses to. It has to be noted that character interactions are not the same 
as their dialogues. In all three of the examined legend excerpts, the point of view of the 
narrator is prevalent throughout the story. Clauses such as Ez? Az?tw;, /  Ez? /;a//vd;;, /  Ez.eAez 
Azzgy /d??n w/zm, /EzeAe? /zzzgy /;;d/d. (z/mndr;) ['Sccing/Hcaring/Having seen/hcard this, 
(he/she said)') can provide transition between narrated actions and utterances. In this paper,
I claim that the low frequency of this type of transition clause indicates condense event 
integration on the part of the narrator. The Érdy-vcrsion has only two such constructions, 
and one of them is meant in the concrete sense of the verb, i.c.:

( 16) a. Qua visa ait Katerina intra se dicens (Pclbartus)

( 16) b. Mikoron azt látta volna szűz leány Katerina, monda őmagában I... ] (ÉrdyK..
666a/22-24)
[When Catherine saw it (i.c. the crucifix made of ore), she said to herself... I 

The other example signals turn-taking in the dialogue between Catherine and the hermit:

( 17) a. Tunc nutu Dei coepit Katerina desiderare ardenter, quis csset illc I... I (Pclbartus)

(17) h. Azt hallván szűz leány Katerina, Úr Istennek malasztja szívet megszállván, 
kezde nagy gcrjedetcsséggcl kérdezni, ki volna [...] (ÉrdyK. 666h/9-)4) 
[Hearing this, Catherine, inspired by the Lord's grace, began fervently to 
inquire about...]

By contrast, in the Dcbreccni-exccrpt. the above mentioned type of clause is commonly 
used to express that a character realizes what happened. In a sense, that can be regarded as a
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looser form of event integration. However, this does not entail a shift of point of view: it is 
the narrator who relates the chain of events. The following example shows the difference in 
the Érdy and the Debreceni versions. The introduction of doctor Alphorahius into the story 
and the King asking hint for help in Pelhartus and in the Érdy versions reads:

( IH) a. Unde diis impendebat múlta sacrificia ut paganus pro prole hahenda, sed quia 
dactnoncs non possunt crcarc animam humanam. nil sihi haec profuerunt. 
Interea quidant philosophus, nomine Aiforabius, fuit in Graecia, magnus ct 
famosus Quern rex audiens missis ad se accersuit. et ipsum interrogavit, 
unde hoc sihi forct, quod prolcm ex regina non haberet. (Pelhartus)

(IK)h. Annakokáért is szeneden való áldozatokat tészen vala az. hálván isteneknek, 
de semmit nem használ vala véle, mert az ördögök embert nem teremthetnek, 
sem lelköt. Vaia kedég azon időben Gcrcgországhan egy hatalmas 
természettudó bölcs doktor, kinek Aiforabius vaia neve Hívatá hozzá azt az 
Costus királ, és tudakozók meg rajta, ha ő volna-c oka, avagy az királné 
asszon, hogy magtalanok volnának. (ÉrdyK. óó5a/l 7-24)
(Therefore, (the King) ccaslcssly kept paying sarcrificcs to the pagan gods, 
but those were of no use to himself whatsoever, since devils cannot create 
humans, nor souls. There was in that time in Greece a mighty, wise doctor of 
nature's laws, named Aiphorabius. Him King Costus summoned, and asked 
him whether he or his wife the Lady Queen would he the reason why they 
were childless.)

Cf. the Debreceni excerpt:

()H)c. Annakokáért az hálván isteneknek nagy sok áldozatot tészen vala, hogy néki 
magzatot adnának, demaga miért az. ördögök embernek lelket nem teremthetnek, 
annakokáért ez. sok áldozat semmit néki nem használ vala. Ezenközbe hogy 
igen áidoznék, haiiá, hogy voina Görögországnak egyik tartományába egy 
nagy mondhatatlan és hires természettudó és ismerő mester és doktor, kinek 
vala neve Aiforabius. Kit ez király hallván. Icgottan leveleket irata, és 
követeket bocsáta utána Ki mikort eljött volna, és kit ez királynak eleibe 
bevettek volna, monda néki ez király kérdésképpen: -  De jó doktor, mondd 
meg énnekem, hogy honnan vagyon énnekem ez, hogy magzatom nem lészen: 
királynéasszonytól vagyon-e. avagy kediglen éntőlcm-c? (Debreceni Kódex. 
491/19-22, 492/1-17)
¡Therefore, (the King) frequently paid sacrifices to the pagan gods, in order to 
make them let him have a child, hut since the devils cannot create human 
souls, his sacrifices were of no use to himself whatsoever. While he was busily 
paying sacrifices, he heard that in a far place in Greece, there was a highly 
famous doctor of nature's laws, named Alphorahius On hearing that, then 
the King had tetters written, and messengers sent after him. Who, when arriv
ing at court and brought before the King, the King said to him by inquiry: 
'Good Doctor, tell me, whence did it befall me that I cannot have a child: from 
the Lady Queen, or from myself?' ]
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The first mention of the wise doetor is a teiiing exampie of the difference in the degree of 
character foregrounding dispiayed in the two texts. in the Érdy-codcx. the narrator sitnpiy 
asserts using a presentative construction Mrt/a cgv óö/r.s c/oA/or ('There was a wise doctor'), 
white in the DchrK.. it is pointed out that the King, white busity attending to his sacrifices, 
heard that there was a famous doctor'. The assertion stitt comes from the narrator.

From the next etause, A7; ex A/rá/y /ta/hw; ('On hearing that,') it is obvious that there is 
a distinct phase of perceptive acknowtedgement, attributed to the King by the narrator, it 
has an existence of its own as a reference point in the narration of the sequence of events, just 
tike the act of paying sacrifices in the preceding eiausc compicx. it is restated in a preposed 
iess finite eiausc (cf. Givón Í990: 838-839) functioning as time adverbiai, to which the next 
event, /egof/aa /cvc/eAef irata ('then the King had tetters written') is then iinked. it is 
important to note here that phrases of perceptive acknowicdgcmcnt arc coded grammati- 
eaiiy in the form of more or tess finite time adverbiai ciauscs. in this respect, they are in fact 
proposed ciauscs coding temporai continuity, it can be observed here is that the characters' 
interactions can be broken down into either more or iess phases in the construction of 
sequences of events. More emphasis on the characters thcmscivcs resuits in more detaiicd 
event integration, which, in turn, is reaiized by way of more eiaborate grammaticai forms.

Another sequence of events constructed in a simiiar way in the two iegends, rcspectiveiy, 
is the advice of Aiphorahius, King Costus acting on it, and the miracic of the goiden statue 
of the Greatest God changing into a crucifix, in Peibartus and the Érdy version, this reads:

(i9)a. Consuiuit ergo Aiphorahius regi ex auro optimo fundcrc imagincm magnó 
dcodcourm et iili pro habenda proie sacrificarc. Adquicvit rex et dedit aurum 
artificibus, qui disposucrunt fundcrc imaginem magni regis purpurati et 
coronati, ac nomcn imposucrunt dcus dcorum. (Peibartus)

()9)b. Tanácsot ada azért kiráiynak a/ Aiforabius doktor, hogy a/. Egy istennek 
képet öntetné meg tiszta aranyhói. és őnéki tenne áidozatot magzatnak 
iétciéért Mikoron azért az ötvös mestereknek aranyat adott voina. a/
mesterek szerzőnek egy nagy hataimas kiráiy péidát. és nevet adának néki, 
hogy Isteneknek istene ienne. De az Teremtő Úristen más áhrázatra fordojtá az 
mestereknek szándékokat, és mikoron megöntötték voina, iáták hát: íme, egy 
i'eszüict. (ErdyK.. óó5a/36-49)
¡Therefore, doctor Aiphorahius advised the King to cast the image of the Oniy 
God out of puregoid. and pay sacrifices to it forachiid to he conceived. When 
he issued goid to the goidsmith masters, the masters forged an image of a 
mighty king, and they caiied it the God of Gods. But the Lord Creator diverted 
the intentions of the masters, and when they mouided it. they saw that, aias, it 
was a crucifix.)

Cf. the Debreceni excerpt:

(i9)c. Annakokáért ez Aiforabius természettudó doktor tanácsot ada az kiráiynak. 
és monda őnéki mondván: -  Fciséges kiráiy. hozattass szépségű aranyat nagy 
héven, és csitulhass avagy önttess az aranyhó] az Egy istennek képét, ki 
isteneknek istenének mondatik, és Kiráiyoknak Kiráiyának, és Uratkodóknak 
Urának. -  (PRÉDiKÁTOR KiSZOLÁSA) ezt /tagy /aeg/wawr/atta ra/aa,
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Aagy az nagy Istennek kepét megcsináltatná, és ennek áldoznék, és hogy ha 
ezt tenné, hogy néki magzatja ¡enne: ezt hallván az király, megörüle ezen, és 
jóvá hagvá ez tanácsot Hs igen hamar hívata nagy hötes ötvös mestereket, és 
hozata nagy sok aranyat, és paraacsa/a, és am/ir/a az mestereknek. A agy 
öntenének az Nagy tstennek egy igen szép képet, mely isten Minden ¡steneknek 
istene. Az óöó'.s wcs/crcA ezt Aa//rón AészcA /éacA a Aírá/yaaA parawcsa/aA/ra, 
és esinálának formát, azaz. istennek áhrázát, avagy képét. És mondá az kiráiv, 
hogy (hogy nézzen ki a sztthor). Ez /ncg/érén. megoivaszták az aranyat, és 
megönték az istennek képét. Mikoron kedigicn kivették voina az. kohhói, és 
kivevék az formából. hát íme az arany bársonyos kiráiynak ő képe változott 
avagy önttetett mi Urunk Jézusnak fcszületinek ő képére, miképpen liggett az 
magas keresztfán. (Debreceni Kódex. 494/3-10, Í9-23, 493/1-9. Í4-24) 
[Therefore, Atphorahius. doctor of nature's laws, gave advice to the King, and 
said to him, saying: 'Your Highness, let shining gold he issued abundantly, 
and have a sculpture made of the Only God, who is called God of Gods, and 
King of Kings, and Lord of Lords.' (PREACHER'S INTERPOLATION) And 
q//cr Ac Aar/ said /A<\, ?Aa/ (the King) should have a sculpture made of the 
Great God, and pay sacrifices to it. and if he did this, he would have a child: 
upon hearing this, the King rejoiced and consented to the advice And soon 
he calied wise goidsmith masters, and issued lots of gold, and ordered and 
said to the masters /Aa/ they cast a beautiful image of the Great God. who is the 
God of AH Gods. 7 Ae goids/ndA washers, Aeariwg /Ais, n ere ready to per/or/a 
iAe Eiog's orders, and prepared a mould, that is, of God's image. And the King 
told them (what the image should look like). 77;/.s Aaving Aeea done, the 
masters moulded the gold, and east the itnage of Cod. When they took it out of 
the smelter, and took it out of the mould, aias. the image of a velvety king had 
transformed into the crucifix of Our Lord Jesus.)

The Debreceni author docs not merely use the characters' perceptive acknowledgement 
as building blocks of the narrative structure, hut when he returns to the storyline after having 
interpolated as preacher, he rephrases the words of the wise doctor in order to be able to link 
to them the next unit, the acknowledgement of the advice. This makes it obvious that speech 
acts constitute events in the Debreceni excerpt, in addition to perceptive acknowledge
ment. Alphorahius's advice is accepted by the King, who gives orders to his goldsmiths, who 
obey the orders, etc.

In the Hrdy version, the King's action following the advice is related in the form of a 
preposed Mi/Aa/w; ('when')-elause:

(20) (= part of ( 19) h.) M/Aoraw azért az ötvös mestereknek aranyat adott volna,
az. mesterek szerzőnek egy nagy hatalmas király példát (ÉrdyK., 663a/4l^f4)
IW Aca he issued gold to the goldsmith masters, the masters forged an image 
of a mighty king].

There is no anaphoric link to the advice itself, neither is the acknowledgement of the 
advice narrated. The act of issuing gold opens a separate sequence, in a way 'backgrounded' 
by being realized in the form of an adverbial clause. Furthermore, there is no mention of 
giving orders. At this point in the story, there is an omission of the details of how the golden
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scutpture is supposed to took tike. These detaits arc present in the Latin source text. By 
contrast, they are there and even further etahorated on in the Debreceni version.

tn the Érsekújvári verse tegend, a tengthy advice of Atphorahius. in a direct quote, is 
fottowed by the narration of the King acting on it, hut without cither foregrounding the 
phase of perceptive acknowtedgemcnt. or backgrounding the action.

( 19) d. -  Azeri fogadd tanácsomat: nyittassad meg tárházadat, adj aranyat kúnéilctien. 
és ne tégy ebben hiteden! Egy nagy bötes mestert kerestess, és egy arany 
képet önttess. Azt hirdessed mindeneknek, hogy ez. istene isteneknek. Ennek 
tisztességet tétess, és áidoz.atot szereztess. Kivet neki kedvét tetőd, és kivet 
kívánságod vészed. Mert ez ő maga tatántát, kinek még te nem szotgáttát, ki 
az. istenek köztit tehet néköd szükségedrőt. -  Ezt az kiráiy niegtéteté. és 
kéneset ci-kiemcitcté. És a mester kezéhez adata kímétteden sok aranyat. Ki 
az pétdát fetádatá, és mint hátvánt, úgy faragtatá. Sőt az. képet ha megönté. az 
kép őtet nem követé: mert nem tén bátván szabású, de krucifixom ábrázú. 
(Érsekújvári Kódex 452a/9-33)
[Therefore, take my advice: open the treasury, issue tots of gotd, and do not 
have any doubts! Cat) for a great wise master, and have a gotden image cast. 
Announce it to att that this is the God of Gods. Express reverence for it, and 
pay sacridces to it. Through which you will ptease him, and your wishes shat) 
be futfilted. Because, probabty, this is the one God you have not served yet, 
who is the one of the Gods that can hetp you in your need. — The King 
performed this, and he issued the treasure. And gave tots of gold to the master. 
Who erected the statue, and sculptured it to the tikencss of a pagan god. When 
he cast the image, the image did not rcilect his forging: for it did not turn out 
to be the tikencss of a pagan god, hut that of a crucifix.)

Atthough in this episode there is anaphoric reference to the content of the advice (ezt 
this'), what fottows is a genera) verb of action (wcR/etct make perform'). The causative 

suffix on this verb and on others in the sequence (e/'/r/ewe/tete 'make withdraw, have sg 
issued', /:ezé/;ez oJntn 'have it given to sy's hands') signats that the King indeed delegated 
the performance of these actions to others. Yet, this is backgrounded information: the action 
sequence is attributed to the King, tt is evident that speech acts do not have an existence on 
their own as buitding btocks of events in the Érsekújvári variant. Atso, choosing a 
grammaticized causative suffix is a more compressed form of event integration than giving 
prominence to speech acts and constructing events from interactions.

Transition ctauses expressing perceptive acknowtedgemcnt are frequent in the 
Érsekújvári variant, but their function is primarity to signat turn-taking in diatogues.

(2 t) Katerina hogy ezt hattá, / ennek imity okát adá: I...] (ÉrsK. 459h/20-22)
[As Catherine heard this, / she gave the fottowing the reason for this: ... ]

3.5. Compression and etaboration phenomena in ciause tinkage. Written and orat fea
tures

The frequent re-mentioning of characters has been noted (in section 3.3.) as a technique in 
imptementing character foregrounding in the DebrK. version. Foregrounding characters'
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interactions acts towards ciahoration in ciausc iinkage, since interactions arc atways tied in 
with coding the characters (more or tess cxpiicitiy), which resuits in ciausc-equai iinguistic 
forms. It is important to note here that in Late Oid Hungarian (as weii as in Modern Hungar
ian). the degree of expiicit expression of the subject can he: a) fui) noun (the most expheit 
and semanticaiiy tire most ciahoratcd), h) pronoun, c) /ero + verha) inilection (the ieast 
expiicit and semanticaiiy the ieast ciahoratcd).

Thus, we can contrast the different ways in which the characters are coded iinguisticaiiy. 
More or icss expiicit referent coding (either pronominai or yet more expiicit) versus the ieast 
expiicit coding (by verbai suffix) arc studied in the three excerpts. The rciative proportion of 
the more and the ieast explicit codings is different in the three excerpts, in the ErdyK., the 
proportions arc the foiiowing. Catherine: 26 more or icss vs. Í5 ieast ciahoratcd forms. King 
Costus: 10 vs. 5; Aiphorahius: 6 vs. t; Lady Queen: 3 vs. 0: old hermit: 6 vs. 0.

in the DchrK., the average number of how tnany times each character is coded in the 
discourse (Catherine: 9i, King Costus: 62. Aiphorahius: 17, Lady Queen: i(). oid hennit: 
29) is higher than in the ÉrdyK. (Catherine: 4), King Costus: 15, Aiphorahius: 7. Lady 
Queen: 3, oid hennit: 6). Aiso, apart from Catherine the other characters aiso get more 
prominence than in the ÉrdyK. The proportion of more or icss vs. ieast explicit referent 
coding is: Catherine: 57 vs. 34. King Costus: 40 vs. 22: Aiphorahius: )6 vs. i : Lady Queen: 
9 vs. ) ; oid hermit: 26 vs. 3.

The frequent re-coding of referents may scent aimiess in the DchrK.. hut it has a function. 
It is attested that the author breaks up iengthy monoiogucs into parts (e.g. the hermit telling 
Catherine about Jesus for the first time, 502/7-504/5: King Costus making his testament to 
Catherine, 5i i/i i-5 )2 /2 i; "Monda tovább e/. pusztában iakozandó Katcrinának" [The 
forest-dweiier went on to say to Catherine]), it seems to be the intention of the author to 
ensure that his audience keeps track of the characters.

As I suggested above (in section 2.2.). the DchrK. author intended to turn a transiated 
text into a sermon suitahie for orai performance. However, he did not manage to have the 
characters speak spontaneousiy. "t he oniy source of orai phrases in the text is the narrator 
(AD /w/fMwn/AD 'Weii thcn/Wcii now').

The author of the Érsekújvári verse iegend uses reciting methods which might remind us 
of foik taies. As opposed to the DchrK.. the orai features of this text do not oniy come from 
the preacher addressing his audience. Instead, this version presents folk taie paralieiisms, 
reminiscent of naïve storyteiiing:

(22) hogy ő nekünk azt meglelné. / és meglelvén megizenné... (45()a/9-i i)
[so that he wouid find it out for us./and having found out. wouid iet us know

(23) Ezt hogy iátá Katerina. / hogy szerencse vcie vina. / atyja szavát megemlíté, 
/ tanácsát el nem feledé. (457h/)2-i5)
¡Catherine, seeing this, / that Eortunc chaiienged her. / remembered her father's 
words./did not forget his advice.)

Sources of paraiieiism can he both the verse rhythm and the orai features of the text:

(24) Ez doiog hogy megiáttatek, / rajta az nép csodáikodék. / Féieiem őket 
megijes/té, / nagy bánat mcgkörnyékc/.é. / Eiámuia az. kiráiság, / mcgrémüie
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mind a?, ország, / és vataki ez képhez mégycn, / Senki nem tudja, mi tegyen. 
(452a/33-36-h/6)
¡When this had been seen, / the pcopte were puz.ztcd. / Fear made them afraid. 
/ great sorrow tett upon them. / The kingdom was in awe. / the whotc country 
got frightened. / and whoever went up to the ido), / no one knew what it was.)

We find the fairy-tatc motif of a character in need of hetp promising good in return for a 
good deed (Vó /ef/ /;<7véAe j'ó? vdr/j:

(25) és százannyi jót vessz mitűtünk. / mennye munkát vattasz értünk. (450h/3t- 
34)
¡and you wit) receive a hundred times morc good from us / than how much 
inconvenience you suffer for us.)

(26) Kiben nekem nagy jót tesztek, / Kiért tűtem sok jót vesztek. (455a/)5-t7) 
[By which you (pturat) do much good to me, / for which you (pturat) wit) get 
much good from me.)

tn contrast to the 'second-hand' orahty of the DchrK. excerpt, everyday phrases are atso 
present in the characters' speech in the ÉrsK., cspcciatty in the way they address each other. 
Atso, white Catherine is addressed onty six times in the ÉrdyK., and 34 times in the DchrK.. 
she is addressed 7H times in the ÉrsK. The difference is most remarkahtc in her diatoguc with 
the hermit.

Frequency of more or tess expticit referent coding versus teást cxpticit forms is the 
fottowing in the ÉrsK. excerpt. Catherine: 89 vs. 55. King Costus: 45 vs. 78, Alphorabius: 22 
vs. 25, Lady Queen: 6 vs. 2, otd hermit: 2t vs. 3. tt can be seen from these numbers that the 
King and Atphorabius remain impticitty coded (i.c.. coded by verba) suffixation) much more 
frequency than in the DchrK. One reason for this ties in the fact that interactions are not used 
as budding htocks of events in narration (which woutd necessitate more expticit referent 
coding), tn other words, event integration is more condense, which is in turn reflected in 
ctausc tinkage. The sum of how many times each character is coded in the discourse 
(Catherine: t44, King Costus: )23, Atphorabius: 47, Lady Queen: 8, otd hermit: 24) shows 
that King Costus is the most prominent character besides Catherine in this version.

tn addition, the fictionat characters seem even more tife-tike. because the narrator at
tributes gestures to them when tetting them speak (TdteAmie looked at her'; woso/yn/a 
'smited'; .szent /idAnz /;q/7a. nmncAw; leaned to her tioty son, saying'). This is a stytistie 
toot entirety absent from Petbartus and the Hungarian prose versions.

(27) Az remete rátekinte, / és neki ity szót fetete: / -  Mind így tégyen, amint mondod. 
/ Emmit te téssz, / mégsem te dotgod, / mert ez ittet férfiat. (460a 9-!4)
¡The hermit tooked at her, / and answered to her with these words: /  'AM may 
wett he as you say. / What you arc doing / is ncvcrthctcss not you duty. / for it 
is a man's duty.']

Furthermore, diatogues acquire crcdibitity and originatity as the characters reflect ver- 
batty on what the other has to say. This is cspcciatty true in Catherine and the hermit s 
encounters:
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(28) Azért, jó fiam. így értsed, / szómat eszedben így vegyed (459a/27-28)
[ Therefore, good child, understand it thus, / mark my words in this way...]

(29) Jó leányom, azt is kérded, / és bizony. jó megértened, / mety a/. Isten, kit 
imádok... (4596/3-6)
¡Good daughter, you asked also, / which you do wet) to understand, indeed, / 
which God I worship... ]

(30) Ne gondolj semmit mindebből, jó Atyám... (4606/21-23)
¡Do not think wrong of this, good Father]

(3!) Néked ím egy új hírt mondok. / kivel neked nagy sok jót adok. / Mert his/.cm, 
fiam. nem hallottad, / vagy írásban nem olvastad. / hogy ... (46la/22-26) 
[Now. I bring you news, / by which I give you great good. / For, I believe, child, 
that you have not yet heard / or read in any writings / that...)

3.6. Event integration in prose and verse

The three surviving versions of Saint Catherine's legend display a genre difference, of which 
the most important aspect here is the set of rhythmical constraints placed on the forms of 
clause integration in verse. The rhythm of narration in the DcbrK. turns out to be quite 
monotonous with the constant re-mentioning of characters, and the various rephrasings. By 
contrast, the verse rhythm in the ÉrsK. plays a major role in shaping clause integration and, 
eventually, event integration.

The first obvious difference is in the frequency of main-clause phoric elements. A 'phorie 
element' (H. M/H/ó.?ző) is a grammatical clement used in Hungarian subordinating clause 
combining besides conjunctions (Haader 2000a: 477^479). A brief account of its origin is 
due here. Parallel with the development of the nominal demonstrative pronoun into a defi
nite article (mentioned in section 3.3.). the Old Hungarian period saw the emergence of a 
distinct syntactic device in clause combining. Similarly to the ease of the definite article, it 
is the far-pointing nominal demonstrative that came to acquire a special textual-syntactic 
function.

Azt szeretném. ha újra gyerek lehetnék.
I'H()K.PK.( that ACC.') likc-cond.-Isg.DFF. if again child 1-eould-hc
'I would like to be a child again.'

Traditionally, grammarians locate the phorie element in the main clause of a subordinat
ing complex clause. It marks the constituent position of the subordinate clause, inside the 
main clause, i.e. it takes object, adverb, subject, etc. suffixes. It is co-rcfcrcnt with the subor
dinate clause.

The sum of main-clause phorie elements' in the three excerpts (ÉrdyK: 15, DcbrK: 49, 
ÉrsK: 126) exceeds the 1:3:5 proportion of the texts' lengths. The high number of 'phorie 
elements* in the FrsK. was noted by Dömötör (2001: 362-364). In the ÉrsK. excerpt, 'phorie 
elements* are placed in stressed syllables in order to conform to the verse rhythm (and 
perhaps to get the necessary number of syllables). There is a one-elause-onc-rhythmieal-unit 
correspondence, with the main clause preceding its subordinate clause most of the time.
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(32) A- re/ne/e o/nm így íőn, / hogy egy frott táhiát ¡elvéti, / és ezt Katcrinának adá. 
/é s  heszéddet ezt monda: (ÉrsK.: 462b/t8-22)
[Then, the hermit did this. / that he took a painted hoard, / and this he gave to 
Catherine, / and in speech he said this:I

A retated phenomenon is the occurrence of verhai predicate subordinating comptcx 
eiauscs (this, in fact, is considered to he a semantic rotation rather than a grammatieat one, cf. 
Hadrovics !969, Haadcr 2000b: 488). The above exampie is a typicai main eiause occurring 
at thematic junctures, opening new sequences of events, it is in fact a variant of the main 
ctausc heading the thematic paragraph discussed towards the end of section 3.4. As we have 
seen above, the syntactic coding of event integration in the ÉrsK. is different from those in 
both the ErdyK. and the DebrK. versions. At major thematic boundaries, the break in tempó
ra! coherence is signalicd, but temporai reiations are not of the syntacticaiiy coded type 
cataphoricaity reievant inside the ctause compicx. Rather, they are estabiished textuaiiy, by 
anaphoricai adverbiats in the main eiause (e^nd/i -  enne/. Midno, oiin/t 'after this. then').

(33) EwneA Hidwa ímígy /Ja: / Costus tanácsot tőn, / az icányt kinek nevezné, / 
hogy méitó névvei iiietné, I...] (ÉrsK. 454a/32-37)
[After this, this is what happened: / Costus heid a consuitation / about what 
name he shouid give to his daughter, / in order to name her appropriatciy.,.1

(34) Ezután az kiráiy így tőn, / hogy tanácsivá! egybe iőn, / az mestert odahívatván. 
/ és akaratját nyitván megmonda. / És őtet csak azon kéré. / hogy őnéki azt 
megietné./ha [...] (ÉrsK. 45)a /i9-25)
[ Aitcr this, the King did this: / he gathered with his advisors, / summoning the 
wise master,/and expressing his wish./And he asked him oniy/to End out for 
him / whether ...J

Quite naturaiiy, this tatter kind of textuaMy coded tempóra) (dis)continuity occurs in the 
two prose versions as wett (ÉrdyK.: A-wAd'-Aen 'mcanwhitc'. Anno/; nidno 'after that'; 
DebrK.: EzcAdz^en 'meanwhile', AdneA Midno 'after this').

The tast syntactic phenomenon that i woutd tike to discuss in this paper is the intluencc 
of verse rhythm on word order in the ÉrsK. excerpt. Modern Hungarian word order rcficcts 
the functionat sentence perspective, which went through a considerabte amount of change 
since the Oid Hungarian tinguistic period. Today, the focus position is a uniquety important 
part of the ctause, preceding the verb. The focus etement is considered to project its own 
syntactic phrase by certain linguistic schoois.

in the excerpt anaiysed hetow, it can be observed that the one rhythmicat unit-one eiause 
tendency influences the position of the conjunctions and particics, too. in many cases, 
content words head the ctauses, conjunctions and particics being shifted into second posi
tion (/;n 'if', /togy 'that', menyé 'as soon as', etc.). This is a stytisticaity marked rcatization of 
word order in Hungarian ctausc comptcxes.

(35) Aiphorabius ezt/togy hattá,/ég forgásátjót mcgtátná./Azkiráiyra A tekintő,
/ természeti mit követne. / Az asszonyt A kihívatá, / természetit jót megtátná.
/ tndítá sok csetcködést, / é.s c dotogrót mesterködést. / Bötcscsségénck miatta 
ő tettek napjára juta, / a csittagot jót megtátá, / Aí azkoron uratkodott. /
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Mindezekbe kétség néktil / ím tgy leié vétők nékül / azt. /w#y ég forgása azt 
tartja, / természetük ó mutatja, / /wgv tehetne niagzat tőtek, / nines 
vétők őfetőtek. / /Ízért a/ mester fetkete, / az királynak /gy fetete: )... I 
[Alphorabius+ this+ whcn+ heard, / the sky's movements he thoroughty ob
served. / The King, too, he tooked at, / (to see) what his nature is intlucnccd 
by. / The Lady Queen, too. he summoned,/for her nature to he observed. / He 
started severa! practices, / ottt/ methods to sotve this prohtem. / With his 
knowtedge. he figured out the dates of their births, / o/tt/ observed the stars / 
which dominated at those times. / From all this, without doubt, / he thus found 
out etearly / 'that' that the sky's movements shows]

4. Conclusion

The aim of this paper was to illustrate how the syntactic coding of three main coherence 
strands in the 'same' narrative (in our ease study, the legend) is shaped by the preaching 
situation in which it is retold. The exact differences in coding temporal, referent and action 
continuity were pointed out. It was demonstrated that the differences are indeed closely 
reflected in the chosen grammatical forms of clause integration. The results of the analysis 
shed light on the factors motivating the two opposing forces of elaboration and compression 
in clause linkage, which were already present in the Late Old Hungarian period. These were 
shown to correlate with written and oral text features, and genre differences of prose and 
verse. As a conclusion, a summary of the main findings is presented below.

4.!. The relationship of the three surviving Hungarian legend variants to their common 
Latin source text varies in accordance with the aims of the authors. The communicative 
setting indeed shaped the narrators' choices of event integration, which is reflected in their 
preferred ways of grammatical expression.

The Érdy version, attached as an appendix to a lengthy argumentation, is presented in a 
style so simple and condense that it even contains omissions of story details taken from 
Pelhartus. There is a contrast between the level of effort needed for processing the two text 
types, i.e. the argumentation and the narrative. The case with which a narrative is understood 
makes it possible for the Érdy author to subvert the era's genera) tendency to opt for high 
levels of grammatical elaboration, with his grammatical choices often only loosely reflect
ing the corresponding forms of the Latin source text.By contrast, the Debreceni author 
unfolded his tale striving to focus the audience's attention on the characters, and teach and 
instruct them in due manner. The clumsiness of this excerpt comes from the artificial conver
sion from written Latin text to oral Hungarian, the story coming to a halt again and again due 
to the preacher's interpolations. Since it is the narrative that serves as a frame in this variant, 
there are plenty of opportunities for the preacher-narrator to elaborate on it, with the inten
tion of keeping the attention of the audience awake.

The Érsekújvári variant's uniqueness lies in its verse form and those yet unidentified 
sources which must exist in various vernacular languages. The common Latin source had a 
much less immediate influence on this version, and virtually no grammatical choices can he 
traced hack directly to it, neither can it he simply compared to the prose versions. The verse 
form constrains and shapes grammatical expression into a lively rhythm, thus pushing gram
matical coding towards elaboration, while making use of parallelism.
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4.2. The discourse potentia) of time adverbiai etauses as eoherenee bridges at thematic 
boundaries aiready existed in the Late Oid Hungarian iinguistic period. This type of ctause 
was used ahundantiy by ail three authors in coding tempora! (dis)continuity in their narra
tives. The most frequency used conjunction, w/Tow/! ('when'), was shown to be aiternating 
with /¡ogy ('as') in the Dchrcccni excerpt, and with me/tyc ('as soon as') in the Ersekujvari 
version.

4.3. Differences in the ways of coding referent (dis)continuity were shown to be shaped by 
the demands of the preacher's communicative goais. The point of view of the narration is 
firmiy heid by the narrator in a!) three texts. However, the characters as main discourse 
referents are mentioned most often and coded in a rather expiicit way in etauses in which 
speech acts arc used as buitding btocks of events by the Debrcccni author.

4.4. Ways of coding action continuity in the narration were anatysed atong the comprcssion- 
etaboration continuum, which ranks ctausc tinkage rcatixations reflecting forms of event 
integration. The type of ctausc used in the transition between the narrated actions and 
utterances shows the concise vs. toose nature of event integration, tt codes a phase of percep
tive acknowtedgemcnt in the narration, which may exist as the buitding btock of an event, 
[ts frequent occurrence signats a high degree of character foregrounding, which is attested in 
the Debrcccni excerpt. However, it may atso be used merety to code turn-takes in diatogucs 
quoted by the narrator, as does the Ersekujvari author.

Attributing speech acts (i.e. orders, thanks, enquiries) to characters in a story seems to be 
usefut in constructing sequences of events, too. This strategy, apptied by the Debreceni 
author, is a more ctaborate way of event integration than the rather compressed expression 
we find in the Ersekujvari variant. There, the causative verbal suffix codes the act of giving 
orders, in which case no separate phases of character interaction are etaborated on, hut the 
action is rather attributed to the one giving the order.

4.5. Considering the written and orat features of the three excerpts, the key concept proved 
to be character foregrounding. The forms and degrees of giving prominence to the protago
nist (Catherine) arc mirrored in the expticitncss of coding her tinguisticatty. The proportion 
of more or tess cxpticit vs. the least expticit referent coding shows the rotative prominence 
the authors had given to characters other than Catherine. Atso, [east cxpticit referent coding 
is in proportion higher if t) there is no need for keeping track of the characters due to the 
scarcity of preacher's interpotations; 2) if characters* interactions arc rather condcnsety 
narrated.

The authors' use of orat phrases is not characteristic of the Erdy narrator. The Debrcccni 
author uses a few orat phrases in his rote as narrator, and some more as preacher. However, his 
oratity tacks the spontaneity that the Ersekujvari author manages to convey in his dia
togucs. First-hand orat phrases arc quoted as the words of the characters themsetves. This is 
most obvious in the forms (and frequency) of their addressing each other. White the Debrcccni 
version has visibte remnants of a written originat, the Ersekujvari excerpt abounds in paral- 
tetisms, thus reminiscent of ancient orat storytetting. One source of these parattetisms is 
verse rhythm.

4.6. !n the tast section, t investigated the spcciat choices made by the Ersekujvari author 
when formutating his (or her) verse tegend. There is in fact a significant rise in the number of
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phoric pronouns' used in the grammatiea! integration of subordinate etauses with their 
main etauses. This ean he traced hack to the rhythmieat constraints of the genre. Another 
tendency motivated by verse rhythm is the one etausc-onc rhythmieat unit correction.

The dominant author figure of the era was the transtator-compitcr-author educated in 
one of the retigious orders in Hungary. These preachers hetped to shape the tinguistic norms 
of the various text types prevatent in the Middte Ages before linguistic standardization took 
ptace. tn this study,! hope to have provided retiabte resutts tor future analyses of the history 
of ctausc tinkage and text types.

Abbreviations and text editions

"t he quoted matcriat was taken from the modern criticat editions of the DchrK. and the 
Pethartus-votumc. and from editions in preparation of the Erdy K. and the ErsK. The origina) 
spetling, however, has been converted into Modern Hungarian spetting conventions and 
graphcmic usage for the sake of easier reading. Each Hungarian manuscript has a ¡9'  ̂cen
tury edition, worth inctuding in the tist hetow.

DchrK. = /Je/wcet;/ /fdr/e.t /.5/9. A r;w/tcttt/a/: /ta.so/uwd.sr/ ás /ze/H'/zMd/Zm/o /zet'eze/ás.se/ ás 
j'egyzereMf/. Budapest: Argumentum Kiadó -  Magyar Nyctvtudományi Társaság. 1997. 

De/z/cce/;/ /ftá/ct (/3/9). Közzéteszi Votf György. Nyctvemléklár t I. Budapest. IXK2. 
ÉrdyK. = E'rr/vA'. ( /.52Ó-/.527). Közzéteszi Votf (iyörgy. Nyctvetn)éktár4-5. Budapest, t 876. 
ÉrsK. = /ír.sr'Att/t'dr/ A7á/c.t (/.529-3/). Közzéteszi Votf György. Nyetvemtéktár 9-tO. 

Budapest. t888.
A . S 7 e t ! /  Afoto/ót verses /í-geur/rt/o. tn: Madas Edit (ed.) t99t. Szöveggyűjtemény 

a régi magyar irodatom történetéhez. Középkor. ( I ()()()- 1330) [A reader of carty Hungar
ian titerature. Middle Ages, ]000-1530] Avaitahte at: http://sermones.cttc.hu/ 
sz.ovegkiadasok/ magvarut/madasszgv/5t5 539 Etbcsz.eto kottcszet.htm 

Pethartus de Thcmeswar: ,S'cr/t;rt/;c.s frz/ue/7/ r/e .srt/ttV/.s //. / Pr/z.s <7e.v//w;//.s/. Augsburg 1502. 
RMK ttt. 104. The modern criticat edition is avaitahte at: http://emc.ctte.hu/petbart/
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A HERMENEUTfCAE APPROACH TO GRAPHEMES

NÓKA CSONTOS

...Z///!gMr/gc Aa.s /;r/ ;7;r/c//c/trZc/;/ Z//c r///a/7 
Уго/м /Ac ttv//7rZ /Aa/ caz/tc.s /a Za/<gaagc W/7A/7/ 
/7. /Va/ r///Zy As /Ac и'а/7/Z 'tvar/r/' r///Zy /7;.s///a/' 
as /7 ca//;í'.s' /7</r/ Zaz/gM/zgc, Z/м/ /аядмада, /r/r/, 
/:a.s /7.s /са/ АсА;д аа/у /7/ /Ac/ár/ /Аа/ /Ас war/rZ 
/у /*c-///cyca/c/Z tt;7AA¡ /Л'

Abstract

7*Ac ///c.sc/;/ /za//c/ CAa//a//c.s //a* ca/z/z-ZAa/Za/; r//g/Y///Ac//;c.s /a /Ac tz/tr/czy/rz/tr/Z/tg a/z/Z Az/cr- 
/zrc/a/Zazz a/ tvcz/Zc/z /c.r/.s a/a/ a/a//y.sc.s /Zzc zZcvc/a/z/zzczz/a/ //ratc.s.s' /Aczczz/. Ms y/az/zzzg 
//a/a/ /s /Ac Az'.s/arz'ca/ /ZcvcZa/z/zzczz/ rz/ tt/Z/Zczz /cA/.s a/a/ /Ac cAa/zgc.s /7/ /Ac ///acc.s.s a/*ca/a- 
///*cAc/zyz'a/z. ГАс //a//c/' rZc.sc/*zAc.s Aasr /Ac /ccc/z/z'aa a/ sy/7//ca /c.sv.s- c/zazzgcrZ arc/ z/7/zc. 
//a/a/.s aa/ /Ac rZ^crc/zccy Ас/исс/; /ca/ZZ/zg a/a;a/ a/;// sz'/czz/ /carZA/g, a/z/Z r//gzzc.s /Aa/ /ca/Z- 
Z/zg, as' a ///acc.s.s a/ /ccc/z/Za/z, Az/Zac/zcc.s' /Ac rZcvcZap/zzc/z/ а/ tt/z/Zczz /cA/.s. 7cA/-z7z/c/*/zaZ 
/zz/zc/Za/z.s a/c /zzarAc/Z n/7A cAa/*ac/c/*.s, .sz/zcc /a a/r/c/ /a a/a/c/'.s7a/a/ a/zr/ Za/c/*///*c/ a w/*z7/c/z 
/c.s/. cacA yc/zzazz/zc cZc/ac/</ Aa.s /a Ac .s'c//-cr;7/ca/. O/z /Ac Aay/.s af/AZ.s /Acazc/ZcaZ a////raacA, 
/Ac pa//cr rZc/zza/zs/za/cy Aaw //zz/zc/aa/Zazz /zza/As a////ca/c<7 /a ZZzz/zga/*za/z w/Z/Azg, a/;a/y.sc.s 
/Ac //cr.s//cc/Zva/ /za/zz/c a f  cAa/ac/c/.s czzzAcrZr/crZ /а tt/Z/zc/; /c.s/.s, a/zrZ //aa/Zy arc.sc/z/у /Ac 
/Acarc/zcaZ arga/zzczz/ r/Z.sczz.s.scrZ /AraagA /Ac /ZcrcZa/z/aca/ a/ aac /c.s/aa/ /zz/zc/Zazz a/aZ Z/.s
И 7 7 //С // /á /* /a .

1. introduction

As a consequence of its diverse symhohe functions and histórica! development, a punctua
tion mark is difficuh to define in a sing!e tcchnica! term.- My paper, therefore, examines the 
ro!e of punctuation marks in understanding and interpreting written texts as it changes 
throughout its devetopmenta! process. This approach makes it possihte to examine the 
character within the devetoping hnguistic medium which created it, in the process in which 
its dynamic meaning devetops.

Given that punctuation marks are inherent parts of written texts, my paper first reviews 
the motivation behind the devetopment of written texts. Then, it traces the devetopment of 
written texts from the perspective of the comprehensive and interpretative process and 
describes the changes in the function of punctuation marks embedded in the texts, t a!so 
anatysc the difference between reading aioud and sitent reading as receptive processes and

' Gadamcr 1963/1981: 40).
 ̂ A tcchnica) term is simpty "a word, the meaning of which is unequivocally defined, inasmuch as it 

signifies a defined concept. A technical term is atways something artificial insofar as [...! a word that is 
atready in use has the variety and breadth of its meanings excised and is assigned only one particular 
conceptual meaning. [...) The technical term is a word that has become ossified" (Gadamer 1963/1981: 
373).



the rote of punctuation marks in these processes. Based on this theoretica! approach, the 
paper focuses on the analysis of the historica) shift that gave rise to the written registers in 
Hungarian parallel to the historica! changes in the way written texts were interpreted. Fi- 
na!!y, the paper demonstrates the theoretica) argument through the study of expressions of a 
setccted semantic function, namciy quotation marks, and how their form and use changed 
over time.

2. From a historica! point of view, spoken language has primacy over written tanguage: "in 
relation to tanguage, writing seems a secondary phenomenon. The sign language of writing 
refers back to the actua! tanguage of speech" (Gadamcr 1965/1981: 354)'. Linguistic activ
ity was tor a long time exclusively linked to the spoken tradition, given that language 
ability is basically a biological, anatomical attribute. The sounds man uttered turned into 
utterances of speech when the sounds, or their combinations, began to function as units of 
communication carrying meaning. "A common world -  even if it is only an invented one -  
is always the presupposition of language" (Gadamcr 1965/1981: 367) for a community. The 
development of a written language occurred somewhat later and can be explained by the 
appearance of the need for devising a means of recording linguistic messages that are not 
directly dependent on the speech organs. As writing developed, written texts became dis
connected from the act of speaking and themselves were able to produce texts whose inter
pretation did not require speech production. So the tact that "language is capable of being 
written is by no means incidental to its nature" (Gadamcr 1965/1981: 334). With written 
language "a new variant, and a new linguistic relationship, a duality of spoken and written 
language appears. The duality allows for alteration and choice and a model prompting 
selection" (Pus/.tai 2004).

The difference between spoken and written language is evident in their fundamentally 
differing physical appearance. Spoken linguistic vocalisations are of an audio-acoustic 
nature and their perception takes place via (external) hearing. Inherent features of acoustic 
speech are supra-scgmental (prosodic, metric) vehicles. The speaker subconsciously or con
sciously uses intonation, stress, voice inflection, pauses, rhythm and tempo that affect how 
the listener is able to attribute meaning to what is being said. Moreover, spoken communi
cation may also be accompanied by other paralinguistic instruments, the comprehension of 
articulated sounds is affected by gestures and mimicry (cf. e.g. Gadamcr 1965/1981: 354).

In contrast to the spoken linguistic expressions, written linguistic expressions arc of a 
visual nature, their perception is enabled through vision or -  in the case of the blind -  touch. 
The written form, that is to say the form of letters and punctuation marks, their size, colour 
and spatial arrangement is, on the one hand, characteristic, and on the other, offers possibili
ties derived from its visual quality. The use of these features in the text contributes to the 
way the text generates meaning.

When comparing spoken and written language one usually considers that the former is 
generally direct, while the tatter usually takes place by indirect means of interactive com
munication. In the direct form the time and space of expression and perception are inher
ently together. That means for one that the discourse partners not only hear but also see each

' Lor the theoretica) approaches to written and spoken language see e g. /.otnai 1926. Heidegger 1927/ 
1976. Wittgenstein I92)/)96I. Barthes 1970/1993, Ong 1982. Brown - Yule 1983. Llusser 1987. Vater 
1992. Giinther -  Ludwig 1994. Crystal 1997. Neunter 1998. 2003. Nyíri 1998. Nyíri S/.ácsi 1998. 
Verschucrcn 1999. Kulcsár S/abó 2002, Bcnc/.ik 2006. hehér M. 2006, 2008. Csontos 2009.
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other, and in addition to the verba! and audibtc non-verha! signats they are ab)e to discern 
the other's gestures and mimicry, which contribute to the comprehension of the discourse. 
On the other hand, it a!so means that the speaker does not have as much time to ptan and 
shape his speech as is the case with writing. Of course the hstener, for his part, is not ah!c to 
return to a page, but he does have the possihihty to join the conversation and take the floor 
and the rote of the speaker.

In indirect interaction the unity that characterises the speakcr-bstener situation is not 
attained. The process of text production and perception becomes asymmctrica! (sec Iscr 
!990), and as a resuh the text becomes aiicnated from the situation of its production' and 
originfcf.c.g. Zoinai 1926: Ong !982andGadamcr !965/!98!:354-355).The producer of 
a text is hence compcüed to take into consideration the tack of possibiiitics inherent in face 
to face communication in ptanning his strategy of expression, since in writing he is unab!c 
to share the search for words with a partner as he is in conversation. Therefore, he must open 
up the exp!anation-eomprehension horizon in the writing itsetf, which the reader must fib in 
on his own (see Gadamcr 1986). At the same time, however, a written text is a!so a form of 
discourse, the understanding of "permanentty fixed expressions of !ife" (Gadamcr !965/ 
1981: 349 quoting Droysen) that produce a kind of (/;c;7?!i-/;(?M//iY//) <rwnY-/'.sY//t'rw in which 
the text is one partner in the discourse and the interpreter is the other (sec Gadamcr !965/ 
!9R! and Iscr !990). A written text finds its "voice" on!y via the interpreter, and it is the 
reader who attaches meaning to the visua! signs. At the same time, "by being changed back 
into intcüigiblc terms, the object of which the text speaks itscif finds expression" (Gadamcr 
)965/!98!: 349, a!so cf. Iscr !990). In as taras a written text can be interpreted as a (herme
néutica!) conversation, -  as in direct interaction -  both partners have to find a common 
tanguage, which is not "the preparation of a too! for the purpose of understanding but, rather, 
coincides with the very act of understanding and reaching agreement" (Gadamcr !965/ 
!98!: 349-350).

3. In this common tanguage the function of each component is to cstahhsh comprehension. 
Since a punctuation mark appears embedded in a written text, it indeed functions as a sign 
on!y there and wou!d !osc its rote if the text were verbahsed. Punctuation marks contribute 
to the interpretation process of written texts and to the abiiity of the text to produce mean
ing. Its contribution, however, is of a different nature than that of the written words of the 
text.

"It is in the nature of the sign [the punctuation mark embedded in the text] that it has its 
being so!e)y in its apphed function, in the fact that it points to something e!sc. Thus it must be 
distinguished in this function from the context in which it is encountered and taken as a sign" 
(Gadamcr !965/!98): 373). A punctuation mark is connected to the meaning and understand
ing of the text through the meaning initiated by the process of understanding. It functions 
striedy as a sign on!y in written texts, where it evotves the contextúa! dynamic meaning that 
it can merety imp!y on its own. Therefore, it is during the comprehension process of a text that 
it must "be taken as a sign, in order for its own being as an object to he annuücd and for it to 
disappear in its meaning" (Gadamcr !965/!98!: 373). It fobows that from the point of view of 
comprehension and interpretation, a punctuation mark can he considered as a reference point

'  "What is fixed in writing has detached itseif from the contingency of its origin and its author. For 
texts do not ask to he understood as a tiving expression of the subjectivity of their writers" (Gadamer 1965/ 
)98i: 356-357).
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for understanding the text, that is, for intcUcct and sentiment, h opens the inteMeetuai/emo- 
tionat domain it refers to -  thereby advancing text comprehension and functions as a path 
that ¡cads the interpreter to the meaning with which it contributes to written texts. What we are 
seeing here are thus the significance-generating -  and comprehension-advancing -  eiements 
of the "speech activity" of the author impiicit behind written texts, which are designated by 
punctuation marks (since the text is a written one). Written texts require punctuation marks 
for ctaborating a given perspective in order to contribute with a certain meaning to under
standing.' For this reason it is worthwhde to examine the devciopment of the process of text 
comprehension, of which punctuation marks become a part. !n this approach, the historicaüy 
changing reference function of signs may demonstrate the -  simüarty changing -  perspective 
that the text stresses front the perspective of comprehension, and the hnguistic form apphed 
in the text for the expression of the experience of the wotld (cf. Gadamer ¡965/¡98 [: 398. a)so 
Langacker ¡987, )99t.Tomascüo ¡999).

The contribution of punctuation marks to a text cannot he examined independent^ from 
the text -  the time of its writing, function, audience, etc. -  in which it exists (Ricocur ¡985), 
given that punctuation marks may have different meanings as the comprehension process of 
the text unfotds. The existence of the punctuation mark as a sign is determined by the text 
and the motivation for its creation, the process of conveying the meaning in which it is 
embedded, and the decoding/comprchcnsion strategy'' of its interpreter, in relation to whom 
its meaning sotety exists. Therefore, in the foüowing -  by ¡ending the punctuation mark a 
narrower interpretation -  I shatl describe the historic devetopmenta) processes which gave 
rise to the appearance of punctuation marks in Hungarian writing. Suhsequentty the func
tion of the punctuation mark within the text changed along with the changing understand
ing and interpretation process of written texts.

3.1. The emergence of punctuation marks in Hungarian writing served to indicate a pause in 
intonation because the texts were read atoud -  (ref. Keszter ¡995. 2004. Korompay 2000: 
292,593). Punctuation marks were used to he)p the articutation of the content of speech read 
aloud to facihtate the process of understanding and interpretation, tn this process intonation 
and pause function as signs (sec section 2). Thus the ear)y use of punctuation marks denot
ing pauses in intonation was first of at) rotated to the process of speech. As writing spread, 
written (mrmuscript or printed) texts nourished, and espcciaüy when printing spread and 
texts were incrcasingty read in private rather than to an audience, written texts began to 
devetop their own framework for aiding the interpretation process. Atong with that, punc
tuation marks incrcasingty characterised written texts in the sense that they had to ensure 
that the texts were unamhiguousiy understood and interpreted by the individua) readers, 
without a speaking reader as an intermediary. From the point of view of perception, the 
difference between reading atoud and sitent reading -  atheit both are interpretative, neither 
produce new content in rckttion to the text -  is that when a text is read out, the diatoguc 
between the reader and the text presents itse)f to the audience who come into contact with 
written texts onty through the presenting reader, and tiencc the comprehension process is

'  "The experience is not wordless to begin with and then an object of reflection by being named, by being 
subsumed under the universality of the word. Rather it is part of experience itself that it seeks and finds 
words that express it" (Gadamer I963/I9HI: 377).
" "The author ¡...] reacts to the degree that he writes down: similarly the reader is a full-fledged participant 
in the production of meaning, and as a mortal is forced to do that is to act -  in order to create the meaning 
that, although ugly, is still better than meaninglessness" (Said 1979: 317).
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tinkcd to speech rather than the written text itsetf. When reading atoud the dominance of 
speech a)so intluenccs meaning in that the time span of the read text etosety dciimits the 
process of understanding, since the words and the interpretation process they trigger tlow 
on, and the meaning of the words is iinked to that process (see Wittgenstein t967: ]35 §). 
Reading aioud in this sense may he compared to the process of transition, where the trans- 
iator must preserve the meaning, "but since it must be understood within a new iinguistie 
worid, it must be expressed within it in a new way" (Gadamcr 1965/) 98!: 346). That means 
that "reading atoud ¡...] is the awakening and conversion of a text into new immediacy" 
(Gadamcr !965/)98): 360), and ready an interpretation itscif.

Sitcnt reading, on the other hand, is a process that "removes the dead graphemic quatity 
of writing, or gives it a new, acoustic tife, ¡...] in such a way that it guides it back into 
ianguage. Thus, sitent reading retocatcs the meaning that ties hidden in a written text into 
language, dismantting and reconstructing the comprehensive domain of communication" 
(Kutcsar-Sxah6 2()05: ) 65, sec atso Gadamcr !986, !scr 1990). Understanding a written text 
via reading -  from the perspective of hermcncutica) phitosophy -  depends a great dea) on 
how wet) one is capabic of .see/ng written texts with one's eyes and speech with
one's /Hreraa/ ea/- (Gadamcr )986, Nyfri )99): !23). When reading, a diatoguc is estab- 
hshed between the written text and the reader and the written text creates its (idea!) reader 
(ct. Gadamcr )986, atso tscr )990, Ricoeur )985). Reading is a process in which "the 
written text is ted back into the tanguage" (Kulesar-S/abo 2005: )66, see atso Gadamcr 
t986). At the same time, and untike what we find in the process of reading atoud, the reader 
himsetf is dircctty addressed. As writing devetoped and the so-eatled ewme/t/ spread, 
the dominance, function and exptieitness of punctuation marks in texts, their quatity as an 
unambiguous reference, atso changed and even became distinctive in partieutar types of 
texts. !n the tradition of Hungarian writing this devetopment can be ittustrated by tracing 
the process from textuat functions cither not indicated by punctuation marks, or indicated 
onty by a singtc punctuation mark possibty combined with tower and upper case tetters 
(ref. Kcsxtcr )995: 36-44), through texts where severat different textuat functions were 
indicated by simitar or the same punctuation mark (ref. Kes/.tcr !995: 44-46), to punctua
tion marks that indicated certain textuat functions unambiguousty -  atso changing their 
reference function (cf. Kesxtcr )995: 46-47, 57-66) -  so that they evoked such a definite 
meaning that they were abte to contribute to the understanding of wr/ffen /ex/.s in the given 
context. Written texts estabtish unambiguous meaning by using appropriate punctuation 
marks as reference points. Here it may be usefut to rcftect on the appearance of the indi- 
viduat punctuation marks in Hungarian writing (since written texts did not require signs 
untit these signs were needed to carry meaning in order to contribute to comprehension)/ 
For example the scmicoton, and theexetamation mark from among the group of intonation 
signs, appeared in the tatc t6"' century (Kesxtcr t995, 2004); the ettipsis in the mid-t7"* 
century; the dash and the three or more points appeared in the tate t8"* century (Csontos 
2007); and quotation marks in the mid-tS"' century (Csontos 2004). The above consider
ations itlustratc the hermcncutica) changes in the Hungarian tradition of writing, where

 ̂ Cmmem rexr "docs no) refer back to an unretated. previous linguistic action hut essentially stamps it out. 
and presents itself as the linguistic act that carries its identity within its own materiality, simply put. as a 
communication that cannot be produced with other words" (Gadamcr 198b summarised by Kulcsar-S/ahd 
2003: 133).
" tt should he noted that the appearance of punctuation marks in Western European writing had an 
influence on Hungarian writing.
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functions that contribute to the comprehension of written texts -  with its own universe of 
discourse that characterises it -  arc unequivocal and recognisahte for the reader as a recipi
ent". In texts at this stage of writing, adopting punctuation marks was triggered hy the need 
to indicate functions of written texts as well as hy the request to reflect on linguistic 
activity that is different from spoken linguistic activity"' (due to the characteristics illus
trated in section 2).

Looking at the history of the development of punctuation marks, the degree to which the 
process whereby the meaning attached to written texts can he retrieved may he regarded as 
automatic, is an indication of how conventionalized it has become (cf. Gadatncr 1965/198I: 
367). The tnore unambiguous a punctuation mark is, the more its existence as a sign with an 
associated meaning is exhausted, and the more it is a/jo/v .s7,t?w (Gadamer 1965/1931: 374). 
Therefore, in the subsequent development of the written text and text read aloud a punctua
tion mark functions as unambiguously as possible as a reference point so that its being a sign 
should disappear as easily as possible in the process of understanding.

The changing use of punctuation marks can thus he related to the historic transformation 
that ted from reading aloud to silent reading; in written and read texts the lack of punctua
tion marks or their ambiguousness hence would stand in the way of transmitting meaning 
(Gadamer 1986).

3.2. In the following I shall illustrate the use of punctuation marks -  together with its effects 
on the interpretation of written texts -  through a selected textual function, namely through 
the changing application of quotation marks, from a historical hermeneutical perspective.

From the appearance of the first written texts in Hungarian until the middle of the 17"* 
century, various signs were used to mark the quoting sentence and the embedded direct 
quotation. In manuscripts -  if direct quotations were indicated by punctuation marks at all 
-  combinations of a virgule and lower-case letters, a virgulc and upper case letters, a full 
stop and lower-ease letters, a full stop and upper-case letters, a colon and lower-case letters, 
and a colon and upper-case letters appeared (Kesz.ler 1995: 49-50). In printed texts several 
combinations -  a full stop and upper-ease letters, a virgule and upper-case letters, a comma 
and upper-case letters, a colon and upper-case letters, a virgule and lower-case letters, a 
comma and lower-case letters, a colon and lower-ease letters, as well as a semicolon ap
peared (Kesz.ler 1995: 63-64). The punctuation mark separating the quoting sentence from 
the direct quotation contributed to the understanding of the text in that it separated the parts 
denoting different viewpoints. The interpretation of passages of direct quotations was not 
hindered by various markings, because until the mid-19"* century they were always embed
ded in an introductory and closing or interrupting sentence (cf. c.g. Károly 1995: 824-834. 
Dömötör 2002: 58-59, Gallasy 2003: 569-570. 692, also Csontos 2004: 244-248). "I hat 
made the perspectivisation linguistically explicit (ref. Langackcr 1987, 1991. Sanders -  
Spooren 1997, see also Tomasello 1999), that is to say that a given passage should he treated 
as a quote, and that the subject of consciousness (Sanders -  Spooren 1997: 87. also Tolcsvai 
2002: 243. Tátrai 2005: 220-226) was. for the length of the quote, embedded in the narrator 
and it was to him that active awareness was connected. Additionally, the entire direct quota-

' Since written texts do not repeat a given iinguistie aet. rather it determines each repetition and linguistic 
action (Gadamer 1986).

tn this sense punetuation marks, in the broad sense, may he considered to be indicators ot mctapragmatic 
awareness (Vcrschueren 1999: 187 198. Tátrai 2006).
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tion -  with more extensive iinguistic indicators for tense and mood in o)d Hungarian -  
eompteteiy shifted the referenda) centre from the aetua! speaker (sec Sanders -  Spoorcn 
) 997: S6, atso !o)csvai 2002: 243, latrai 2005: 2)0-220). This structure was conducive to 
the perceptive process in texts read atoud. since the quotation was distinguishable when the 
text was understood as the words were vocahscd. Owing to the devetopment of written texts 
-  which may have to do with the advance of reading as a perceptive process from the mid- 
)7"' century, direct quotations were most commonty denoted hy coions and upper-case 
tetters (Fábián 1967: 234, Kesxlcr 2004: )43, Csontos 2004: 244) in an attempt to make 
them unambiguously recognisable. Moreover, it was increasingly common to supplement 
this form of designation by setting direct quotations in itahes in printed texts and underlin- 
ing them in manuscripts. Forexamptc:

( t)a . ax Apóitól igy )3ÓI: /f.s /<?/A:e/ ó/róxrrorá/: awax tv/ ew//e/; we/y //re/t/áerén 
r/vewrererr ax rgq/aag/a. e.y a '  va/a.sdgo.s .S'x.' é/er/í-. Fph. 4. 24. (Gyöngyösi 
)657: S5)
¡the Apostle says: Aw/ r/te new /nan s/ta// /3 /, w//a was c/earec/ //y Gav/ /or 
/a.s/á e. a//v/ a  rrae //o/y ///é. I

()) b. Ördög tanátsa ex: //a  /.s'?tw:eA; /?a vagy, erq/xAev/gy e/-/e a ' 7Fwq/owrd/, '.s /aeg 
ór/xaeAaxAagya/oA (Pápai Párix )70): ))
[This is the teaching ot the Devi): //yoa are r/te .son q/ Gov/, co/ne v/owa /ran; 
7/:e 7ewq/e a/tr/ 7/te Ange/.s .s/;a// save yoa [

())c.  Sóit. 51. v. )3. 14. A 're .S'xea/ /w/Gv/et /;e ver/v/ e/ ea rö/e/a. ax e/tget/e/ewne/: 
/e/Á:eve/ eró.sá.s-ateg eage/ner (Betl)lcti 1726: ))
I Psalms 5 1. v. ) 3. ) 4. Do /tor raAe yoar //o/y .St/tt/ away/root /tte,* .srre/tgr/te/t we 
wt'r/t r/te sott/ q/ o/zer/tettr e]

()) d. axért mondgya a' Próféta: AVt'ttr a ' vt'x a rttxer; ttgy ttteg-d/rya a 7/t'tttr ax a/awt/wt 
(Ha!ter )73): )09)
¡thcretorc the Prophet says: A.s warer ro /tre; so <r/oe.s c7;a/*/ry ejcrt/tgta.s/t .sttt]

The mode of designation illustrated in ())a-d. was likely to have been created by the 
producer of the text or, in case of printed texts, the person contributing to the printing 
process, wanting to make the pcrspectivisation more readily recognisable for the reader by 
way of a visible sign -  that had by now become characteristic of written texts. The use of 
only one mode of designation indicates the development in the comprehension strategy of 
written texts. At that time the quoting sentence was placed in front of the direct quotation or 
it was simply omitted, and as we can see in the examples (l)a-d., the direct quotation 
appeared in italics. As can be seen in (l)c„ the reference mark next to the quote made the 
location of the text, the intertextual process and pcrspectivisation explicit.

Conversations produced hy several speakers could be indicated in this era in the same 
way as conversations involving a single speaker (Csontos 2006a). Both could he denoted by 
punctuation marks and lower- and upper case letters, and, from the late-17"* century on, 
italics were used as well. Either both the question and the reply were set in italics, or only 
one of these components of the dialogue.
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(2) a. így laollittya a/ér) meg fcieségét: AAr/rudr/c /trv w/w/ ez Ae/ gyer//;eA ;/;/e/iA 
w//;r/7 A/ Af/.fxony igy leid: Mzwtv r/Ar//*/td/M Cw//t/ (C/.eglcdi 1659: 4) 
[Therefore he said to his wife: №?M/r/ WM ewt/ //¡e.se <7;/7r/rc/t /r̂  Ac rwr.r? 
The Woman replied hus: / .sure/v wou/J arm/ /7 wy Arw/.'I

(2)h. Kerdes. /fere/z/ye/; wrgye? Felelct. KereJ/.tyen vagyok (Siderius 1690: I) 
¡Question. A/eyr/M r/ C/trA/mu7 Answer. I am a Christian!

it was necessary to formally distinguish -  as shown above -  either the questions or the 
answers because rarely -  mostly in catechisms -  did the questions and answers within the 
same dialogue begin a new line. Here the italics were a property of written texts, facilitating 
the comprehension of the marked passages as dialogues.

In the mid-18"' century," the quotation mark appeared in Hungarian writing as well, 
when people began denoting direct quotations (for a history on the development of quota
tion marks see Csontos 2004). The appearance of this sign was the outcome of the develop
ment of written language and concurrently the advance of reading as a process of recep
tion. since the punctuation mark — like the italics -  in itself was able to denote 
perspectivisation in the reading process of the text, that is to denote that the reader had to 
interpret the given passage as a direct quotation -  along with the related shift in perspec
tive. Although the quoting sentence was still there at the beginning or at the end of the 
embedded utterance or set of utterances, its place in relation to the direct quotation could 
he varied, because the quotation was directly and easily recognisable by the quotation 
marks (cf. Csontos 2006b: 573).

A new change in the designation of direct quotations took place when, thanks to the 
development of written texts, a new type of text, in which the function of the quotation of 
one or more speakers changed, was developed and spread ever more widely. As the subject 
matters of narratives became secularised from the late 18"* century on. the rigid framework of 
direct quotations loosened, which had an effect both on the function of the quotations in 
narrative texts and their designation. From the late 18'" century, in novels the primary func
tion of quotations in relation to their hitherto prevailing exemplary nature changed signifi
cantly. In such a situation the conversation of fictional characters was mere fiction, quoting 
them directly was in itself not exemplary; thus to indicate quotations by the italics or by the 
quotation marks was no longer significant. Such a change in the function of quotations, 
which contributed to the interpretation of the text, was noticeable in the use of punctuation 
marks in direct quotations, as the distinction of direct quotations by italics or quotation 
marks'* was slowly overshadowed in this historical process (Csontos 2006a: 32-33).

The deliberate use, or rather avoidance, of punctuation marks as reference points denot
ing direct quotations in written texts became capable of expressing the content that -  as can 
be seen in example (3) -  the disuse of fictionality and direct referencialisation demanded 
(Andcregg 1983). The fictional perspectivisation connected with quotations -  extraneous 
to the quoted sentences and replacing quotation marks -  is revealed in the appearance of a 
new punctuation mark, the dash, which appeared in Hungarian writing at that time (see 
Csontos 2007). It can he seen in examples (3) and (4).

" ) found the first quotation marks in this function in A Saw  /H.vrdWJ/a ¡The History of the Hoty
Hih)el hy Pdter Bod. a Hungarian work printed in I74H.

"Despite the muttifariousness of ways of speech we seek to hold on to the indissoluble unity of thought 
and language ... " (Gadamer 1965/1981: 364).



(3) S azt gondolod, hogy a kolostorban jobbá, boldogabbá válik a/ ember? -  
szóla az agg. -  Oh ne hidd azt; sok bánat lakik e falak között, I ...I Mi egy 
kétely annak, ki a világban él? övé a tavasz, s a virágzó természet, s száz öröm. 
s száz fájdalom, a karthausi csak kételyt birja; ez a világa, melyben él, melyért 
szenved, mely a valóság szörnyű köntösében elébe lépve, gyenge lelkét 
lesújtja. -  jól sejdíté ezt sz. Brúnó, c szerzet alkotója, midőn az istentagadó 
szenvedéseiről szólva, így beszélteti öt poklában: „oh adjatok még új kínokat 
[...] csak c borzasztó kíntól szabadulhassak, melyet most szenvedek; csak 
Istenemet találjam fel ismét." (Eötvös 1X71: 22)
¡And you believe that in the monastery you will become better and happier? 
-  said the old man. -  Oh, do not believe that, much sadness lives between 
these walls, [...] What is a shadow of doubt to him who lives in the world? 
his is the spring, and blooming nature, and a hundred pleasures, and a hun
dred pains, the Carthusian has only doubt; this is the world in which he lives, 
for which he suffers, which, stepping before hint in the terrible disguise of 
reality, strikes down his weak soul. - St. Bruno, creator of this friary, sensed 
it well when, speaking of the sufferings of the atheist, he has him speak thus 
in his hell: „oh, give me more agony )...] so that I can be free of this terrible 
agony, which ! suffer from now; if only I could find my God again."]

The subject of consciousness in the direct quotation in (3) and the complete relocation of 
the referential centre are identifiable in the quoting sentence following the embedded utter
ance and the use of the dash. The quotation from /ier/mrr/, embedded into the words of 
the fictional speaker was, however, denoted by quotation marks, thus lending emphasis to the 
utterance that was intended to he exemplary. Thus, the reader of the text is able to understand 
the difference between the direct quotations via processing the meanings conveyed by the 
differing punctuation marks, which means that the different functions in the direct quota
tions in the text become accessible by means of processing the punctuation marks'^

At the time of the appearance of the novel, the various turns in the dialogue embedded in 
the text similarly came to be differentiated by dashes.

(4) Nincs itthon Uram! azt mondja a' kapus. — Nincs itthon? — Nincs, Uram, 
kiment falura. (¡Báróczy 1X14] quoted by Készlet* 2004: 144)
[He is not at home, Sir! so says the door-keeper. — Not at home?— No, Sir, he 
went into the village.]

This particular function of the dash, otherwise used for different functions (Csontos 
2007), appears in example (4), where in the second and third turns -  in the absence of a 
quoting sentence -  only the dash renders it perspcctiviscd. The use of the dash -  a visible 
mark -  thus directly contributes to the understanding and interpretation of the text.

4. Summary

This paper examined the contribution of punctuation marks to the understanding and inter
pretation of written texts. Given that the punctuation mark is a feature of the written text, it

"  The /nam/ndonon of punctuation marks (sec Husser Í987) is dominant in this case.
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was atso necessary to trace the devetopment of writing, its reiationship to speech, and the 
deveiopmenta) process of written texts, in reiation to the tatter it can he surmised that the 
dominance and the function of punctuation marks in written texts depends on how the 
reader interprets a written text. Siient reading as an interpretative process -  compared to 
reading atoud -  may inftucnce written texts and with it the history and the devetopment of 
the use of punctuation marks, as wch as the degree and quality of the contribution of 
punctuation marks to the production of meaning. The perspectiva) nature of punctuation 
marks was iilustrated by an account of the devetopment of their functions and by an expla
nation of the ways in which direct quotations were noted in seiceted texts in Hungarian.
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D!ST!NCT!VE A tm m O N S JNTHEEARLY !9TH CENTURY 
HUNGARIAN SErtLEMENT NAMES.

A COGNHIVE HNGUJSHC APPROACH

ANORt A B()t.CSKKt

Abstract

ZAZ.s /////?<?/* ////с//////.\ to /////rZ/Zc о cog/iZ/Zt'e ZZ/;̂ i/Z.s7Zr /7//с/р/с/г///'о/; о/ //Zr/cc /;r///;g.s. /ócM.s- 
Z//g //л/7/zorZZy о/; /Ac procer q/rZ/Y/c/'c/i/Zo/Z/i,̂  ZAc/z/Zcr/Z AcZ/Zc/z/c/i/ /мммсл Ay n oy p/ r/Z/rmA- 
Zog rZZ.s7Z/i//Zrc ///Z/ZZzZo/z.s /о /Ас//;. 7У;е г/м/Аог ///c.sc/;/.s /Ac //o.s.sZZ/Zc ломгсс.у p/ Z/Zc/z/Zcr/Z 
sc//Zc//;c/;Z /;////;c.s /7; /Ac //м/ '̂O/Zo/! Z/z/^a/^c. /ZcA'crZAc.r //r///;c rZ/Y/Zve/i/ZoZZo/; o.s о //;cr//;.s' р/ 
/c-c.s7oZAZ.sAZ/iy /Ac ZAco/Z/sZoy po/co/Zo/ р/ /оо//;оо7/'о/ооу po/y.scoioo.s AoZ/Z/o/Zoo //o///c.s' 
o/z/Z p/opo.sc.s о po.s.sZZ/Zc .sc///o/i/Zc co/cy///7.so/Zo/i p/ /ZZ.s/Z/o /Zsc o&ZZ/Zo/i.s o.sccZ Zo ZZo//yo/- 
Zo/i scZ/Zc/oc/z/ //o/zic.s Z/; oo/o/oZ ZZ.c. /ioo-p î'cZoZZ /;o///Z//y p/vo /Z/ cs o.s/oy co/ Zy Z9"' cco/ory 
¿Zo/o.

1. tntroduction

The main aim of the study is to present and account for the semantic diversity of distinctive 
additions used in cariy ]9"' century Hungarian settiement names. Rctevant data were coi- 
icctcd from the piacc name register eompded by the cartographer János Lips/.ky (¡808) at 
the beginning of the i9"' century, in the investigation, basic principies of cognitive iinguis- 
tics (Langackcr Í987, i99i, 2008) as weii as compatihic ciements oi the functionai-scman- 
tic component of istvan Hoffmann (2007)'s mode! of piace name anaiysis are adopted as the 
thcoreticai background of the study. Eiahorating a possihie semantic categorisation of dis
tinctive additions used in Hungarian habitation names at the end of the period oi* natura) (i.e. 
non-officiai) naming practices provides us with a deeper understanding of the operation of 
such compicx intertwining menta! processes as identifying a piacc in cognition and ex
pressing identification in ianguage. Speakers' eoneeptuaiisation of entities [ike settiements 
may aiso he estimated.

2. Settiement names discussed in this study

At the beginning of the !9^ century Hungary dispiayed a variety of rurai scenes: in different 
regions of the country stood rurai settiements of different types, in the western and southern 
counties of Transdanubia, in Northern Hungary, in Transyivania and in Croatia the moun
tainous and hiiiy iandscapc was scattered mostiy by smaii viiiagcs of icss than tOOO inhab
itants. The fiat, marshy iand of the Great Hungarian Piain was covered with a sparse network 
of dcnsciy popuiated, but provincia) market towns surrounded by vast iicids used primariiy 
for breeding beef cattie. The Little Hungarian Piain and the north-eastern part of Transdanubia 
were packed with thriving mcdium-si/cd viiiagcs of !000-5000 inhabitants, whose peasant 
popuiation was engaged in rearing animais, farming and craftsmanship. Smaii towns in 
Northern Hungary, the descendants of medievai royat free boroughs were iosing their once 
existing important roics in mining, commerce and communication and consequently, they



were dccüning. Temporarüy weatthy provincia! towns in Transdanubia and at the foot of the 
Northern Mountain Range gaining their fortunes from wine monocuiture were exposed to 
destruction caused by piant pests.

At that time urbanization did not even start in Hungary: there were on!y a few dozens of 
settiements which couid have been identified as true towns on the basis of their economic, 
cuitura! and administrative functions in the area they were situated as we!) as on the basis of 
the number of their inhabitants. The rustic, agrarian character of the country was reinforced 
by contemporary economic poticy: the Habsburg sovereigns considered Hungary as the 
granary of their empire providing the monarchy with crops and importing industria! prod
ucts í rom Austria, it was not unti! the niiddic of the century that capitaüst industriahzation. 
raitway constructions, and thus urbanization as we!) as the emergence of the middte cktsscs 
began to appear. The car!y !9"' century names examined in the present paper thus denoted 
mostty viiiages and smail provincia! towns.

3. Differentiation of identieai settlement names

Langacker (2008) points out that in contrast wit!) the traditiona! view, proper names arc not 
meaning!ess units of ktnguagc being ah!c to refer to certain entities of the wortd. !n fact, the 
meaning of a proper name, just as the meaning of any hnguistic expression, is the resutt of 
the menta! constant!, abstraction and categorization of the human experience on the desig
nated entity. Proper names thus are a!so ah!c to activate speakers' „conventiona! array of 
cncyctopedic knowtedge" about the denotatum. According to the functiona) cognitive view 
the true pecuharity of proper names is in the nature of their meanings. „As one component of 
its meaning (one domain in its matrix), a proper name incorporates a cognitive mode! per
taining to how the form is used in the rc!cvant socia) group. According to this ideaüzed 
tnodc!, each member of the group has a distinct name, with the consequence that the name 
itsc!fis sufficient to identify it" (Langacker 200H: 3!6-3!8).

This means that by the act of naming, speakers produce a hnguistic sign that unambigu- 
ousty identities an entity of the rca! (sometimes imaginary, or a possihtc) wor!d. The in
vented name shotdd be unique enough to hc!p to distinguish -  at !cast at a given time, in a 
given space and in a given context -  the designated entity from a!! the other entities (espe- 
ciahy from those of the same type) having a name (Hajdú 2003: 49-58). However, at the 
same time the new name shotdd also hear strong rcscmbtance to the other names atready 
used in the ktnguagc: it must be adjusted to the existing name patterns of the given ktnguagc 
(Hoffmann 2007: 29-30). !n the course of the act of naming, speakers try to reconcüe these 
two contradicting requirements in a singte name form. Thus, naming is a creative, active 
prob!em-so!ving activity, a cognitive act depending on how speakers conccptuaksc the 
entity to be named (for the concepts see Langacker 1987, )99!, 2008; for onomastic rc!a- 
tions of the concepts see a!so Stfz 2008).

Naming setdements a!so foltows the above principtcs. Habitation names of a ktnguagc 
can give us a vivid insight into speakers' understanding of the concept of st: rn.t:MHNT. Taking 
Hungarian setdement names as examptes: the meaning of the noun /e/c/tú/As (symboüsing 
the concept sum.i MHNt in Hungarian) scents to be the contptex matrix of such cognitive 
domains as i Yt'i: (c.g. diminutive form of the common noun /k/n 'viüage'). sizE(c.g.
Mtxy/d/M 'great viüage'), sttAt't:(c.g. '!ong viüage'), Ac.t;(e.g. ö/t'dro.s 'new town'),
sou. (e.g. WwxwMt''? 'red bank'), features of the oRouNo (e.g. //fgye.s/tn/o/M 'peaked hiüock'), 
t t.oRA (c.g. /Vck/cov/ 'reedy /p!acc/'). t ADNA (c.g. FürcJ 'quaity /ptacc/'), Rii.A'iivt; or PRECISE
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posmoN (e.g. /-Í-//Í7/M high viHagc'; 'Z'Z.yzrr/c/eA 'allotment next to the river Tisza'), character
istic BUH.DiNG (c.g. ZCere^cgyZidz 'round church ), [NHABtiANrs (e.g. 7r)(/rt/M 'viHagc inhabited 
by Stovenians'), PRopmt-rroR (e.g. Aáip/owy <Hungarian persona! name>), PAtRON SAtN t ot the 
church (e.g. 5xcrtZZvd/t 'St. John the Baptist'),' etc. (cf. functionat-semantic component of 
piacé name anatysis, Hotfmann 2007: 53-66).

Naming piaccs, at ¡east in natura! (i.c. non-officiat) naming practices, is atways a seman- 
ticaHy conscious act: speakers tend to invent descriptive names to indicate ptaccs aptty 
(Hoffmann 2007: !74). When naming a habitation the most prominent fcaturc(s) of the 
setttement is/arc profited to serve as motivation for the habitation name, whitst !css promi
nent features of the same sctHcmcnt as we)! as prominent features of the surrounding setttc- 
ments arc !cft in the background. Jn other words, as the examptes above suggest, when 
naming a setttement on the basis of the most sahent, thus most identifying fcature(s) of it. i.c. 
on the basis of a feature or features which diffcrcntiatc(s) the actúa! p!acc from a!! the other 
habitations of the area, one or some rc!evant cognitive domains arc activated overshadow
ing others connected to !css striking features of the setttement. in fact, the course of naming 
activates as many cognitive domains as there are unique features to be inctudcd in the name 
form to provide the speakers with a dear identification of the setttement. The tinguistie 
refactions of the activated domain(s) comprise the habitation name itsetf.

dbviousty, activating the same domain can produce different name forms in the tan- 
guage. For exampte, in the Hungarian tanguage the idea that 'a setttement is inhabited by 
pcopte of Croatian nationahty' was expressed as ZZo/vó/ 'Croatian', ZZorvd/Z 'Croatian's', 
ZZ/tredf/rtZM 'viHagc inhabited by Croatian pcopte', or secondarity as ZZ/mtvő/ter/eZct/Z the 
setttement catted ZZer/eZc/trZ which is inhabited by Croatian pcopte, as opposed to the 
neighbouring AZ/vgyr/rZter/eZc/t/Z. inhabited by H ungarian^)'/ depending on linguistic pat
terns fashionabtc in ptace name formation in the era in which these names were created (cf. 
histórica! ptace name typotogy worked out by István Knicxsa and Géza Bárcxi; cf. Bárcxi 
1938: !42-t62). !n the same way, the same tinguistie form in different setttement names of 
the tanguage can reflect different cognitive domains. To take an cxaniptc, the texeme r/Zmc/.s. 
a derivation ot űZ/ua 'apptc' with the adjcctivat suffix -s in Hungarian habitation names can 
retlcct PLORA (e.g. /1ZMMM 'a ptace overgrown with ZcrabZ apptc trees') as wett as posrrtoN (e.g.

the setttement catted ZCc/cs-oi/ which is situated next to the brook 4 /wax').' 
The most typicat cognitive domains connected to the concept of SKTfLUMHNT -  as they arc 
primarily based on general huntan cognition -  arc in att probabitity found univcrsatly in 
habitation names of different tanguages, whitst the tinguistie forms in which these domains 
are represented in the ptace names arc strongty language dependent. Both the typicat cogni-

' tn the articte name forms are given according to present-day orthography. The first appearances of the 
histórica) setttement names listed here in origina) spetlings are )546: /d/u<7;Aa ONES/ I: 62. sec entry 
AJ/d/arxRa), 1420: Yag/a/u' (ENES/ 2: 184). 13)8: //azza/d/w O NUS/. 2: 7)8. see entry Mig/tav.yzdZi'/"). 
)808: C/'tdra.y O'NES/ 2: 70S), +)246/400: Mr:ra.ymarr/< (ENES/2: 779). I 197/1317: //ege.s/uda; ([ NFS/ 
I: 578). 1233: Mtda.a O NES/. 2: )69). )2 )): / ared {ENES/ ): )30. sec entry HaZataa/ared). 1434: 
Fe//d/)v (ENES/. 2: 337. see entry 3'z¿c.y¿a.y/i?//a/a). 1934: /iyzat<7<'/ (ENES/. 2: 635). 1359: gereZeg/atz 
(ENES/. ): 7)7. see entry TfcreZcgyddza). )328/)403: /7aa/</a/a (ENES/ I: 739). )300/)360: 8*ap/aa 
(FNES/. I: 682). )358: Zea//< /svaa (FNES/2: 539).
- First appearances of the illustrative examples: 12)3/1350: //araat (ENES/. ): 805. see entry /fra.szaa/tartd/). 
1320-9: //arwat/tv (ENES/. I: 424. sec entry /-.rdadarrad). 1548: 7/arta/ /a(a/6aa/ (ENES/ ): 609), 1882: 
/Varear Z/erre/rad (ENES/ I: 609).
' First appearances: )329: A/ata.s (ENES/2: 39). see entry Rdea/aai.y). )902: A6ad.rZere.yz/ar (ENES/ I: 
7 ').
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tive domains and the characteristic linguistic forms are subject to changes in the course of 
the history of a language, though the rate of change is much slower in the case of cognitive 
domains (cf. Hoffmann 2007: 40^)2).

In principle, not a single cognitive domain or any language structure can be excluded 
from place name formation. Nevertheless, as the examples above suggest, however various 
the domains typically represented in settlement names of a period are, they are not unlimited 
in number: the nature of the entity (i.e. the settlement) hearing the name requires these 
domains to have reference to certain geographical, historical or social fcature(s) of the 
habitations. In the same way, the morphological and lexical items as well as the syntactic 
processes used most frequently in name formation at a time arc restricted to a number of 
elements selected from the general lexicon and grammatical rules of the language. The 
settlement names of a particular period thus reflect only certain cognitive domains in some 
language forms establishing the set of prototypical habitation names of the language. 
Categorisation of this set recognised and acquired by speakers to form a central part of their 
onomastic competence determines nascent settlement names (cf. model effect by way of 
analogy, Hoffmann 2007: 29-30, 174-173). As a result, in Hungary during the period of 
natural or popular naming (i.e. before 1898, the year in which naming settlements was 
placed under government control) in different parts of the country distinct groups of speak
ers hound by the same naming practices of their shared native language could easily invent 
identical name forms to indicate different settlements with the same or very similar charac
teristic features. The two acts of naming -  though they were performed independently from 
each other in both space and usually time by different speech communities -  involved 
common sources of motivation as well as common naming principles. Such a situation 
could he observed in the case of the two Sze%i*.ws (Baranya)/ situated about 60 kms from 
each other: the southern settlement was first mentioned in 1130/13-14"' c., the northern 
village first appeared in a document written in 1475. both in the form of .S'reZr.s'd'/ a name 
created from an old. now disused hydrographic common noun meaning torrent' as well as 
-ford' (FNES/. 1:398.684).

Another possible source of identical settlement names in the Hungarian language was 
duplication of habitation names. This phenomenon was a concomitant symptom of multi
plication of settlements, a characteristic way of establishing new settlements in medieval 
Hungary. A formerly integral, undivided village could he multiplied either as a result of 
overpopulation: the fields of a settlement could support only a limited number of inhabit
ants, and with the increase in population people above that limit had to move further to 
establish a new settlement with new fields to cultivate: or as a result of disintegration of a 
nobleman's estate: properties, including settlements possessed by a nobleman were divided 
among the inheritors after his death (S/.abd 1966: 119 - 138). In these cases, the newly estab
lished habitations very often received the name of the old settlements. In this situation the 
act of naming the new settlement involved transferring the name of an already existing 
settlement to identify a new habitation which was somehow related to the one whose name

' The illustrative settlement names in the main text of the paper are presented in the following way: the 
settlement name is given in italics, alter the settlement name in parenthesis the county or the administrative 
district to which the habitation officially belonged in ISOS is indicated to help the identification of the 
indicated settlement (as at that time identical names, whether differentiated or not. were not infrequent, 
especially in different counties of the country), tf the context requires, an Hnglish paraphrase of the literal 
meaning of the Hungarian name is also provided in inverted commas.
'  hirst appearances: c. I ISO/l.l-ld"* c.: .Se<«.t<'M. 1475: /(eAr/tU' (t-NhS/ I: 598. 684).
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was transferred. Therefore, the idcnticat setttement names, just as the denotata themsetves, 
were gcneticatty interretated.

Duptication of setttement names coutd be triggered by the fact that both vittages -  the 
one aiready having a name and the other yet to be named -  were in the vicinity of each other. 
The act of transferring the name of a gcographica! object to another neighbouring geo
graphic entity in this situation is a cfear manifestation of spatiaf metonymy. This happened 
in the case of Fc/c/ty (Ndgrad), first mentioned in ! 274 as Pe/c/ty,'' a ptaec name originating 
from a persona] name, when a group of the settfement's inhabitants )eft the viftage and 
estabfished a new, neighbouring habitation with the same name (FNES/ f: 87, 46]). Dupti- 
cation of habitation names, however, coutd also be induced by another factor: at the time of 
its foundation the new viftage — at [east in the mind of those who named it — might have 
borne some resemblance to the settlement whose name was to be transferred to it in the act of 
naming, in this case repeating an atready functioning habitation name to identify yet an
other setttement is the resutt of metaphoric extension. As a comptcx exampte tet us quote the 
case of (Fejer),? bearing a name identiea] to the Hungarian equivatent of the name of
l%w'ce in ]ta)y: in fact, there is a stight similarity in the position of the two ptaccs (meta
phoric rotation); besides, the first inhabitants of the Hungarian setttement presumabty were 
Venetians (metonymic rotation; FNES/. 2: 749). tn genera), gcneticatty identiea) habitation 
names indicated setttements within a shorter distance (thus in a predominantty metonymic 
retation) more frequency than distant setttements (thus in a predominantty metaphoric 
rotation).

Therefore, in the Hungarian tanguage the devetopment of identiea! setttement names in 
the period of naturat or poputar naming was basicatty the resutt of two different processes: 
cither the same, or very simitar geographical historicat or sociat features of distinct settte
ments were expressed in exaetty the same name forms by different speech (or rather naming) 
communities influenced by the prototypicat habitation names of the tanguage; or a tinguis- 
tic sign used as a habitation name to identify a given setttement in a speech community was 
given a new toponymic „meaning" (in fact, a new denotation) by being transferred to a new. 
different, but somehow rotated setttement. Both processes produced essentia)ty potysemous 
setttement name forms.

The use of identiea) names for different setttements. whatever their origins arc. coutd 
easity tcad to misunderstandings in communication, mistocati/ations in orientation. Peopte 
in Hungary tried to avoid this disturbing ineff iciency in tanguage use either by changing 
the name of one of the setttements (espcciatty between <898 and ]9t2 in officia) ptacc 
naming processes, when the main aim of the estahtished Nationat Setttement Registering 
Board was to create a ptacc name system in Hungary in which one setttement bears onty one 
name and one name designates only one setttement in the country in accordance with the 
requirements of Act 4. [898; for detaits see Me/o 1982: 4$^t6. 2)8-240), or by attaching 
distinctive additions to the identiea) name forms. To quote the above two examptes again: 
to he ahtc to identify the two setttements catted .SzcAcsv)' in Baranya county, speakers differ
entiated the identiea) names by distinctive additions referring to names of nearby rivers and 
in the earty t9"* century the setttements were generatty known as DmmszcAc.TO and 
/¡fc/po.v.TZcAr.sr?' (the distinctive additions are /7mm- - 'Danube' and Am/ws- = right-side

 ̂ First appearance: !274: TYi/ten (FNESx I: 87. 461).
'  f irst written data: after ¡486/1368: Mwn«. ¡316: HMe/tre (FNR8/2: 749).
* First appearances: ¡808: .S'zrArw (7)«'«r-). ¡808: /ra/w.s &cttf .w (FNRSz I: 398. 684).
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aftluent of (he canatized river Sió', ef. 4.3.!.!; ENESz): 398. 684). Eor the two neighbouring 
Pe/c/)vs in Nógrád county speakers invented name forms with distinctive additions indicat
ing the retative position of the viliages. so by the t5'" century the habitations became known 
as /lAwpcfcrty and Fc/wpcfc/ty" (the distinctive additions are ó/.vó- = tow', 'nether' and 
fr/.w- — 'high', 'over', cl. 4.3.2; ENESz t : 87.46)).

The process of differentiating idcntica) setdement names by adding distinguishing etc- 
ments of diverse types to them was practised since the cardcst times, as it is c)ear)y shown in 
historica! documents. Charters from the Arpadian Era (895-130) ) display hundreds of its 
instances. This unique technique was used on a )arge scaie in the fodowing centuries, i.e. 
during the period of natura) naming practices to reach its most extended phase in the )9"' 
century. The targe scate adoption of this devetoped technique is itlustrated in one of the 
most eomptete ptacc name registers of the century compded by János Lipszky () 808), which 
constitutes the primary source of the present study.

The basic tinguistic features of the process of differentiating idcntica) setdement names 
with distinctive etements are discussed in the htcraturc either from a theoretiea) perspective 
(e.g. Stewart )975: 23; J. Sottész. )979; 82-88; Ctark !992: 59)) or from a practica) point of 
view (e.g. Cameron )969; )()()-)09; Matthews )975; ) )2—) )7; Stewart )975: 345; Kátmán 
)978: 96, )2)-)22). The unmoditled, idcntica) ptacc names arc usuatly known as „gener
ics", „primary names" or „basic names" (e.g. Stewart 1975; 20-25);"' whitst the differentiat
ing etements are cadcd „distinctive additions" (e.g. Ekwad )960: tntroduction ix), „distin- 
guishing/distinctive affixes" (e.g. Cameron )969: )00-)09; Oark )992: 59!), ,.)oca) 
surnames", „additionat/secondary names" (e.g. Matthews )975: ) ) 2 - ) ) 7), „modifiers (e.g. 
Zinkin )986: 7); Crysta) )997: )40-)55), „attributes" (e.g. Rcany )960: 203-206), „sec
ondary specifiers" or „distinguishing specifics" (e.g. Stewart )975: 23, 345)." A possibtc 
definition as wed as a possibtc typotogy of ptacc name differentiation in the Hungarian 
tanguage was proposed by Géza tnezeti (diczcti )965. t970: 22—24, 65-69). tn most cases 
describing distinctive additions is a comptementary aspect of consideration in works of 
ptacc name anatysis. The semantic categories of Hungarian distinctive additions were ex
amined in retation to a period (e.g. Szabó t966: t t9-)26; Mező 1982: 2)8-240; Rácz 
]997: Bötcskei t997, )999); a name type (e.g. Juhász. t988: 28-29: Mező t996: 24, 238- 
249): a gcographicat or administrative miit (e.g. Juhász t98t: 26t-263; Ördög )98t: )8; 
Barabás )984: )8-t9: Várkonyi t984: 6. 6t-62: Körmendi t986: 8. 59: Kiss <992: 92-93). 
Some of the semantic categories were atso discussed in detail (e.g. Pesti )969; Győrt ty )972: 
292; Pede <989;Szabó t998: tt8 -t2 8 . )35-t46).

Adapting the mode) for the tinguistic anatysis of toponyms etahorated by tstván Hoffmann 
(2007),'^ the differentiation of setdement names by way of distinctive additions can he 
described in the fodowing way: when the nanicrs attach a distinctive addition referring to a

' Hirst appearances: )440: A/.w/rer/tycn. [405/1477: rrr/ /7</;v<'u (su/xvőorem. !575: /e/tő/x-rény (HNESz 
!: 87, 461).

See also the Hungarian terms "alapnév" hasié name', "alaptag" hasié component*, "alapelem" basic 
element , "alaprés/." basic constituent (tnezefi 1970: 67: Mező 1982: 16!. 1996: 238. Htrllmann 20t)7: 
6 .1 ).

" Sec also the Hungarian terms "megkülönböztető jelző/clőtag/elem" distinguishing attribute/component/ 
element*, "differenciáló jclző/előtag/clem" differentiating attrihutc/componcnt/clcmcnt*. "identifikáló 
jelző" identifying attribute*, "hővítményrész" cotnplemcnt constituent' (Szabó 1966: 125; tnezefi 1970: 
68; Mező )982: 104. 218, !996: 24. 240: Hoffmann 2007: 61).

In this model of place name analysis, the descriptive and the historical examination of toponyms form 
two different hut interrelating levels of enquiry. In the descriptive, structural analysis, names are examined
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very unique characteristic ot ttte setttement to the origina) natne form used previousty as a 
habitation name on its own, they create a setttement name of two name constituents, in 
which the basic constituent (i.e. the origina! name) denotes the setttement itse!f and the 
distinguishing compiemcnt constituent (i.e. the distinctive addition) reflects a characteris
tic feature of the settiement. This means that the functionai-scmantic structure of a setttc- 
ment natne such as CrvrawrAwid.sr/. for example, can be described as fottows: 'the settiement 
catted DrwMMY/ ( t , a basic constituent denoting the setttement itsetf) which can be found on 
the bank of the river Cnrn/w (2, a distinguishing comptement constituent expressing a unique 
feature of the setttement)'.

fn some cases the distinctive addition is given to an etymotogicatty transparent habita
tion name of two constituents -  c.g. G/'/n/M.- 'a vittage (t, a basic constituent denoting the 
type of setttement) which was cstabtished tatcr than the neighbouring setttements (2. a non
distinguishing comptement constituent expressing a unique feature of the setttement)'^ 
the functionat-semantic structure of the differentiated name stitt rcftccts that of the first 
exampte, e.g. Go/wMM//n/M.' 'the setttement catted (t, a basic constituent denoting
the setttement itsetf) which can be found on the bank of the river Gn/wn (2, a distinguishing 
comptement constituent expressing a unique feature of the setttement)', as in the process of 
differentiation the interna) structure of the primary name is irretevant.

Differentiated setttement names such as Grtwwrt/.ydvf^e/e and Grt/WM/e/.wve.yxe/e might 
seem to have three name constituents at first sight: the southern )<r//.w)/nonhcrn (/e/.w) part 
(!) of the setttement catted (2) on the hank of the river Gnrnm (3)': though, as the
distinguishing comptement constituents are inserted into the basic constituent GarawveKi'/e 
-  which incidentatty is an atready differentiated name form: the setttement catted H'Ke/e 
( t , a basic constituent denoting the setttement itsetf) which can be found on the bank of the 
river Gara/M (2, a distinguishing comptement constituent expressing a unique feature of the 
setttement)' -  they shoutd preferahty he considered as names of two constituents: 'the south
ern fa/.sa)/northcrn (/<?Ao) part (t, a distinguishing comptement constituent expressing a 
unique feature of the settlement) of the setttement catted Gara/Hw.s'xf/e (2, a basic constitu
ent denoting the setttement itsetf)'.

Regarding the texicat-morphotogicat composition of differentiated setttement names it 
must be conctuded that onty rcat, true habitation names can act as basic constituents, whitst 
the rote ot a comptement constituent can be tuttitted by severat word ctasscs (common nouns, 
ptace names, personat names, adjectives and numerats). As far as the syntactic retationship 
between the name constituents is concerned, it can be observed that most of the differenti
ated setttement names are adjectiva) stuctures and tew of them are coordinate constructions. 
Examining the formation of the differentiated setttement names makes it ctcar that the names

from a functional-semantic. lexical-morphological or syntactic point of view. Functionat-semantic analy- 
sis deals with elements of the name, labelled as name constituents' (i.e. units of the toponym "which - in 
the situation of name formation -  express any semantic feature that is connected with the signalled 
denotatum") in their relationship to the denotative meaning of a place natne. Lexical-morphological 
analysis enumerates the lexical and morphological means by which the functional-semantic categories are 
realised in the name. Place names formed by two constituents are subject to syntactic analysis, which 
focuses on the grammatical relation between the name constituents. Historical analysis may help to dis
cover the possible ways of place name formation (Hoffmann 2007, quotation from p. 176).
"  At the same time this example illustrates the fact that not all habitation names of two constituents arc 
differentiated settlement name forms: if neither of the constituents functioned as the name of a settlement 
on its own in the past, the habitation name should be considered as a non differentiated compound (cf. 
English /Vcn'by, equivalent to Hungarian Hkwall I960: 79. 119).
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with distinctive additions were created in a process caiied syntactic construction, mostly 
front attributive phrases. !ess frequently from coordinate structures. Coordinate settlement 
names were usually horn as a result of administrative, official amalgamation of settlements 
(e.g. in 1872 Ó/wt/n and TV.sf were joined to form /0«7<7/ir.s?. FNES/ 1: 261): the excep
tional functional-semantic structure of these names (all name constituents denote settle
ments). however, soon became reinterpreted (the first name constituent acted as if it were 
expressing a unique feature of the settlement) and as a consequence, most of these names are 
now conceived as attributive structures (Hoffmann 2007: 84). Valeria Tóth (2005: 138-139) 
defines name differentiation as a type of settlement name change that partially affects both 
the forms and the meanings of the names, and separates it from name integration resulting in 
coordinativc name forms.

Differentiated forms of the same basic constituent set up a correlation when the desig
nated settlements are close enough to each other to he known and named by the same speech 
community. (What is considered „close enough" varies depending on given periods of time. 
If we consider the period when natural naming practices took place, settlements in the same 
or in neighbouring counties can he considered „close enough" to one another.) Correlations 
definitely assist speakers' spatial orientation by reinforcing the proper identification of 
settlements (for the typology and historical changes of Hungarian settlement name correla
tions see Bölcskei 2005. 200(1).

4. Semantic categories of distinctive additions

Alter collecting data from János Lips/.ky (I808)'s place name register and combining the 
propositions of the functional-semantic component of the model for place name analysis 
put forward by István Hoffmann (Hoffmann 2007) and the results of András Mc/.ő (1982: 
2l8-240)'s examination of official settlement name differentiations with some of the basic 
findings of cognitive linguistics, one may attempt to detect the cognitive domains which 
contributed to the identification of settlements in popular namings by elaborating a pos
sible semantic categorisation of Hungarian distinctive additions used in the early 19th 
century, at the end of the period of natural naming practices in Hungary.

When categorising distinctive additions one faces three basic problems. First, formally 
identical distinguishing elements could in different name forms reflect different cognitive 
domains. The addition A/wiyo.s'- (an adjectival derivative of the noun nra/tv 'gold') in the 
names 4 /wtyo.sgycrc.s and /1 rwtyo.s/rwyc; (both in Torda) refers to the domain of iovi:a as the 
settlements are situated next to a river so called, whilst in the cases of/HwtwxMMrmd/ (Bars) 
and /l/wtyrAWidr/c (Dohoka) the same clement reflects the domain of MtNt:, MiNtNt; by preserv
ing the memory of panning for gold in the past. In the same way, (a borrowed hydronym
from a Slavic language in Hungarian) in %;7M</?)ów and in /ór/nw/'.s' (both in Heves) reflects 
the domain of am  ir as both settlements are found on the batik of the brook in
7r//7M.szcu(/m'A/ó.s (Heves), however, it manifests the domain of AOMiNtst RAttvn tJNH by naming 
the district to which the settlement used to belong (N.B. the name of the former district 
interrelates with the hydronym).

Secondly, in some cases attaching a distinctive addition to a name form could be in
duced by more than one, simultaneously activated, cognitive domain. The element A7c"ó'- 
(')leld', meadow') in the names A7c"0Tcri'.sz(c.v (Borsod), AVezr%<7"i(7r<w; (Veszprém) and 

(Borsod) can reflect the domains of n.oKA as well as tto\i)i by referring both to 
the surrounding meadowy sceneries and to the fact that the settlements used to he market
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places (cf. Hungarian /Mcwwro.s 'market town ). Gyöngyös- (an adjectival derivative of the 
noun gyöngy ]. 'mistletoe'. 2. 'pearl') in Gyöngyö.s/m/d.s", Gyöngyőxnwxy:/, Cyöngyö.s/rM.^öÁ:/ 
and Cvöngyös'/n/yön (all in Heves) can rellect the domains of luvnn and NMGHUOURtNO strut.t:- 
Mt:N t by indicating a nearby stream as well as an important town (named after the river) in the 
vicinity.

Thirdly, sometimes our sources do not give enough information for us to decide which 
domain is reflected in the distinctive addition, the exact semantic reference conveyed by the 
distinguishing element is obscure, e.g. 7M.syAö- and AYts f̂o/nn-, the first constituents of the 
names Vt^zAövö/ya (Zemplén) and Afo.szra/naw/rr/c (Trcncsén). Thus, the present 
categorisation is primarily based on the most plausible motivation of each distinctive addi
tion, so at best it can he considered as a tentative attempt at factual classification.

Langackcr (1991: 3X-60. 200H: 316-3IX) emphasises that names, as an aspect of their 
meanings, evoke the cultural practice of giving supposedly unique names to entities; as a 
result of its uniqueness, an ideal proper name can function as a means of identification on its 
own. In some cases, however, the expression used as a proper name happens to indicate more 
than one entity in the speech community: by losing its special identifying function, the 
expression also loses its status as a proper name in the language and becomes a common 
noun. In a situation like this speakers arc forced to attach a descriptive term to the expression 
to ground it to the entity it identities. If the expression incorporates this descriptive term as 
its integral part, its identifying potential becomes re-established and the expression regains 
its status as a full proper name in the language.

Practically, this is what happens when speakers differentiate place names by way of 
attaching distinctive additions to them in an attempt to eliminate malfunctioning identical 
settlement names Irom the language. Identical settlement names alone cannot meet the 
criteria lor proper names as they are not unique enough to unambiguously identify different 
settlements. The identification of settlements with the same name as a cognitive act is 
manifested in the process of settlement name differentiation in the language. In the course of 
identification a highly characteristic feature of the settlement, -  which differentiates it from 
other villages bearing the same name during a period of time -  activates a relevant domain 
in cognition, which is reflected linguistically in the form of a distinguishing element added 
to the old name. When dillcrentiating a settlement name by way of attaching a distinctive 
addition to it, a very unique, salient feature of the settlement is profiled in the distinguishing 
name constituent with other features of the same settlement as well as striking features of the 
surrounding settlements, especially of the onc(s) bearing the same name in the background. 
Settlement name differentiation as a linguistic process, whether appearing immediately or 
long after primary name constructions, thus bears a close affinity with the mcchanisnt of 
habitation name formation in general (sec the above).

As we saw above, the concept of sr rn.nMnNT consists of several components. A settlement 
is a place covered with buildings and surrounded by partly natural, partly man-made envi
ronment somewhere on the surface of the earth where a group of people live, and sometimes 
also work together fora while. Thus some components of the concept under discussion must 
have a reference to the built-up area expressing the properties of the settlement itself: e.g. the 
size, the age, the shape, the state, the type of the habitation. Other components of the 
concept display the additional features o) the settlement referring to the surroundings, the 
buildings, the inhabitants, the economy, the history of the habitation. A third group of the 
components indicates the geographic position of the settlement in some way. Each constitu
ent of settlement names, as illustrated above, reflects one of these components.
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[distinctive additions as distinguishing constituents, thus, can aiso refer to (i) a centra) 
feature (i.c. a property of the setdement itself): (ii) a periphera! feature (i.e. an additiona) 
atttrihute of the setdement); or (iii) a positiona) feature (i.e. the geographic position) of the 
setdement." Distinctive additions hightighting a characteristic centra) or peripheral fea
ture of the setdement describe habitations, while distinguishing constituents foregrounding 
a positiona) feature of the setdement locatisc habitations to achieve identification. )n 
some specia) cases (iv) describing and tocatising distinctive additions arc used parade) 
with each other to he)p the identification of a sing)e setdement. As it is presented hetow. 
each of the above btanket categories comprises severa) sub-categories (cf. Hoffmann 2007: 
33-66).

4.!. Distinctive additions reflecting cbNiRAi i HAiuRi: identify the habitation by indicating a 
prominent characteristic of the setdement itsetf. Centra) characteristics highhghtcd in the 
distinguishing etements disptay the size, the age, the shape or the state of the setdement.

4.1.). Distinctive additions representing stzi: are fairty poputar differentiating etements in 
the period. )n the observed data two distinguishing constituents are used to indicate the 
size of the habitation: ATs- little' and Mvgy- 'great', usuady in correction with each other, 
c.g. R7.s7?C<? : /Vctgŷ t'rz' (Somogy). K/v/cuA : (V<7gyJe/:A (Hunyad), Á'/.spc.s-eÁ. :
(Hont).

Size is presumably one of the most casdy spotted characteristics o) a setdement. The size 
of the setdement, however, is strongiy determined by the number of its population; the tatter 
being even more casdy perceptible to the namers. A7.s- ')itt)c' and M;gy- 'great' as distinc
tive additions reflect the number of the inhabitants much to the same degree as the actua) 
size of the settlements. This fact is rooted in the way in which these differentiated name 
forms were predominantly devetoped. As we saw above, dupdeation of setdements in the 
Middle Ages coutd resutt in dupdeation of setdement names: the inhabitants who migrated 
from a vidage very often transferred the name of their o)d habitation to their new setdement 
adding, for instance, the adjective R7,y- 'dtdc' to the original name form as a distinctive 
addition. )n most of these cases the name of the o)d vidage soon became supptemented with 
Migy- 'great' to form a correction. The same process can be observed in the fodowing 
example: 1233/1416: /g/nd/tr/, 1440-6 ATognCuc/. 1741: (Vagy/g/fidur/ (Komárom; f-NHSz 
I: 743, 2: !89)T The new settlement established by few migrants had a low number of 
inhabitants at its birth, so it was much smaller in size than the old vidage. A direct conse
quence of this name formation is that the opposing name forms of this sort usuady indicate 
settlements in vicinity. K/.s- 'little' as a distinctive addition, however, sometimes has refer
ence rather to the absolute number of the population emphasising the fact that the desig
nated settlement is a small one; as a result, in these cases there are no opposing name forms 
containing (Vagy- 'great', e.g. Aa.s/zaraá? (Arad), A7.\Á.a/)any (Ugocsa). Aá.a/Aa.s' (Somogy; 
Mező 1982: 223-224).

" István )tollman!) (2007: 176) in the functional-semantic component of his place name analysis presents 
name constituents whose function is to express a feature of the place in escntially the same categories, hut 
labels the categories in a different way: he speaks about name constituents referring to (i) ..the attribute of 
the place"; (ii) ..the relationship of the place with something not inherent in it": (iii) ..the relationship of the 
place with another place".
'' Contemporaneous spellings: 1255/1416: 1440 6: gysnygntu/t. 1741: Migv /gutdnd/o/t/ (INKS/
I: 745. 2: IS9).
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Identical settlement names are sometimes partially differentiated with distinctive addi
tions reflecting stzE, the opposing name forms contain distinctive additions of a different 
type. c.g. ATwc/wr//: /t/.srwcMcJ/ (Pest:/S/.w- 'low', 'nether', representing Pi.i.AiiVE posmoN, 
cf. 4.3.2.). MiRyeax.w"y : 711/pnz.wnv (Veszprcm: 7of- = old Hungarian name of more Slavic 
nationalities, representing inhabitants' NATtoN A U TY , cf. 4.2.4.].). The adjectives A*/.s- little' 
and M?#y- 'great' are also used as secondary distinctive additions, e.g. //w/yA/.sAcr : 
/po/ynngyAc/*(Nógrád), here inserted into a name form primarily differentiated with a dis
tinctive addition reflecting mvER (cf. 4.4.1.).

4.1.2. Distinguishing constituents reflecting A o t: in the settlement names of the period are 
Ó- old , (7/- new and exceptionally Ó/eg- 'old', a commonly used synonym of hound Ó- 
'old'. The addition Ore#- 'old' usually appears in name forms as an alternative distinctive 
addition, c.g. ATs- 'little' or Gregi/nya/a (Komárom), Vagy- 'great' or Ó/cg/aA (Somogy; cf.
4.1.1.).

The correlative adjectives Ó- 'old and 6//- new are usually attached to otherwise iden
tical names horn in the process of duplication of settlements, c.g. (№awA : (7/77arnA (Fcjcr), 
ÓMc : (//Me (Torontál), Ó?a/?a;;y : (7/7a/tá/)y (Brassó). In many cases the process of duplica
tion follows this pattern: the recently populated part of the settlement is identified with the 
adjective 6)'- new' added to the primary, original name of the settlement to contrast with the 
old centre, some time later this newly established, developing part becomes an independent 
settlement and separates from the old, central part of the village, which takes ()- 'old' as a 
distinguishing constituent in its name. Sometimes the opposition of the name forms had not 
yet been established fully by the observed period: e.g. Aar/aa : fT/'w/w/ (Bcs/.tcrce). Be
cause of their origins, names ditlerentiated with distinctive additions referring to age usu
ally identify neighbouring settlements, too. In special cases, in contrast with the distinctive 
addition reflecting ACE, the primary name takes a distinguishing element manifesting post- 
rtoNAt. ti.AtuRt: to form an opposition, e.g. ÍV/n/w/ce : Fe/.w'W/wá'e (Ung), (7/.wnAa: /l/.w.s/nAa 
(Fogaras; cf. 4.3.2.).

4.1.3. SHAPE as an identifying central feature of the settlement is typically represented in the 
distinctive addition //a.s.s-a- 'long' in the period, c.g. 7/a.s.szMAc/éay (Baranya), //a.s'.sza"<nf.s'Aa.'. 
(Doboka), //a.s.s"á/aac.s'?7cg (Vas). Other distinguishing constituents indicating shape (e.g. 
AcrcA- 'round'. .S'zc/e.s- 'broad') arc found only in few names, c.g. A*crcAgcJc (Gdmor), 
,S'"¿/e.s7anAn (Máramaros).

4.1.4. In the observed period there is only a single distinctive addition which demonstrates 
STATE. To indicate the dilapidated state of settlements devastated in the period of the Turkish 
occupation of Hungary (1541-1686) namers often included the distinctive addition AaAZ/a- 
'desolate' into relevant habitation names, which usually survived even if the settlement was 
later repopulated and restored, e.g. An.sTtnf.w (Vas). Aan/aa/csa (Komárom). Pa.s^arcrcAZ/eayc 
(Gomor).

Villages bearing names dillercntiated with distinctive additions reflecting SHAPE or STATE 

were usually not horn as a result of settlement duplication: they typically developed inde
pendently from the settlements of the same primary name, so there was no reason to contrast 
them with others. Evolving no semantically contrasting distinguishing constituents, these 
distinctive additions are usually opposed to distinguishing elements of a different type in 
correlations, c.g. /Va.t.szM- and /VcanT/a'/'e.STteg (Vas and Sopron: /Vcwet- 'German', represent-
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ing inhabitants' NAHONAi.n Y, cf. 4.2.4.!.). and (Koloz.s; 'voivode',
representing tNsrrrnrioNAtowNt:R,cf.4.2.3.2.).

4.2. [dentifieation of a habitation couid a)so he promoted by foregrounding a characteristic 
peripheral feature of the settlement in the distinctive addition. Compared to distinguishing 
elements reflecting at:\ t RAt. ntA'rum: and rosmoNAt. t ttATURt;. distinctive additions manifesting 
I'tiRtPHtiRAi. n:ATURt: arc somewhat fewer in number, hut they arc the most varied in subtypes in 
the period under discussion.

4.2. ). Distinctive additions reflecting NATURAi SURROUNDINGS as a characteristic peripheral 
identifying feature of the settlement could have reference to the soil, the terrain, the flora or 
the fauna.

4.2. ).). Some distinguishing constituents represent son.. The most typical distinctive 
additions highlighting the quality of the soil in the period are //<wmA- sand* and .S'dro.s- 
'muddy'. e.g. //onwA/wí/öge (Veszprém). /Vo/ttoAterenye (Nógrád), Sdw.sc/A/m (Vas), 
&íw.sr('v/.?r.M'(Ung). Other examples: AVA'c.s- 'stony', Fer/ős- 'marshy*, e.g. A*öt'í'yAd//n(Zala), 
/-'rr/ó'.w/wd.s (Ugocsa), etc.

4.2. !.2. In few cases it is rnRRAtN that is manifested in the distinctive addition as an
identifying feature of the settlement. The most typical distinguishing constituents 
foregrounding the configuration of the terrain in the period arc A/egyfe.s)- 'hill(y)', /Vye/ge.s- 
'saddlc-backed', .S'znrc/oA- 'gorge', e.g. //egy.std' (Pozsony), (Esztergom),
étZM/Y/oAAdpo/rmA (Kővár).

4.2. ).3. F1.0RA as an identifying feature of the settlement is demonstrated in few distin
guishing constituents in the period. Plants growing wild typically referred to in the distinc
tive additions (e.g./d" 'willow', Aó'Aény 'blackthorn', rc/w 'beet'. /Mgwm 'onion/garlic', all 
supplemented in the distinguishing elements with the derivative suffix -.s expressing the 
state of being well provided with) arc common in all parts of the country, e.g.
(Békés), KöAé/tye.swmJ.tzí'nr (Zala), /¿¿/w.sAe.s'"/ (Bihar), /Vngywdy/dprxs (Kővár). The distin
guishing constituent 77.szfo- 'clean*, also 'hare' may emphasis the lack of vegetation, e.g. 
77.szM;/Mrdf (Vas). The most often used distinctive additions in the category arc Frc/n- 'wood* 
and Dm.s- having walnut-trees', e.g. Arr/oArA'cv/ (Heves), /Vő.s/xdrwy (Pozsony). .S'ző'/ó'.y- 
'vine-clad' or 'vine grower' as a distinguishing clement could indicate not only the Bora 
(e.g. .Sző/J.sgvöröA. Somogy), hut also the main occupation of the dwellers (e.g. Sző/ő.sYtrí/ó. 
Toma; cf. 4.2.4.2.) in the settlement.

4.2. K4. In some cases the distinctive addition reflects tAUNA as a striking identifying 
feature of the settlement. Distinguishing elements referring to non-domcsticatcd animals 
(e.g. D/.SZHŐ.S'- 'having boars'. FcAd.s- 'having frogs') arc lew in number, e.g. DAsznd.y/mrvd/ 
(Borsod). FéAd.sntegye/- (Pest). The problem that arises here is that the names of animals 
could also be used as proper names in old Hungarian, so a distinctive addition seemingly 
identifying a place by declaring it the natural habitat of an animal might easily turn out to 
he developed from a name of a person, e.g. the addition Kd/tyn- ('kite*, hut also an old 
persona] name) in A*dn\Y;őő7".s'c (Ahaúj).

4.2.2. Distinctive additions manifesting Butt.oiNt: are not rare in the period. An outstanding 
building in a settlement is easily spotted even from a distance, so as a feature it serves the 
purpose of identification well enough for people living in the surrounding villages. Our 
data show that the prominent edifice highlighted most often in the distinguishing constitu-
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cnts is typically an ecclesiastic building: the most frequent differentiating elements, 
EgyMza.s-"'(e.g. Дду/я^я.у/;я//я.у. Vas: ЯдуАяёя.угяг/яс. Vas), А*яря/яя.у- (c.g. А*яря/яяАтАяуг?, 
Somogy) огМяяяхУя/*- (e.g. А7<-)яя.у;ялря/у/. Bihar) refer to the fact that the settlement has a 
church, a chapel or a monastery, respectively. The constituents //я*я.у-^ 'having a church' 
(c.g. //я-я.я;сяуе, Hont), 7ягяуя.у- 'having a steeple' (c.g. 7я/-;;уяхря/ся, Szabolcs) and 
А*сМя/*мум- 'having two steeples' (c.g. Лемягяум/яА, Veszprém) also refer to the fact that 
there is a church in the settlement. The distinctive additions кй/*(ял)- 'having a castle' (e.g. 
Иядсг/с, Göniör). //я/я.\- 'having a bridge' (e.g. //я/ял/яя/;сЯ. Abaúj), А*я7;я/- 'stone bridge' 
(c.g. /Ся7я'<7дуя/у?яЯ. Esztergom), Л7яяя.у-'" 'having a mill' (e.g. МяяяуМ/, Borsod) evoke 
non-ecclesiastic buildings which were prominent enough to help the identification of a 
settlement.

4.2.3. Distinctive additions reflecting PROPmtnon were very popular in the period. These 
distinguishing constituents usually indicate a former individual or institutional possessor 
of the settlement, but one may also involve differentiating elements referring to the patron 
saint of the settlement in this category. Charters front the 11"*-12"' centuries prove that the 
ecclesiastic grant was often entitled to a patron saint, who was thus considered as a virtual 
owner of the settlement established on „his" piece of land (Györffy I960: 33).

4.2.3.L Most proprietary distinctive additions represent tNDivmuAt. OWNER. In these cases 
the distinguishing constituent most often displays the name of a former owner. This fact has 
a historical explanation. As we saw above, in the Middle Ages the division of a demesne after 
a nobleman's death could result in a multiplication of settlements: the heirs cither legally or 
physically divided the inherited settlements, which was usually indicated in the names of 
the divisions in the form of added distinguishing elements naming the actual owners. A 
clear, linguistic sign of real ownership is the presence of -(¿laZ-i/Jr*. the third person singular 
possessive suffix in the village name, which often disappears when the possession is termi
nated. e.g. Яяя//у/;мяуя<7)я later becomes Яяя//у/яя;уя<7''' (Kolozs; FNESz I: 160). In the 
observed period first names (e.g. А/пяЯе, Слябя, /.¿яяг<7). family names (e.g. /rgzcx. f/.sz, 
Zrty) as well as nicknames (e.g. ЯсмАе, A7/Ae) of former owners can equally be found in 
settlement names as distinctive additions, e.g. /1/ня^А;яггАя (Pozsony), СляЯяг.ня/ (Békés), 
¿¿мя/А/ягяс (Borsod), 7<?д .̂уЯя?;/я (Hont), ¿/sz/zfA/ény (Sáros), Ияумд/яс* (Trcncsén), 
ЯсяАс/)я?яяу (Pozsony), Л7/Аг/л«7я (Pest). Family names of local landowners are frequently 
used as distinguishing elements in the names of possessed villages around the central estate, 
e.g. А*ес /̂ууя/уядя.уя, ATrcr/tywr, Асгс/у)сА/сну. АТгггАялт/я/яяу were all possessed by the 
Kcczcr family in Sáros comitat. Distinctive additions sometimes preserve the name of the 
person who founded the settlement, c.g. /Тямс.няя/с/;я7я (Liptó).

4.2.3.2. iNs i n и rioNAL owNHR could be demonstrated either by indicating the social rank of 
the proprietor or by naming the institution in possession of the settlement. The social rank

"* The term сдуАпг is a compound of the extinct texeme *я/ -  <ду -  еду saint* and the common word Adi 
house'.The term had been used in the meaning of church* before the word Я'/му/о/м. a stem of I .at in 

origin, was borrowed and spread in Hungarian to indicate the building. The tern) еду/tdi today is only used 
in the abstract sense to refer to the organisation of the Church (THSz 1: 724-725).
"A n odd abhriviation of the distinctive addition 7;gvAdzrr.s- having a church*.

The additions Мо/пмя- -  УМмоя- -  Мя/m.s-. also Мо/ми in settlement names are all derived from the 
word мм/огн mill* (TESz 2: 821).
''' Original spellings: 1522: Яын/у Яи'нугяЛ-ы.- 1808: Яммут/ t/híu/;-). The settlement had been possessed 
by the Bdnffy family since 1435 (ENHSx 1:160).
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highlighted in the distinguishing constituent, whether lay (c.g. A:7*d/v 'king', vrv/rM 'voivode') 
or ecclesiastic(e.g.n/Mcn 'tmn'.n/M; abbot.cr.reA 'archbishop',/:/:/: 'priest*./:;A/:oA 'bishop') 
hetps to identity the (former) proprietor, and through them the settlement itself, c.g. K::v:/v/::/:/7M 
(Liptó, former royal estate; FNES/ 1:734). L-:/:A:AY::::/::Y:.S' (Kolo/s. owned also by István and 
Bogdán, Moldovan voivodes in the 15"'century; FNES/. 2: 723), A/Mrn.syrAd/M.s (Komárom, 
possessed by the Nunnery of Margaret Island; FNESz 1: 104),A/:/:r/::or/:r (Hont, owned by the 
Cistercian Abbey of Pilis; FNES/ I : I Ob), A7.scA7d/( Komárom, possessed by the Archbishop of 
Esztergom: FNES/ 1:429). /L;/:Ae.rx: (Veszprém, owned by the ChapterofVcszprém; FNES/.2: 
3 16). A*M.s/:r:A/;/rftYr:; (Pest, possessed by the Bishop of Vác; FNES/ 2: 3X5). However, as terms 
indicating social ranks often developed into family names in Hungarian, careful judgment is 
needed, e.g. the addition G\;:M- in Gy;:/q/é/;é:*v/::*(Alsófchér) indicates the seat of the second 
highest leader of old Hungarians, whilst the same element in GyuMAe.sz: (Veszprém) refers to 
the name of the family in possession of it (FNES/. 1:531-532). An institution, lay (e.g. G/;y::;c.s. 
a castle; 7r:/.s v/: and Ced/dr. manors) or ecclesiastic (c.g. A::/:f/:M:: chapter', :::::::/:.s/r::' monas
tery') could also possess a settlement, c.g. C/;v:::c,sA/:.s'z7/:/r:::y (Bars, Nyitra), VoAstYtM/w/rn 
(Gömór), Ler/:;:cr/:v::é(Trencsén), A*d/??n/a/;fdd (Zala), 47/:::/:.??/::/:/:/:?: (Zala). 7/::*/:A- 'Turk
ish' as a distinctive addition suggests that in the period of the Turkish occupation of Hungary 
( 1541 - 1 bH6) the settlement was possessed by the Turks, e.g. 7/:r/:AA/:/:/:/:::y (Bihar), 7/::*/:A.?z/?A/:.s 
(Ternes), /d/'dA.szc/m;dA7As (Heves).

4.2.3.3. Distinctive additions representing PATRON SAIN) reflect the importance of the 
church in medieval villages. The patron saint of the church, who was usually also the 
patron saint of the whole settlement (c.g. Szfn/ /.r?r/::; 'St. Stephen', .S'z/'r;? *St.
Lawrence', 47;':://.sz/Y:? All Saints' in the examples below) was frequently foregrounded in 
the distinguishing elements of habitation names, e.g. 34/*::?:s?v/:::/:/:A.?/: (Abaúj), 
.Sze:;?/ő::::r'A/:?/: (Pest). A7;:;//.sz/'::?A/://:: (Zala). Distinctive additions naming a saint might 
exceptionally indicate a place of worship, e.g. A7/:::7:/:/:/-.s (Szabolcs, shrine of Virgin Mary; 
FNESz 2: 95).

4.2.4. Distinctive additions manifesting tNHABHAN ts might also contribute to the proper iden 
tification of the settlements. In the distinguishing constituents (former) inhabitants of the 
settlements are described with respect to their nationality, occupation and social status.

4.2.4.L Distinguishing constituents reflecting NAttoNAt.n Y were often born as a result of 
the fact that in the past people of different ethnic groups tended to settle down in different 
parts of the villages somewhat separately from each other, which could later easily bring 
about the settlements' splitting in two, followed by the appearance of distinctive additions 
referring to the nationality of the dwellers in the names of the new villages. Examining the 
geographical distribution of these distinctive additions helps us to clarify which ethnic 
groups immigrated into which parts of the country, even if we know that not all settlements 
populated by ethnic minorities were named after the nationalities of their inhabitants. Dis
tinguishing constituents/Ve:::/*?- 'Germ an',//orv/:?- 'Croatian', 7/:?- 'Wcndish', 'Kajkavski- 
Croatian*. 'Slovenian', /Mr*- Serbian' are frequently found in names of Transdanubian settle
ments, e.g. Aé:::/'?yy::d? (Vas), ///:rvz:?/:z:.s/r.Y (Vas), 7ó?.s".c:///:/n7\ (Zala), /Mr/:/:::/:.? (Fejér). 
From the northern, north-eastern counties one could quote /V/w/Y- 'German*. 7/:?- 'Slovakian'. 
Or/:.?"- 'Ruthenian', //rrrvr:?- 'Croatian', OM.sx- 'Romance, csp. Walloon', C.se/:- 'Czech' as 
characteristic distinctive additions of this type, c.g. Móri/'?/:/::'.?/' (Liptó), /ó?/:rr:::r; (Turóc), 
0:/:.szA:*M/,s/: (Zemplén), //rrrvr:?/rr:;//r::/( Moson). 0/r:.sz/:.szA/: (Zemplén), C.veAAwr.d (Nógrád). 
CM/:- Rumanian' and .S'".r:.sz- 'Saxon* are typically used in names of Transylvanian settle-
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ments, c.g. 0/d/;r<?At'ca (Krassó), Rxá.ŝ /M//My (Kotoxs).-" !n many cases the above modifiers 
are opposed to distinguishing etements referring to the Hungarian popuiation: Magyar- 
Hungarian' and .S'xéÁc/y- 'Szekler', the tatter used onty in Transytvania, e.g. :

Magyarárög (Baranya), : A7agyar/;dr/a//a (Vas), Rdca/wd.s : A7agya/'a/atd.s
(Fejér), O/áMoc.wí/r/: SxéAe/y/roc.sdrr/ (Küküttő and Aranyos).

4.2.4.2. Distinctive additions demonstrating (x:cut'ATioN preserve the memory of a spcciat 
medievai soeiat ctass. Pcopte were obtiged to detiver a fixed quota of their surptus agricut- 
turat produce or industriat products to the state, to ccctesiastic organs or to tandowners, 
which played an important rote in the economic tife of the Arpadian Hungary (895-t30t). 
Peopte of the same profession at that time were usuatty settted down in the same vittage by 
their feudat tandtord. Distinctive additions coutd reflect the fact that most inhabitants ot the 
habitation used to he such peasants by presenting various (medievat) jobs: ydxeÁr/.s' 'potter', 
/ovd.sx 'groom', dc.s 'carpenter'..sxeÁY'/'íYS' 'carter', e.g. №x<?&Mxa/Mxsd'!y (Gömör), /^wAx/tc/cny 
(Baranya), Ar.svncc.se/ (Somogy), áxí^ere.VőrpéMy (Bclsős/olnok).

4.2.4.3. The persona) and economic commitments of the dwetters or the tack of these arc 
expressed in more generat terms in distinctive additions reflecting soot At, STATUS. tn the past 
pcopte of different ranks often settted down separatety within the same vittage, which coutd 
atso tcad to the spht of the setttement, accompanied hy the appearance of distinguishing 
etements Mvne.s-- 'nobtc' and Par- 'peasant', Ra/r/Axf- 'peasant' in front of the otd vittage 
name, e.g. /Ve/ne.s- and Pá/-/dr/ony (Sopron), Aewe.s- and Pd/'.sxa/dA (Veszprém). Arz/trs- and 
Pa/TMxf/dM (Borsod). The soeiat status of the inhabitants determined the priviteges of the 
setttement, which arc emphasised in distinctive additions such as 5'xadad- 'free', or M?w.s- 
'town' in the period, e.g. .S'xadaJ.sxcn/G'/'d/y (Baranya), fd/v/s/tá/t-rg (Somogy).

4.2.5. Certain distinctive additions of the period demonstrate ECONOMIC t.m: as a characteristic 
identifying feature of the setttement. Aspects of economic tife appearing in the differentiat
ing etements inctudc agricutturc, mining, trade as wett as communications.

4.2.5.). Some distinctive additions reflect PRODUCE. The characteristic agriculturat pro
duce of the setttement motivated distinguishing etements such as Raws- producing wine', 
RtíxíM- 'producing wheat' and Arc.sir- 'raising goats', e.g. Raws/end (Arad), Rdxd.sdar.swc/ 
(Atsófehér), A*rc.sArpa/*Rr№ (Hont).

4.2.5.2. MiNE, MINING as a distinguishing feature is reflected in few distinctive additions, 
c.g. Arany- 'go td ', KJ- 'stone', AoVdgd- 'quarrying' in names Arany/'c/Aa (Ahauj), 
RdRo/dog/d/pa (Hunyad), Kdvdgdd/*.s (Zata).

42.5.3. TRADE as an identifying feature of the setttement is represented in the distinctive 
additions Mv/?io.s- 'tott-taking' and Mr/.sdw.s- 'm arketing', c.g. kd//w.?gyd/i (Heves), 
kd/no.sv/ttia/a (Hont), f /̂.sdw.sdo/nRd (Bihar), kd.sdw.s/:awr/!y (Bcrcg).

4.2.5.4. The distinguishing constituent Rév- 'ferry ' refteets COMMUNICATIONS, c.g. 
Réi'A'ür/vé/ye.s (Kővár).

4.2.6. Some distinctive additions demonstrate OTHER i EAiURi:s. The distinguishing character
istics hightighted hy these differentiating etements are difficutt to categorise, e.g.

Some of these terms indicating ethnic groups are used only in place names today: c.g. </);, rd<. In the pas)
was a collective name of different Slavic nationalities (Slovakian, Slovenian. Wendish. even Moravian), 

so in different parts of the country it was used to identify different ethnic groups (see the above examples). 
O/o.H and oros- today mean Italian' and 'Russian', respectively: the other terms are still used in the sense 
indicated above.
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(Pozsony: A7/YÍ/y/?o- 'the King's son', the settlement was said to have been 
inhabited by the descendants of free castle serfs who served Stephen I as soldiers; !*NESz I: 
732), /M.sv/rAdny (Sopron: abundant, capacious', the settlement was inhabited by alleg-
cd)y wealthy peoptc; FNESz 1: 231), -S'?.e/; 7 A/rd/y.s'zor//'r; (Veszprém; ^en/A/m/y- 'St. King', 
the dwellers of the settlement were said to have been given exemption from feuda! obliga
tions by Stephen I;'' FNESz 2: 361).

Distinctive additions foregrounding the same peripheral feature of habitations are used 
less frequently to differentiate identical settlement names, c.g. Tegzes- and A^/iM/wr/ofHont: 
iNOtviouALOWNt R); /Torvdf. №we/- and 7c?gMra/? (Pozsony; NArtoNAtJTY); Mvw.s-and Pórr/öwö/A 
(Vas; sooiAi. STATUS). Peripheral features of different types, however, are often found in oppos
ing name forms, e.g. A7e.sze.s- and .S'zo/o.sgyó'róA (Zala and Somogy: son and n.oRA); 
and (Vewe.s7<t^e//n (Liptó; tNsrtiutioNA). owNt.R and soot At. stAtus); even in multiple correla
tions, e.g. Acre;*-. D/o.sr- and (V.s^eA/ény (Sáros; tNtsiviouAt owNPR, NAHoNAi.n y and tNotviouAL 
owNHR); ('.sd/^Ytg-. A*ee.sAe- and A*o//;d.stYo7A(A (Hont; iNOiviottAt. owNtR. PRoouct;. PRooucn); 
A'gs'Adzo.s-. /T/r/a.s-. Ve/ne.s- and Aempe/toZ/rÁs (Vas; Bun.Dttsn. Bun.oiNti, sociAi. siAt us and iNOt-
VIDUAI.OWNIIR).

4.3. The most frequently used distinctive additions in the period manifest posmoNAi. nAtuRt:. 
Precise or relative localisation achieved by these distinguishing constituents definitely 
facilitates the identification of the settlements.

4 .3 !. Distinctive additions representing PRBCisi: posmoN determine the more or less exact 
location of the settlement either by referring to a nearby natural, geographic object (a river, 
a lake; an area; a mountain; an island; a forest) or by naming a neighbouring or inclusive 
artificial, man-made construction (another settlement: an administrative unit).

4.3.!.!. Distinctive additions reflecting Rivi:n (or Booms or wAHiR in general) name the 
stream on the bank of which the sctticmcnt was established. As rivers, bearing usually 
unique, stable names known by the surrounding population were important in the everyday 
life of the village (thoroughfare, source of energy and irrigation, supply of drinking water, 
etc.), speakers felt the need to include the river name into the habitation name as a distin
guishing clement for obvious reasons. The first twelve river names used the most frequently 
as distinctive additions in the period are I. Tisza; 2. Maros; 3-4. Sajó (i.c. right-side affluent 
of rivcrTisza). Rába; 3. Garam: 6-7. Ér. Zala; S-9. Homoród. !poly: 10-12. Duna, Dráva, 
Tápió. One can easily observe that speakers preferred including names of medium-sized 
rivers into the settlement names, as they provided the best contribution to identification, 
e.g. A/r/ros/eAe/tee (Torda). &(/ógrv/góe (Borsod). /M/Arsó/tt/éM (Vas), Gwzv/H/mAo/r/ (Bars), 
//w/\Y/rnno.sY/ (Hont). /)M/M Danube', the biggest river of Hungary displays poor perfor
mance: flowing through the country it must have been considered too long to provide 
accurate localisation. Nevertheless, it was used as a distinctive addition in some eases, e.g.

(Fejér), /3wMAzeAr.w(Baranya). Small rivcrs(c.g. GóriAv;. (Tető. //onoA. ArAzon, 
R7.HMÍY7. To.sonrc. AT/szf), though they were less well-known, might also help to identify 
settlements, e.g. GirdAYi/m.s'.sr.Mwezo (Zemplén), Cse/To/r/Aos (Zala). //onoAuj'/d/" (Ugoesa), 
RYAzomjj/r//" (Csfk). /G.szM(Ym/7?(7v (Trcncsén), Le.sc/;oe7o/7:<7/ (Zala), ATAszfór/h/M (Szatmár). 
The name of each small river is found only in one or two settlement name forms. Whilst

Stephen t. the first King of Hungary (I000/]()()I )038) was eanonixed hy Pope Gregory V[[ as Saint 
Stephen of Hungary in 1083.
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distinctive additions foregrounding rivers provide us with „¡¡near" iocaiisation, names of 
iakes as distinguishing eiements (e.g. Rr/Rno/t- in our data) give us „punctuai" iocaiisation, 
e.g. Rr//otoncr/cr;7'A' (Zaia), R^R;/o/d;c/¡yc (Zata; Mező i 982: 22 i-223).

4.3. !.2. Simiiar punctuai iocaiisation of viiiagcs couid be achieved hy distinctive addi
tions demonstrating NtarmnouRiNt; stn n.tíMUNT. Names of wideiy known, hig towns arc often 
used as distinguishing constituents in the names of surrounding smaii settiements, e.g. 
GywtgyAs in Gyd/tgydA/trt/d.sz, Gyö/tgyöAowAzt, GyöngydAm/ydn (aii in Heves). Many habi
tations caiied 'new viiiage' were originaiiy „dependent" settiements established
within the boundaries of oid viiiagcs; iatcr when these new settiements became indepen
dent, their names usuaiiy inciudcd the name of their mother viiiagcs as a differentiating 
cicmcnt to heip their identification, e.g. Rdr(/dd//d/M (Sáros), CAengcnt/'/d/n (S/.atmár), 
RYtA'snd/Td/M (Abaúj), /ó'GwY'd/yd/n (Gömör). Rzmyed/'/d/M (Sáros)

4.3. ).3. Distinctive additions representing otitxiRAt'Htc RtxaoN name the arca (e.g. C.s7K, 
7d.sz.sdg, Rt7trrr/-//cgyAdz. AyR.SY'g, /R/.w-GrAeg, .S'zcfc.s'AÓg, RzRdgyAdg. Zse/tr), dtc motmtain 
(e.g. Aw/.s, Rr/dacAo/;y. A*rrw/tr A, A7dtra, RRA), the isiand (e.g. C.SY'/ /̂-Aztgi'7), the forest (e.g. 
Rdr-^rdő) in or in the vicinity of which the settiement is situated, e.g. C.wX.T2<y;Y'&i (Csfk), 
//fgyMzRd/yt (Biiiar), 7d.szRx/d/ty (Jászság), /Vyd/xR/rA (Szahoics), G /tw /t/w dr/w t (Vas). 
.S'zi ĉ.s'A'zo//;d<-///;c/y (S/epcs), Rzt7dgy.w/n/yd (Krasz.na), Zsc/tr^/A/d/Md (Somogy), A wtAY¿(/rt/u 
(S/.atmár), RrxRxAony/owrt/ (Zaia), R^wnc.sic.sz/ (Nógrád), A7d/w/;mdA' (Nógrád). /77f'.sY.sY/d<-; 
(Pest), .S'zigct.szcn//^d/Yo/; (Pest), Rd/Azcn/pd/cr (Po/sony). Certain factors, however, may 
reduce the iocaiising potentiai of such geographic names: AR'zősdg, for instance, indicates 
more regions in Hungary. Stiii, references even to this name couid successfuiiy fuitli the roie 
ot an identifying distinctive addition in a period when peopic's view of the worid did not 
extend to the whoie country, e.g. /WczőMnd (Maros), AVezd7xw/;y (Békés), /W^zdRo.szonv 
(Bercg), Mezo^o/Mdww (Veszprém), /Wezdwydrdd (Borsod), AVczópc/crd (Bihar).

4.3. !.4. Distinguishing constituents reflecting AOMtNtsTRAttvnuNtt arc rare in the observed
period, in medievai charters scribes often gave the name of the county in which the indi
cated settiement was found to specify its iocation. As a resuit of this practice, behind the 
name forms having a distinctive addition idéntica) with the name of a county (e.g. /VyR/tt = 
a river, a town as weii as a comitat) speakers first and foremost suspected a reference to the 
county, indicating county in the distinctive addition thus in officiai naming processes 
became a very popuiar way of differentiating idéntica) settiement names (Mező Í982: 2)9- 
220). Peopic's natura) view of the worid in the eariy Í9"' century, however, did not ncccssar- 
iiy reach beyond the area of a comitat; consequcntiy, at that time foregrounding a county in 
the distinctive addition was not a reai identifying feature, so it was scidom used in name 
forms, e.g. Zó/yfw;///x.-AY? (Zólyom). Names of smaiicr administrative units, for example dis
tricts (e.g. R(7Giy<?AY. EdR'A.7. ydrd.s') as weii as Transyivanian scats (e.g. Rdzd/.szdA.
.S'cp.sY.s'zdA) proved to be better iocaiising devices in that era, e.g. Re/d/:ycAYv/7nA: (Bihar), 
/M7cA/n7A/;dA/ (Nógrád). 7 d / / m . s z c /  A/d.s' (Heves), TfdzdtRo/ydn (Három szék), 
.S'rp.s/'.szíY;/A/7d/y (Háromszék).

4.3.2. Distinctive additions manifesting Rm.ATtvt; post t toN determine the iocation of a settie
ment hy giving its position in rciation to another habitation bearing the same primary name. 
Distinguishing eiements foregrounding the reiative position of a settiement in the period 
arc A/-. A/.sd- 'iow(er), nether', G?/-. Ae/.w- 'high(cr), over', ATdzdp-. A*dzd/xw- 'm iddie', RG- -  
Ró/-. Rc/sd- inside', 'inner' (cf. //ífrdi.sYYY/ in Engiish piacé names), Á77/-, /én/.w- 'outside', 
'outer', 'exterior* (cf. /étVrdi.sYXY/ in Engiish piacc names) and kdg- 'end'.
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!n the ease of the opposite adjectives o/f.sd) and /c/(.só) the coniparision cottid equatiy he 
based on eardina! points ftt/.w 'southern . /c/,SY/'northern'), on the rivers' direction of How 

'downstream', /c/s*ő upstream'), or on the position of the terrain (o/.w 'low'. /c/.w 
'high*; Ká/.mér Í970. 37). !n )9"' century Hungary, these possibic meanings were hasicatiy 
interreiated: in contrast with the mountainous northern areas the south of the country was 
reiativeiy fiat, and these configurations of the terrain determined the f)ow of rivers from 
north to south as wet). The combination of the possibic adjcctivai meanings was strength
ened by a historicai fact intlucncing namers' perspective: in Hungary in the course of history 
peopie generaiiy migrated from overpopuiated iowiand viiiages up to the mountains in 
fertiic river vaileys (i.c. upstream, practieaity from south to north in the country) to cuhivatc 
more and more cicvatcd ¡ands to provide enough food for themseives. Duptieatcd settie- 
ments horn as a resuit of this migration were often identified with name forms having dis
tinctive additions describing rciativc position. First typicaiiy the cicmcnt A/,só- appeared in 
the name of the oid viiiage, whiist the name of the new viiiage was extended with the 
addition Fc/so- some time iater, e.g. !439: /.¿t/mgy, i49): A/.sd/rt/xMgy. 1526/160): 

(Hunyad: FNES/ i: 83). A sccmingiy contradicting exampie is that oi A/.w- 
and /-c/.yő//tccc/tzc/*(Abaúj), the iattcr being the oider settiement: with the deveiopment of 
metaiiurgy dweiiers of the oid A/cre/zzc/cxccptionally had to migrate downstream in search 
of raw matcriai and water. Thrcefoid division of a settiement eouid resuit in introducing a 
third name form containing the modifier Köze//-. Középső'- 'middie' tor the viiiage in the 
middic, e.g. A/.ső-. /e/.w- and KözépRc/tcéd (Udvarhciy). A/.w-. Fc/.sJ- and Közc//c.sö7/ö/;y 
(Pozsony), A/.ső-. Fc/.so- and Közc////ctő//c (Vas), A/.ső-, FcAso- and Közcpsz/tö (Hont).

The use of the distinguishing constituents Rc/.ső- 'inside' and Kö/ső- 'outside' in the 
period seems to be restricted to certain areas of the country: the exampies arc front Komárom 
and Abaúj eomitats and from counties around Lake Baiaton, e.g. Re/.so- and Kt//.sőc.w/7Őő 
(Ahaúj), Rc/.ső- and K//7.ső't//7;/'c (Zaia). The reference point with respect to which inside' and 
outside' are interpreted is typicaiiy a ioeaiiy significant geographic entity, e.g. the ease of 

Ro/.ső7őw/o/' (at the junction of the rivers Vág-Duna and Nyitra. between the two streams) 
and KM7.só7ő/tdo/' (outside the junction, over the river Nyitra) in Komárom comitat. The 
addition MZ#- 'end' in the sense 'a settiement estabiished at one end of the oid village' is 
cxccptionai in the period, e.g. MZ/t/at/; next to KoA (Somogy).

Distinguishing cicmcnts reilccting posn loNAi. i HAi URi: might aiso create correiativc name 
forms, in few cases the additions foreground geographical objects of the same type, e.g. 
Dtt/M- and KoposszcAcső (Baranya: RivttR). Mező- and VószRerény (Békés and Jászság; otto- 
ORAt'tttc RixaoN. areas), Kezd/- and Scp.s/7/iít/fo/tö.s (Hároms/ék; AOMiNisiRAiivi: UNIT, seats), in 
many instances the highiighted geographicai objects arc of different nature, e.g. Duna- and 
Ső/pe/zte/e (Fejér: m vtm and oixxiRAPHU' Rixnois, an area). Rodr/cw/ty- and Le.se/tceto/nq/ (Zaia; 
oixxiRAPHic KixnoN, a mountain and Kivi n)./'c/.ső'- and Mcző/tvd/*dd (Borsod: KPi.Aiivi: posrnoN 
and OHooRAPtnc Rixaosi, an area). RdAr/.s- and R/7/'.sc.sö//ö (Pest; Rivi R and (axxiKAPinc RixaoN, a 
mountain). Sometimes the opposition is between the unmodified and the differentiated 
name forms, e.g. ,S'd//z/c/i and Rd//ö.sö//i/c/i (Vas; Riviat). The differentiated name form some
times has not got a correiativc name pair. e.g. /Vy/rRc/teA (S/.ahoics: cixxatAPmc RixaoN. an 
area), Mcző7/d//d (Maros; (axxiRAPHic RixaoN, an area). Stili, distinctive additions manifesting

-  Contemporaneous spellings: 1439: /x///w/-A. I49t: AAx/A///</.t;, 1326: /x///u/; sa/K'<'6«: 1601: /<-/w 
(t-NHS/ I: S3).
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p o sm o N A L  IRATURR arc most frequently opposed to distinguishing cicmcnts demonstrating 
CRN IRAI. o r  PRRII'HRRAI. RTAIURR, C .g. /(W M - and /-azeArMZa/MZAWty ( G d tn o r ;  RIVRR and OCCUPATION), 

/Mu - and (Borsod; RivtiR and RAUNA), /MMtcu- and /M.szmer/eof.s (Zata; Booy
o t  WAPRR and s iA n :) ,  espeeiaiiy in muttipie corrections, e.g. /MMtcu-. O /y /o g -  and PcM'/ie/ive 
(Za!a; BODY OR WAI HR, INDIVIDUAL OWNRR and INDIVIDUAL OWNRR), //egyAAz //D.SSZ.M-. AVcuic.s/c/-- 

and G M .s? /G p d /y / (Bihar and Sxabolcs; c.R ocRA Pinc R ixnoN , SHAPR. Huu.DiNo and N A noNAi.n Y/AOR).

4.4. Speeia) distinctive additions profile either more than one or not a singie identifying 
feature of the designated settiements.

4.4. !. Consecutive distinctive additions were horn in a unique process: when a settlement
designated hy a differentiated name form was divided into two separate villages, the new 
habitations usually became identified with new, secondary distinguishing efements added 
to the afready modified otd name form. The secondary distinctive additions coufd be added 
to the ofd name forms in front position emphasising present separation, c.g. and
/-'e/.wMMuAv; (Hont: RRLAHVi: posrriO N  and NATIONAL! IY ), C /r /z c A u sp u /S T iu r/a n d  i/^rzcMsyarMuJ 
(Arad: AGR and OCCUPATION), or in middfe position underlining former unity, e.g. V c/N iTu/.w geM c.v 

and (V cw c//i? /.w g i'/!c .s  (Vas; N A noN A i.n  Y and RRi.Aiivi: p o s m o N ) ,  and / / ; c /w ;u g \7 : c / '

(Nograd; Ri vi R and s i / i : ) .

4.4.2. Alternating distinctive additions arc found if a single settlement is simultaneously 
designated by more differentiated name forms. The alternating distinctive additions arc 
usually motivated by different features of the settlement. The phenomenon suggests that a 
habitation may have several identifying features, and this situation can result in the devel
opment of several identifying distinctive additions. As time passes, one of the alternating 
distinguishing constituents becomes a constant element of the name by pushing out the 
other potential modifiers. In some eases, distinctive additions alternate in the same combi
nation in all the opposing name forms, e.g. /Vogy/4/.wM/c.w and /f/.s//W.sv%d/c'.sT; (Gdmdr; 
si/n /R R i.A 'rivR  posu ION), ()/A7ugya/TCMr.s'e//c  and (7 ///V c /a o /e c u ( .sc//o ' (S/.aholcs; AOR/NAHONAL- 

H Y). In other oppositions only one name form has alternating distinctive additions, but even 
in these eases one of the alternating distinguishing constituents is semantically related to 
(one of) the other differentiating e)ement(s) found in the correlative name forms, e.g. Mvgya/-/ 
A7u/-o.sc.s'c.s'z/PC and GM/a.sc.sz/pc (Alsofejer; NATioNALiTY/RivRR and NATIONALITY), Mtgy/ 
/M.szmA-c/w/y and R7.sAa/w/y (Somogy; sixR /siA Ti: and s i/ .i :) , Migy/yA-fmAv;/. AVwrAn/ and 
Ow.szfoZrr/ (Zemplen; s i/.u /R iv u R , s i / i :  and NATIONALITY). A/.sd/Mrgy/MMief/wr.w. /'17.s'<-VA(;.s/ 
7o//w/*.Wt and /Mzc/Mo/'.SV! (Po/sony: RRI.AI IVR l'O SHION/si/l/NAIIO NAI.HY , RRI.AIIVR POSH IO N /si/l7  

NA'I IONALi rY and RRLATIVR POSI'HON).

4.4.3. The numeral /fc/- 'two' as a comprehensive distinctive addition forms a common name 
for two neighbouring settlements with the same primary name, e.g. A"c/J<y/;'c.v (Vas), Ac/.smvmy 
(Vas).
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5. Conctusion

As it was ihustratcd above, if for any reason a speech community used idcnticai names to 
designate different settiemcnts, names couid not function properiy as they couid not fu!fi! 
their identifying ro!e in communication. Differentiation of sctttcment names as a iinguistic 
process is a means of rc-cstabiishing the identifying potcntia) of such names: differentiation 
re-grounds maifunctioning names, hi the course of differentiation, a sahent, thus identifying 
characteristic feature of the settlement -  necessarily different from the one(s) already re
flected in the primary village name -  is profiled and included into the habitation name in the 
lorm of a distinctive addition to promote the unambiguous identification of the settlement. 
Distinctive additions, not surprisingly, are proved to be repeated, though -  to some extent -  
restricted manifestations of the cognitive domains which took part in the formation of non- 
differentiated settlement name forms. Nevertheless, in early 19"* century Hungary, distinc
tive additions in settlement names displayed considerable semantic diversity, which could 
serve as a model in differentiating identical settlement names by way of distinguishing 
modifiers in official naming processes after IH98 (for its details see Mc/ő 1982: 218-240).
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WH!CH ONE OUT OE THE EOUR?
THE OKMHN OF EAMtEY NAMES !N THE E!(;HTOECOCN! nVESEM AN nC S

M\MtANNSt.tX

Abstract

Y/?c д/*/УсУд гУсдУд ич/А /У/с ̂ мсд/Уд/; д/7;дн' /лл7д/;гч;Ургдрч'/* лд///дд сд// Ас сгд/лУлегУ/л /Ас/д//лс- 
гед/А д/'t лдлУ/Ууд дд///д///Удд, дл/У wAc/Acr /Ас /Асд/ч'сд д/7АУд/Ус/сУ д/д/л/Уу дгс дд//;//д/УАУс ич'/А 
/Ад.\с д/ /лдгУУ/Уд//дУ длд/лдд/Удд. 7д УУУмд/гд/д /Ас ддл/рУд.гУ/у д/ /Ас r/мдд/Удл /Ас дм/Адг/дсч/дсд 
дл /Ас Асус/д/ллсл/ д/ УУмлдд/ Уд///дл/УУу /мл/сд. УАд/У////Уед лд/лс сд/лрдлсл/д/млс//длс<У дд /Ас 
У/ддУд/д/- Уд/с/-уд/лУУу лд/лс.у. AAc.sc сд/лрдлсл/.s сдл Ас чУУеУ&чУ /л/д /дл/- д/д//рд.- (У) лд/лсл ич'/А 
)И ius у '.s-дл д/'). у У/) de ( '/гдл/ у + рУддс лд/лс, У УУУ) лд/лсд w/7A dictus У Алд w/ дд У, (У v) рд//-длу/лУ( д 
ydc gcncre) У '/ллл /Ас АллАчч/ сдУУс/У). Олдл/дд/Удд дУдУ/лд /Ад/ д сА'д/ллч/У'с лд/лс ед/лрд/;д/// 
Ассд/лсд д /где /д/л/Уу /;д/лс нАс/; /У Ассд/лсд д/сдАу. /д/' сдгд/лр/с, tvAc// Kovács у 'длд/А У Уд лд/ д 
дл/У/А Ау ///д/еддУг//: длу /лдгс. и Ас/; д/У /лс/лАс/д <-//'д /д//;УУу Асде /Ас дд/лс АУд/У/:с/Угс/лллс, с/с. 
УУу л/Удр/Улд /Ад/гд/лдид/А д/ сд /̂л'/Угс дд/лд///Удд, д//с /лмд/ ддддр/ /Ад/ лд///Улд Уд д ддд///7Уед 
дс/; дм/ д//Ас д///ч'Ам/дд д/д рд/ ддл /д Ас лд/лс/У /Ас /ллд/ гАд/ дг/е/чд/Уг /ел/м/'с Уд сАддсл /д /д/чл 
д лд/лс. ИУ/сл /Ад/дд///дд дддддд /д /с/с/- /д /сдУ/Уу уд рд/ддл ддУУд/У Kovács Уд лд/ д д/лУ/А длу 
Удлдд/). /Ас гсУд/УдлдАУр Ад/и дд/; /Ум//дд/мгд д/мУ /Ас регдлл /УУсл/У/Ус/У Ау У/ дУдд /УУддд/ссд д/мУ 
/Ас /УУд/А/д/Уед //д///с сд/лрдлсл/ У/ссд/лсд д /Ум/;УУу лд/лс. У'Ас рдрдг ддгд/л/7/дд иУ/д/Д/д/д/д д/с 
/сдрд//дУАУс/дс /АУд дАдл^д У/; /Ас дддд д/ /Ас /дмг лд///с /урсд д/мУ Jc/cc/д иУ/у д/УАс и/УУс сАдУсс 
д/рдддУАУс лд/лс /////лд д//с рдг/УсмУд/ /УУд/А/д/У ve /м/лс Аесдл/ед д /д//;УУу лд/лс. У'Ас дм/Ад/ сУдУ/лд 
/Ад/ Ад/А //дчУ/УУд//дУ длгУ сд̂ лУ/Усс дч/лдчТУддд/Удлд. дУ/Адм̂ А /АдУд дррддддАдд д/мУ /лд/Ад/Уд д/с 
<УУ//с/'сл/, /дддА/Аддд/лдг д/;дУмд/дл. /У</7/;с/7//д/с, У/; /У;с//д//;сич//-А д/сд,с/л/Уve дд///д///Удд. /лдлу 
р/дАУд//;д <УУд/'сдд/'<Ус<У Ау //д/УУ/Уд/;дУ длдл/дд/Удд сд// Ас еддУУу с.урУдУлс/У.

<. tntroduction

!.!. One of the fundamentai research ficids in historica! name studies is the process of the 
origination and establishment of famiiy names and the period in which such processes took 
piaec. Researching the history of famiiy names is unfeasibic without studying concrete data 
and sources (e.g. deeds, censuses, etc.), in doing so, name studies reiy hcaviiy on history, 
espeeiaiiy on cuiturai history, settiement history and gcncaiogy (see e.g. Faticnhiichi )99i; 
Fehértói Í975, Í994; Sxékciy Í970). in my view, such traditionai research methods can he 
mcaningfutiy suppiemented by another ficid of linguistics, nameiy cognitive semantics, 
which, at first gtance, appears to be far from name studies. With the heip of cognitive seman
tics (Langackcr Í9H7, 2008), a novei approach to the issues raised above opens up. At the 
same time, however, this novei approach certainty cannot function without data or the 
support of reiated discipiincs. in the present study, the rejection of weii-estabiished methods 
or research tools is by no means advocated: the main goai is to highiight the possibic uses of 
this new branch of science in name studies research.

!.2. The data i have used for the present research come from deeds contained in the Coiiec- 
tion of Documents from the Age of the Angcvins (AnjOkm) and the Coiicction of Deeds of



the Count Károiyi Famiiy of Nagy-KároiyVoi. ) (KárOki) written in Latin. Thus. my research 
extends oniy to written records, more precisciy to records of the fu st hatf of the )4"' century. 
This is because by that period the use of distinguishing eiements had become an cstabiished 
practice in Hungarian as wet), it is noteworthy, noncthctcss, that apart from some unique 
cases, rea) famity names were praeticatty non-existent, fora person was identified by the use 
of diverse distinguishing eiements not oniy when being referred to in various deeds but aiso 
when being successivciy referred to in the text of the same deed. Conscqucntiy, this histori- 
ca) age is pcrfcctiy suitabie for studying the methods and reasons of naming.

2. Distinguishing eiements as reference points

2.Í. Naming itscif is a cognitive act, and it is highiy dependent on how ianguage users 
perceive the worid around them. During the act of naming, one of the numerous features of 
the entity to he named wiii be foregrounded (profited), and the entity in question will be 
named after this feature: among the many characteristics abstracted as entities in a conccp- 
tuai matrix, one is foregrounded against the others. The naming of persons is effected in the 
same way. The meaning of the Hungarian noun cotter ('person') is composed of severai 
cognitive domains (such as PLACE <)l RESIDENCE, EAMII.Y RELATIONSHIPS, APPEARANCE and INNER QUALI
TIES). By the act of naming, one of these quaiities. usuaiiy the most easiiy accessibie one, i.c. 
the one the person's most saiicnt feature bciongs to. wiii be activated and wiii act as a 
reference point for the target, and faciiitate the identification of the given person in the 
present context (for the reference point, sec c.g. Langackcr Í999: Í7Í-202; Toicsvai Nagy 
2005b: 43-70). For cxampic, if somebody is iimping, s/he, through this quaiity, will he 
quite saiient in a*non-iimping' popuiation . (To stay with this exampic, a person's iimping 
can he considered as a saiient quaiity white aii his other, icss conspicuous quaiities remain 
in the background.) That said, it is undcrstandabic why this person wiii be named T/w/LV. 
This way of thinking expiains secuiar naming practices in pre-Christian times. Ecciesiasti- 
cai naming practices, however, cannot be accounted for in the same fashion since eccicsias- 
ticai names were not given on the basis of the meaning of the actua) names in question. The 
deveiopment of distinguishing eiements, considered as the precursors of famiiy names, must 
have taken piacc simiiariy to the process of secuiar naming, thus such naming practices can 
aiso be studied with the help of cognitive semantics. (The term in hold type above comes 
from András Mc/.ő ()970: 78)'s terminoiogy: in the present context, i deem the use of this 
term more appropriate than the use of Kataiin Fehértói (Í969: 5)'s term of distinguishing 
name for the reason that the iatter term is a narrower category and exciudes names contain
ing /t/m.s and de + piacé name constructions, botit referred to in the present study.)

2.2. The most common types of distinguishing eiements arc names using /t/m.s 0  334: 
Ef/te/a/; ( Johannes son of Etheruh'), AnjOkm. 3: i 26). Jc + piacc name 

( i 326: LrtJ/z/mv.s c/e /d/ÍTisv/. ( Ladi/laus from Farkasd') AnjOkm. 2: 269). r/c gc/tcrc ( i 3 15: 
AVv.sTc Je gc/tc/'c /óvt/m/;/?, ('Myske from the kindred of the Rathoith') AnjOkm. i : 377) and 
names containing Jtcm.s ( i 323: McD/m/.s J/cfMx /An, Nicoiaus known as King' AnjOkm. 2: 
64) (see e.g. Bcnkő Í949). Here, too. the reason tor naming is the actuai perceived quaiity of 
the person that was easiiy noticcabie by those who effected the naming: in the first exampie. 
famiiy reiationship seemed the most important: in the second, the most essentiai feature was 
the property or the piacé of origin: in the third, the cian: and in the fourth, some other quaiity 
(e.g. appearance or inner quaiity, occupation). The main question, quite scidom addressed
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by name studies to date, is why one given efement (or, in the majority of cases, severa) given 
cfements) has (have) emerged to become the most important (given the fact that in the ease 
of certain persons different peopte found diverse quafities to be the most satient). [n my 
view, the scfcction was primariiy influenced by pragmatic and other, cxtra-iinguistic factors.

2.2. !. One ot the most inffuentiaf o) these factors was soeiaf standing. For nohfemen, prov
ing their nobifity and securing an uninterrupted fine of inheritance and succession were of 
primary importance as these issues ensured their privifeges, raised them above the fevef of 
the featurefess masses of ordinary peopfc, furthermore, the acquisition of various dignities 
and offices was a highfy desirabfe objective for them. !t foffows from the above that it was 
the cognitive domains of t-AMU.Y RLLATtONsmPS, PROPERTY, CLAN or NOHU.I I Y l l'I I.LS that most often 
became active in the naming of such persons. This is cspcciaffy observabfe in the ease of 
titfes of nobifity countrywide (Pafatine, Lord Chief Justice, Master of the Treasury, Voivode 
of Transyfvania, etc.) as (during the periods of stabfe royaf power) there existed onfy one of 
each of these positions, and the power attached to them extended to the entire, or a huge part 
of the country with everybody knowing the peopfc who tiffed these positions by their 
names. Thus, their titfe of nobifity became their most safient feature out of aff the features in 
their character matrix, c.g. f 340: T/towa? twyw&r yJw!.s.s;'Ow;MY cf cowcs* r/c XcwMÁ: ('Tho
mas the Voivode of Transyfvania and the head of Sxofnok county'. AnjOkm. 4: 4). fn sum. it 
can be stated that out of the three above types of distinguishing cfements, names inefuding

and + pfacc name were the most characteristic names of nobfenien.
As opposed to the members of the nobility, the majority of common peopfc had no 

property, they did not befong to a efan or did not bear high titfes and even their fathers' 
identity was fess important and fess worthy of attention. Therefore, when they were named, 
it was mostfy the cognitive domains of APPLARANCti, INNLR QUALIHtR, Pt.ACL Ot KLSIULNCL or OCCU
PATION that became active, ft, for instance, somebody moved from their pfacc of birth to 
another settfement, obviousfy in the eyes of those afready fiving in the fatter settfement, the 
most striking feature of the person in question was the settfement they came from: this 
distinguished them from the others to a much greater extent than their father's (or other 
refatives') name or their occupation. Another obvious possihifity was to distinguish be
tween two persons with the same name fiving at the same settfement on the basis of their 
occupations: thus one of them woufd be eaffed .Swú/; white the other Vu/m 7<yy/u/'. 
These two afternatives, nonethefess, were most likcfy to have been preceded by a third 
possihifity: naming on the basis of appearance and physicaf features, ff somebody had a 
feature which was different from the prototypicaf (e.g. a bigger nose, ear, or mouth, or just 
one hand, [eg, eye, etc.), this was afways more conspicuous than their occupation or the 
settfement they were from. Certainty, it was so because one had to tafk to the person in 
question and get to know them to a certain extent in order to team about their occupation 
and origin. Physicaf features, however, can be perceived at first gfance. On the basis of the 
above arguments, it may be concfudcd that among common persons names with J/r/M.s were 
typieaf (the same conclusion was reached by e.g. Fehértói f 970: f 55: Kurex f 988: 76; Engcf 
2003a: 583-584).

2.2.2. The aetuaf naming of a person is afso affected by his rote in a given matter, ft he is 
the issuer o f the deed, his prominent feature is in the domain of Nem in Y as this reserves him 
the right to issue deeds, and so any other features he may have arc onfy of secondary 
importance.
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Whether a given person piays a primary or a secondary rote in a given matter wiil mostiy 
affect the quantity of etements in his name. Primary actors, for the sake of unambiguous 
distinction, are described more preciseiy, through the use of more reference points, if. how
ever, a person is only referred to in a secondary ro!e, c.g. as the owner of the iand adjacent to 
the property described (praetieatty as a reference point facihtating the identification of the 
property), then onty one distinguishing cicmcnt is used. Due to a iaek of data (the given 
person is referred to oniy in one deed, or not as a primary actor), it is, as a rule, impossible to 
pinpoint the reason why one of these etements is finatty setccted.

2.2.3. The aim artieutated in a given deed atso inftucnccs the emergence of reference points. 
For instance, in a property transaction (inheritance, purchase, sate) naturatty the domains of 
PROPERTY and I'Asm.Y RPt ATtoNsniPS witt he in focus. This perspective was so powerfut that even 
the names of countrywide-known nohtemcn were extended by distinguishing etements of 
/;///;.<, and/or c/r + name of property: t333: /;; /w.w/m ;;;r;g;;///e/ t/;7 77m;;;e urjvMw/e 
7';Y;;;.sY//w;;;/,/;/// P;;r/.Y;v// ( in the name of dignified Thomas the Voivode ot' Transytvania 
son of Farkas', AnjOkm. 3: 44): simitarty Pat Garai features „onty" as Pm;// ;?;;;g/.s7;7 
muw/n'ro/w; r/owme reg/;;e ( Pautus the Master of the Treasury of the Queen't .136, AnjOkm. 
3: 296) in a tist of nohtemcn, whereas with reference to a property issue, he is mentioned as: 
)336: ;;;;;g;;//;c/t ;;; ;;;ag/.s?;7 Pm;// ;/e Gr;;r; ;;;r;g;.s7;; /rwr;;;;;;;;;;;;;; e; /;;;//r;'.s <;<;7e ;/o;;;;;;e 
regme ( degnitled master Pautus form Gara the Master of the Treasury and the Queen's Lord 
Chief Justice'. AnjOkm. 3: 27H).

2.2.4. When it comes to setecting name etements an espeeiatty important aspect is what
image the primary actor, oftentimes the appheant, of the deed wishes to convey of himsetf. 
The most outstanding examptes of this are provided hy ctan names. The ctement &' genere 
is tess common in names from the beginning of the !4"* century on as, at that time, the 
ctan system was rapidty disintegrating, and with the Angcvins a new circte of barons had 
evotved by being granted nobitity, and thus new famitics entered the rank of nohtemcn. 
Furthermore, even certain members of eastte serfs managed to be granted nobitity as wett 
(for more detait. see e.g. Enget 2003b: 3)7, Zsotdos )999: )68-tHt). The reason for which 
the ctan name stitt featured in certain names is that the nohtemcn concerned considered 
their betonging to the given ctan an important characteristic feature in the given situa
tion. Some wished to hightight their tong-cstabtished nobitity as opposed to the new circte 
of nobitity that was granted the tide not much tong before. In a deed dating back to t306, 
the sons of Comes András mortgaged a quarter of both of their two properties: A;;r/;-er;x e/ 
7;;/;;;;;;;e.s /;/// CmmVA Am/ree. ;/c ge;;c;v;r;o;;e O.s/ ('Andreas and Johannes, sons ot Comes 
Andreas of the kindred of Ost'. AnjOkm. I: t t()). Through this act, the brothers signatted 
that even if they were having finaneiat prohtems, they came from a nohtc lineage, tn a 
deed of ] 308, a widow, in her own name and in the name of her two under-aged sons, 
assigned the fitiat quarter to her daughter of age: ;;oP;7;.s ;/w;;;;m, /;/m
Mco/m /;?;/;7.s Pmvr. ;/e gene/e /Vego/, ;*e/;'rP; P/;m;;e /;/// Pm;// <7c girnere Get;; ('nob)e 
tady known as Barbara the daughter of Nieotaus, brother of Baty/ from the kindred of 
Negot, widow of Thomas son of Pautus from the kindred of Győr', AnjOkm. t: t42). tn 
this ease, referring twice to the fact that she hetonged to a ctan was in fact an act of de
fence: a lonety widow might wett have been the target of greedy retatives and neighbours 
wanting to do her out of her property: that eoutd have been the reason why she stressed 
her right to the tand. During the time of the Provisorium (t30t-t307), the ctement r/e
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gencre in someone's name signaled that s/he bcionged to the eian of a powerfut ]ord, 
since such a name eiement was a highiy decisive feature at the time of war between the 
tords and ctaimants to the throne. After King Charies Robert gained power (in Í307), it 
was rather the "new" harons who used the eian names to show that even if their power was 
new. their nobiiity was wcii-cstahiished in an effort to make the members of the iong- 
estahhshed nobiiity accept them as equa! in rank.

2.2.5. With reference to the eiement of Je + piacé name, the piacé of residence might aiso 
come into piay as an extra-iinguistic feature. As the wcaithiest nobies had more than one 
property, the scicction of the property to be included in their names as a distinguishing 
eiement was aiso carried out on the basis of prominence: the most saiicnt feature was the 
property where the nobieman actuaiiy iived. (This is convincingiy proven by János N. Fodor 
[2004: 43] with the heipof the famiiy names of the S/.óiátmonostor-hascd branch of the eian 
Gutkcicd.) The Bax.ini and Sxcntgyörgyi famiiics, for instance, iived in Bazin and 
Sxcntgyörgy aiternatciy, thus in deeds it was aiways the actuai property where they iived 
that appeared in their famiiy names (Karácsonyi i900/2004*: 670). Thus Sebes in )334 was 
referred to as /wMe.s' v/77 ;?;ng;'.Mr/ .S'e/w.s /ef Pcr/n.s/ ///// /S6/<r;e c/e Geo/g/o ('nobic
men Masters Scbus [and Petrus], sons of Abraham from Sxcntgyörgy' An jOkm. 3:74), whereas 
in i 335 the same person was noted as /wngM/W .S'e/w.-,/?//;' r'ow/7/.s A/?rae Jc /)oz)*n ('to Master 
Scbus son of Abraham from Baxin', AnjOkm. 3: i32). This, however, raises a new issue for 
discussion: it seems that it is not only the activation of a domain that reflects a choice but 
aiso the choice of the eiement to he profited within the actuai domain. Further, the eiement 
of thc/iV/ns type aiso raises the same prohiem: the person who did the actuai naming/was 
responsihie for the actuai naming had to make a choice from among the famiiy members of 
the person to be named. (In the majority of eases, it was the father that was saiicnt. aithough 
in some eases a distant reiativc might have piayeda morecrueia) roie in the iifeof the famiiy, 
e.g. the property was inherited from him. he heid a high office, etc.; that is, his roie and 
character in the history of the famiiy was more saiicnt than that of the father. An interesting 
exampic for this is provided in Fehértói Í975.)

3. The stability of the reference point

As it is pointed out above, when a person receives a name, severai distinguishing cicmcnts 
arc combined as a ruie. The reason for this, apart from the expianation detaiied above, might 
primariiy be that the bearer of the name or the scribe noting down the name did not feci that 
any one of the cicmcnts was stabie enough in itscif to serve as a reference point. Let us 
imagine that someone is trying to get to a certain address in an unknown town. They have 
aircady asked severai pcopie for the way but everybody has expiained the route in reiation 
to different reference points. This way one wouid probabiy never find one's way to the given 
address. (This is the kind of situation researchers face when, wishing to identify persons, 
they are trying to decide whether the person caiicd .S/cp/M/m.y c/;'rm.s /eAc/c ('Stcphanus 
known as Black ) is the same as -S'?ep/M/MM,s /<7<M.s 7/m/ ('Stcphanus son of Thur*) referred to 
in a iater deed.) The situation wouid iikewise be hopeiess if the person giving directions in 
the previous exampic wouid rciate the address in question to a Hack BMW cruising the area 
aii day iong. Thus, a reference point shouid be constant and stabie in order to fuifii its 
function. Stabiiity, in turn, is a matter of degree, with more and icss stabie eicments forming 
a continuum. Conecptuaiisation is aiways carried out rciying on the more stabie reference
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point, i.e. a tess stahtc entity is typieaiiy defined in rotation to a more stahtc entity (compare 
p;c /zrz// /.s Pe/z/zzP z/;e /we with /zee z.s zzz /rzzzzZ zz/T / z e  /z z z / / ) .

3.!. !f none of the etements arc stahtc enough, then it seems togicat to activate severat 
etements at the same time.

3 . 1 . 1 .  This is what happened in the fottowing ease: 1 3 3 4 :  TTrzzz/zz.vr/zzrzzzPazzz /zzzzzzzs z/e№zz/zzzw 
/Mr/fA* zzzzzi' z/zzzzzzzzz' reg/zze ('Pautus former Ban of Macsó, the Queen's Lord Chief Justice', 
AnjOkm. 3: I )7). Pat Garai. whom t have atready referred to above, when finding himsetf in 
a position higher than his former position of Ban. he still noted his earticr position for a 
certain period of time as his new position was not considered to he known wet) enough and 
thus stable enough by the scribe drawing up the deed (the differences between contemporary 
and present-day conditions are ittustrated by the fact that by that time Garai had been acting 
for about two years as the Queen's Lord Chief Justice -  Karácsonyi 1900/2004-: 438-439).

3 . 1 . 2 .  The hearer of the fottowing name -  zzzzzgz'.szcz* 7*/zzzzzzrz.s /z/z'zz.s Pet/; zzzzzgzzz zYZ.sZiPPzzzz 
C/ziz/PzGt' ez Pc GcrJzz.s ('Master Thomas son of Petrus the Great. Castcttan of Csókakő and 
Gcsxtes', t335: AnjOkm. 3: t74) -  made a significant career under the Angevin kings: in 
)335, however, he still hetd the position of Castcttan. which was merety of average impor
tance. Atso, similarty to many barons ctcvatcd under the reign of King Chartes Robert, he 
wasa member of the tessernohitity onty (Karácsonyi t90()/2()04-: 408-4)2). Conscquentty 
he had no position, ancestors or property of higher importance which could have unambigu- 
ousty defined his identity, therefore in his case severat reference points were necessary.

3 . 1 . 3 .  Women -  if their names ever made it into documents -  were, at that time, usuatty 
offieiatty named in retation to their mate famity members. Reviewing contemporary prac
tice, it appears that in order to do this two reference points were deemed necessary and 
sufficient: the names of the father and the husband. !f. neverthetess, the widow remarried and 
if her new marriage was retativety recent (or in other words, it was not stahtc enough to he 
used as a reference point) at the time of issuing the deed, the deed contained the names of 
both the fate and the current husband: 1 3 0 8 :  zzzz/zz/z Przzzzzzzrz / . . . /  P rzz/zrz P zP zcZ zz  zzzrzgz.sZzz 
/ z e / z i  Pc O z /y r z  /z /zrz  rYzzzzz/zs /P z G 'z z  cogzzrzZ zz zYzzzzz'Zz.s A / z z e e  / .../  Pe .S'zzzzzZzz G e r z z g /r z  ('nohtc 
lady Kata widow of Master Petrus from Ogya, daughter of comes Bukcn rctative of Comes 
Andreas', AnjOkm. t: t3 t-t32).

An intricate and surprising item different from contemporary everyday practice is the 
fottowing: 1333: .S f/zrz.s/zrrzzrz.s/zY Z /ez- re/z'r'Z e R zz/zezZ z ('Sebastian brother of Robert's widow', 
KárOkt. 82). This circumscription reflects that the person drawing up the deed identified a 
man by mentioning a femate rotative of his. Based on the above, one must eonetude that the 
woman in question, for some reason, must have ptayed such a prominent rote in the famity 
(presumabty having authority over severat significant pieces of property as a widow) that 
she served as a reference point in the naming of her brother. Strangcty though, she was not 
considered important enough to have her own name noted, tnstead, in the usuat fashion, she 
is referred to in retation to her tatc husband.

3.2. Another sotution to the probtem of not having appropriate^ stahtc reference points is 
to switch reference points. This, as a rute. does not mean that instead of one cognitive 
domain another was hightighted, it rather means that within a given domain one. more
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casiiy accessibie dement got profited instead of another. As severa! examptes show, if a 
nobteman was donated a property more significant than his other properties, the name of this 
tatcr acquired property was used as a new distinguishing ctcment (see e.g. Mikesy 1939: 83, 
S/.ckeiy ¡970: 205), as, from that time on, from among at) his properties, this property was 
the most conspicuous and saiicnt.

4. From distinguishing eiements to fantiiy names

So far it has been shown that in the initia! stage of the devciopment of famiiy names, 
distinguishing eiements were added to the onc-eicment names used cariicr. The distinguish
ing eiements, however, were not used consistcntiy in ail of the deeds. This raises another 
question, namciy: when did these eiements become reai famiiy names?

4.1. As far as the exact date of the appearance of Hungarian famiiy names is concerned, 
researchers hoid very diverse opinions. According to János Meiich ( i 943: 27 i ), for instance, 
famiiy names arc aircady existent in the i3"* century, whereas Sándor Mikesy (Í959: 82) 
dates the cstahiishment of a reguiariy inherited Hungarian name system to the beginning of 
the i6"' century, and András Mező (Í97Ü: 28) to the i7"'-i8"' centuries. These significant 
differences are partiy expiained by the fact that the devciopment of famiiy names was quite 
a iong process.

Traditionaiiy, a name eiement is tenned a reai famiiy name when it has been estabiished 
on a permanent basis. This certainty docs not refer to its written form or orthography -  these 
two aspects being dependent on the person noting down the name -  but to the fact that the 
same distinguishing eiement is used to identify a person, thus it appears as a famiiy name. 
The other important criterion is the hereditary nature of name eiements, which, for iack of 
other data, can be inferred from the same eiement appearing in the names of sibiings (see e.g. 
Hajdú 2003: 737-738). Working from eariy records, noncthcicss, it is aimost impossibie to 
cstahiish tines of inheritance, it is not sufficient evidence, for instance, if in the names of 
both the father and the son the same property name features since as iong as the famiiy 
possesses the given property, the possibiiity of using the circumscription of r/e + piacé name 
is afforded. The case with names of occupations is simiiar. Since very often occupation goes 
from father to son, it is impossibie to decide whether a given eiement acts as an occasionai 
marker or if the eiement is aircady inherited. This kind of uncertainty has given rise to 
diverse opinions among researchers. On the basis of formai criteria, Kataiin Fehértói ( )969: 
33), for instance, docs not consider the + piacé name construction a famiiy name, in her 
view, oniy names featuring the Jc + piacé name construction speit in the Hungarian way (i.c. 
-/ piacé name suffix speit in Hungarian) arc acccptahie as reai famiiy names. János N. Fodor 
(2004: 3i) takes a more cautious approach ciaiming that "it is not too prohabic that these 
eiements couid as a ruie' be considered famiiy names, but it is undoubted that there might 
be famiiy names behind them" (transiation by the author).

The documents consuitcd for this research do not yieid sufficient data neither in terms of 
quantity nor in terms of quaiity to take sides in this issue. The present anaiysis encompasses 
a mere 40 years of data, which is insufficient for observing iong-term changes. As my re
search extends to the entire territory of former Hungary, most of the persons or famiiies 
surface oniy once in the data coiiectcd. This makes research into the question of inheritance 
even more difficuit. Despite the difficuities outiined above, on the basis of the avaiiahie
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data, it can he observed that the use of distinguishing elements shows a very diverse pattern 
even in the case of one single person. Therefore, in my interpretation, in this age, it is only 
with reference to a few eases that one can talk about family names (e.g. in connection with 
the Drugeth's, who come from France and whose names always appear in the same form in 
the sources, without any Latin elements: that is why it can he assumed that they bore an 
established family name of French origin). Due to the difficulties outlined above, in the rest 
of the study, 1 do not wish to establish date limits but my aim is to set up the criteria for a 
distinguishing element to be regarded as a family name.

4.1.1. In connection with proper names, Langacker (1991: 59) notes that they are the unique 
names of single entities and arc thus a priori grounded. (This is what Bulgakov noted forty 
years before Langacker. when he explained that proper names function like demonstrative 
pronouns or like a gesture of pointing at a person: in Hungarian: 1992: 449.) If, however, in 
a conversation there is reference to several persons with the same name, the identifying 
function of names may he suspended. In such cases, consequently, names function rather 
like common names, therefore distinguishing elements and circumscriptions arc necessary 
to unambiguously identify the person one wishes to talk about (Langacker 1991: 58-60). 
Katalin L Soltész expressed a similar idea as early as in 1979: "if one hears the name Jn/m. 
one might think about John Public, John Smith or even John the Apostle [...]; without such 
additions or without any context or speech situation, or any other name in fact is 
merely a potential name" (1979: 46: translation and highlights by the author). Thus, an 
epistemically grounded proper name in such cases requires grounding the same way as a 
common name docs (for grounding, sec Langacker 1987: 126-128).

This issue was raised at quite an early stage in connection with the development of 
family names. According to Gábor Szarvas (1885: 418), the need for the development of 
two-element names came about as a result of the decreased diversification of the pool of 
names: several people bore the same name, which caused confusion in everyday life. János 
Mclich (1943), however, rejected this theory and claimed that it was rather for legal reasons 
and to ensure the line of succession and inheritance that family names evolved. This argu
mentation was then picked up and extended in social, economic and cultural historical 
considerations by Loránd Bcnkő (1949). Sándor Mikcsy ( 1959), on the other hand, regarded 
the development of family names as a joint consequence of the practice of drawing up deeds 
and the effects of Western civilisation. These opinions can. in fact, he perfectly reconciled 
and traced back to one single cause: the proper name acting as a reference point. As we have 
seen above, a reference point can only be something that is easily accessible and more 
salient than its target. If, nonetheless, in a village every second man is called Vn/tn and every 
third male is called Af/c/me/. then these names will not he salient in their conceptual sur
roundings. This will then give rise to situations where persons with the same name are 
mistaken for each other, which results in heritage, tax payment, etc. related complications. In 
order to avoid such confusions, the reference point must he strengthened and supported with 
the help of another reference point. It is at this stage that the effects of Western civilisation 
cotnc into play: this new reference point is prototypically a distinguishing clement that can 
either he metonymic (referring to one of the given person's characteristics, family aftlliation 
or lineage, place of residence or property) or, less often, metaphorical (the conceptualisation 
of the person as a target domain with the help of a familiar plant, animal, etc. as a source 
domain) (for the similar origins of English family names, see e.g. Matthews 1966, Rcancy 
1967; for German family names, Gcucnich 1995). 11 one accepts that a name is a reference
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point and that a reference point must aiways he stahie. then it iogicaiiy foiiows that a 
distinguishing eiement can oniy he regarded as a fatniiy name if the name eiement ttas 
become permanent or, in other words, estahiished. This then perfeetty matches the tradi- 
tiona) point of view.

4.L2. Let us examine the three constructions through three exampics (i do not consider the 
Je gcnerc construction a separate type as it behaves in the same way as the construction with 
r/f + ptace name; and, furthermore, cfan names did not become famify names):
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Earficr f efaimed that distinguishing etements served as reference points in the 
conceptuatisation of the target, i.e. the person they served to identify. In the above ex
ampics, Johannes, Ladixiaus and Egidius. in which cases the son is defined in reiation to his 
father, the (iand) owner to his property, a person to a range of cotours, respectivciy. ff in 
rcaiity the actua! reiation ceases, because one of the entities between which the reiation 
couid previousiy be observed disappears, for cxampic, Ladixiaus ioscs his property, this 
person should not be caiicd r/c /wArrsv/ any more. However, if he is stiii caiicd

c/c /d/iv/sv/ as a resuit of convcntionaiisation, this cieariy indicates that behind 
the Latin structure de F. there is a Hungarian fatniiy name. This is exactiy what happened to 
the Bácskái Fatniiy researched by János N. Fodor (2004: 3b): sometime between i 34b and 
i3b() the famiiy ieft the settiement of Bacska, and in Í379 they renounced Bacska for the 
benefit of another branch of the famiiy, and yet in the their name, the eiement <7r /Jrrt-Mrv 
continued to appear, it is cicar that the structure previousiy used to identify a person by 
charactcrixing them docs not describe or characterise them any iongcr, hut instead, it iden
tifies them, thus fuifiiiing one of the basic typicaiity conditions of being a name. The 
eiement previousiy used for grounding has iost its originai function and has ended up as part 
of the name. (This is pcrfcctiy wcil proven by the fact that if someone knows severai persons 
with the same two-eiement name ]e.g. /w/ar.sf// Ld.s^/ó], then in a conversation they wiii 
need another distinguishing eiement for the unambiguous identification of the one person 
concerned.)

4.L3. The process described above brings about another change. As iong as it is possibie to 
add different distinguishing eicments to a name, the cognitive act of naming is continuaiiy 
reproduced: behind a name, the active probiem-soiving process executed by the person or 
community performing the naming is visibie aii the time. But as soon as the name eiement 
becomes a famiiy name, the roic of the person(s) performing the naming disappears.

4.2. Answering the question in the way detailed above (i.e. when did distinguishing eic
ments become reai famiiy names), iogicaiiy a second question foiiows: What influences 
which of the different varieties of names will finaity become a famiiy name? The more 
sophisticated circumscriptions can immediatciy he exciuded since they are the products of 
written cuiturc. They arc unsuitabic to he used oraiiy, which presents an insurmountabie



obstacle to them becoming family names. Thus, the three basic types (/(7/n.s. r/c + place 
natne. <-//rm.s) detailed above remain. The answer once again lies with reference points. A 
reference point, as it has been shown above, should be constant and stable in order to fulfil 
its function. The more stable an element functioning as a reference point is. the more likely 
il is to become a family name.

4.2.1. With this in mind, let us examine the three basic types of distinguishing elements. The
paternal name (or the name of any other relative) can be considered (more or less) stable with 
reference to one single person. But such a natne is nowhere near stable from the point of view 
of the family as this name changes from generation to generation. Most probably this is the 
explanation for the phenomenon noted by Pál Engel (2003: 583-584). who researched the 
names of noblemen in the County of Valko: by the middle of the 15'" century the use of this 
type of natne radieally declined whereas the proportion of constructions including place 
names gradually increased. This is because place names are appropriately stable reference 
points bearing in mind that one and the same property could remain in the ownership of the 
same family for hundreds of years. Even if the <7̂  + place natne construction does not refer to 
a nobleman hut instead to a person who came from the settlement in question, this reference 
point can again be termed stable as families (and also their neighbours and acquaintances) 
remembered their origins for generations. The type with is not uniform in this respect:
certain qualities associated with appearance and inner qualities (e.g. colour of hair, height, 
mood, habitual actions, etc.) as well as occupations might have been inherited or handed 
down from generation to generation, therefore such qualities and occupations can be re
garded as stable from the point of view of the family, whereas other qualities cannot.

4.2.2. There also appears an intriguing contradiction if I return to the problem associated 
with the discussion of the first issue: it is impossible to prove that a construction of r/e + 
name of property has become a family name until the family in question loses or sells, etc. 
their property. The same has been said above about the names of occupations: as long as the 
occupation is handed down from one generation to the other, the inheritance of names 
cannot be proved. In opposition to this, by involving genealogy in this research, it can be 
stated that in the case of a name including /7/m.s as low a number as two generations is 
enough to establish lineage: if after/77/M.s it is not the name of the father that is found hut the 
name of a more distant ancestor (e.g. the grandfather), one is certainly dealing with a family 
name. However, one must be more careful in the case of names containing J/t/Ks : if the same 
element is featured in the name of both the father and the son, it can be suspected that the 
name was handed down. It is likewise impossible to state anything with absolute certainty in 
the case of hereditary qualities just like as it is in the case of <7e + place name constructions 
(but who is to decide what can he regarded hereditary and what cannot?), t he task, nonethe
less. is easier in the case of metaphorical (e.g. 1377: Pe/rn.s r/n M.s C/tyrAe I Petrus known as 
Chicken'. Fehértói 19691) and especially hypocoristic names. Let us take for instance the 
following example: 1338: //ntgt'.s/c/* .S'ĉ n.s /;7m.s A/ '̂c/c <7nv/ A Ayr/;A <7c Smtcfo Georg/o 
( Master Schus son of Abraham known as Abyehk from S/cntgyörgy', An jOkm. 3: 456). In 
the father's name, the distinguishing clement A/yyr/tA was formed using the hypocoristic 
form of the name A/^w/tdw. most probably in order to allow for him to be distinguished from 
his father (that is from Sebes' grandfather), who was also called A/wt/;dw (for the lám ily. sec 
Karácsonyi 1900: 665-672). Had this element appeared in the name of Sebes or his siblings. 
Tamás and Péter, one would then have to regard this name as a family name and not as a
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circumscription of hypocoristic origin with a distinctive purpose (data to the contrary, how
ever, arc unknown). The conclusion that follows directly from the above is the following: 
although in order for a name to become a family name a reference point as stable as possible 
is required, for the determination of whether an element has become a family name or not. it 
is actually the least stable reference points that arc the most suitable.

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, it can he stated that neither traditional nor cognitive analyses can be carried 
out without data obtained from sources, and that neither analysis can achieve much without 
relying on related disciplines. As we have seen, in the initial stage of the development of 
family names, in addition to earlier one-clement names, distinguishing elements appeared, 
which were different from deed to deed. Since the aim of naming was to define a person as 
precisely and unambiguously as possible, the element actually used was always the most 
salient quality from among all the qualities of that person. Oftentimes, this meant highlight
ing several elements at the same time. It is presumable that these elements are not equally 
salient: their conspicuousness is a matter of degree. Indeed, the question of salience will 
have to be answered by future research into the sequence of such elements.

As regards the question of since when it has been possible to refer to real family names, 
the same results were obtained by using both methods, even if the theoretical foundations of 
these methods were different. As opposed to the previous question, the last issue of what 
influences whether individual types of distinguishing elements will finally become family 
names, has not yet surfaced in the Hungarian research of historical personal name studies. 
Raising this issue in itself seems to support the assumption that the framework of cognitive 
theory may well have a prolific effect on future research in the field.
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